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AN “ALL AMERICAN” ETUDE
NOVEMBER, 1914
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Established

TMHASTffiW^lApRlCANfMySlCM. EDUCATION

TOUCH and TECHNIC

Among a host of fine articles is one by Mrs. Edward MacDowell on “The
Teaching Methods of Edward MacDowell.” Mrs. MacDowell was a pupil
of her husband in Germany for many years prior to their marriage. John
Phillip Sousa discusses “The future of American Music” with his characteris¬
tic vim and common-sense which have carried the musical fame of America to
more lands than has any other American music worker. Henry Holden Huss,
the well known composer-pianist, has a fine article upon “The Application of
Touch at the Keyboard.” H. E. Krehbiel will write upon “Foreign Musical
Influences in America.” James H. Rogers writes upon “Making Piano Play¬
ing Interesting.”
George P. Upton contributes “The Romance of Stephen
Foster.” Gustav L. Becker traces our musical growth during the last quarter
of a century. There will be a fine biography of Dr. Mason on the Master
Study Page and a great number of other features which will make this Etude
one of the very best ever issued.

Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class Matter.
Copyright, 1914. by Theodore Presser Co.

The music of the “All American” issue will include compositions by foremost
Americans of to-day and yesterday making this number doubly interesting.

By DR. WILLIAM MASON
The Life Work of Our Greatest
A Method of Permanent Importance

American Piano Teacher

in Piano Teaching
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Editorial .
Opening the Season.
At the Pupils' Recital.S:
Opera and Tunes.
Save Beethoven from his Friends.
Beginning Interpretation.
Which is the Better Teacher?. . .
Salon Music: Past and Present. . .
New Music of the Month.
Publishing My Piece.
Scale Playing.
Playing for Nothing .
Composers in Lighter Vein (Diet:
Teaching Efficiency..
Frederick Kuhlau...
Long Distance Preparation.
Tlic Real Wagner.
Why Alice Was Successful.
Brahms and Johann Strauss. Jr. .
(Jetting the Family .Interested. . . .
Music in the Old World.
Students as Composers.
Teachers Round Table.
Study Notes on Etude Music.
N. S. Calamara, J. II. Rogers, J. L
Lesson on Wleniawski’s I.ogende. .
Music of the Warring Nations. . . .
Music Lovers’ Digest.
Voice Department .
Organ Department .
Violin Department.
Children's Department.
Publisher’s Notes.
World of Music.
Questions and Answers.
Book Reviews.

The November “All American” Etude will be filled with animated discus¬
sions of live musical subjects by foremost American music workers. It will
give all Americans a new pride in their national art advance. If you know
of a young person starting out in musical life you can do . splendid service
by introducing that person to The Etude through this “All American Issue.”

I

OCTOBER, 1914

PART II.—T he Seal-Rhvthmically Treated
^School of Brilliant Pas¬
sages).
PART III-—A r p e g g i o s
Rhythmically Treated
(Passage School;.

ERE is an opportunity. You may be among the thousands who for years
have found The Etude a daily help in your work and therefore want
to share its advantages with others. You have been waiting for an
Etude especially adapted for the purpose of helping you enlist the interest
of new Etude friends.

REMITTANCES should be made by post-office or express
money orders, bank check or draft, or registered
letter. United States postage stamps are always
received for cash. Money sent in letters is danger¬
ous, and we are not responsible for Its safe arrival.
DISCONTINUANCE.—Write us u deflnltc notice
tf you wish THE ETUDE stopped. Most of
our subscribers do not wish to miss an
issue, so THE ETUDE will be continued
with the understanding that you will re¬
mit later at yonr convenience. A notice will
be sent subscriber at the time of expiration.
RENEWAL_No receipt is sent for renewals. On
the wrapper of the next Issue sent yon will
he printed the date on which your subscrip¬
tion is paid up, which serves as a receipt for
your subscription.
MANUSCRIPTS.—Manuscripts should be addressed to
THE ETUDE. Write on one side of the sheet only.
Contributions on music-teaching and music-study are
solicited. Although every possible care is taken the
publishers are not responsible for manuscripts or
photographs either while in their possession or in
transit. Unavailable manuscripts will be returned.
ADVERTISING RATES will be sent on I
Advertisements must reach this office not
the 1st of the month preceding date c
insure insertion in the following issue.
THEODORE

CONTENTS
IN FOUR BOOKS

A MEMORABLE ISSUE FOR ALL
AMERICAN MUSIC WORKERS

... Th. Lack 707

COMING ISSUES

F you have a friend who has been postponing a subscription to The Etude
you can safely announce that there has never been a time in the history of
the paper when subscription was more desirable.
The Christmas Issue,
always a fine one, will be especially distinguished by an article from Leschetizky secured in interview form through Marguerite Melville, Leschetizky’s
leading assistant. This pianist who has toured Europe with notable success
is an American woman who has long been a resident of the Fatherland and
is said to be one of the most unusual pianists of American birth. This is
one of the most authoritative expressions of Leschetizky’s essential ideas in
piano study we have ever seen.

.. T. Blake 712

I

INTERESTING OTHERS IN THE ETUDE

Y

MUSIC
Legende (Violin and Piano). .. H. Wieniawski 721
The Call To Battle.
Danse Caraeteristique. .....A. Paulsen 726
Denzozo .
La Bella Gondolier (4 hands)_
Alumni Reunion (4 hands).
Rondo Burlesque.
Danse Aragonalse.
3 Silence.
■ M Loeb-Evan* 796
.. TV E. Haesclie
.//. Weil
• A'. 8. Calamara
Album Leaf .
-Th. Kirclmer
Valse Revousi
James ft. Rcoers
' t Evening (|
R. Kinder
Saviour. Breathe an Evening Blessing ‘(vocal),

ANOTHER FINE SPECIAL ISSUE

N our Revolutionary War two of the most conspicuous generals were Poles
who stood ready to give their lives for the cause of American freedom.
America has always had a warm affection for the brilliant Polish people.
Now we have planned a Polish issue—in fact it was planned three or four
years ago—but it takes time to do things right. We have already in hand
remarkably fine material for this issue. It will appear in January and a
more complete notice will be given next month.

7.28
739
740
742
743
744

OUR enthusiasm in The Etude can be advantageously used to influence
many friends to become regular subscribers. In fact, the present suc¬
cess of The Etude is due to the splendid loyalty of its.friends. As
a reimbursement to those who assist us in obtaining new Etude readers we
offer the following rewards, full particulars of which will be sent on request:
Cash Commissions—Ask for “Special Coupon Offer,” offering a liberal
cash commission on yearly subscriptions.
Premium Rewards—Those not desiring a cash commission can make
selection from our “Complete Premium Catalog,” containing descriptions
and illustrations of a thousand useful articles.
Magazine Reductions—See partial list on page 772 of this issue of The
Etude; or request a copy of “Last Chance Magazine Bargains.”

Send all orders only to The Etude, Philadelphia, Pa.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
Young Players' Album

Anthem Offering

Studies™ Pianoforte

Price, 75 Cents
This Is a collection of twenty-nine chil¬
dren’s songs with words and music by Caro
Senour. These songs are intended for the
School, Kindergarten and Home. The com¬
poser has been very successful i
young children, and these so_=to please. They are varied L
r, covering ail sorts of Interesting sub_s. The verses are bright and pleasing
and the music throughout is fitting
character, always tuneful and easy to sin

The Standard Vocalist

Two Part Songs

A. B. C. of Piano Music

The Standard Organist

By Mrs. C. W. KROGMANN. Op. 110
43 PIECES FOR THE PIPE ORGAN
Price, 75 Cents
Price, 50 cents
These excellent little teaching pieces a
about as easy as it is possible
poseibl to ma
_°ne of the best collections ever published.
rr"-ghout all the
The pieces are all good and interesting, of
hand' Hes_*in“'the“'five^finger
the five-finger pos
i
intermediate grade and moderate length,
spite of the technical limitation
_
" ’tati
wiitten in all styles and suited to all pur¬
poses. Both original organ pieces and
o,.„
g00dIy pro.
Interesting :
attractive. They are in th„_ _
acteristic rhythms and each piece
companied by appropriate verses which
may be sung If desired. Mrs. Krogmann
j? °°e of,, the best known writers of educational pianoforte pieces.

CfounTtVSe*

Operatic Four-Hand
Album

Elementary Piano Technics,

Op. 19

FOR THE PIANOFORTE

By Dr. J. M. BLOSE
Price, 60 cents
A simple elementary work of technic, on<
i‘ »onb,e ^nVCS7 exercise's
theteyCsb0rdTheeXesrclres' r^ceive^^ry'col,!
prehensive treatment. The little work is
thoroughly practical, giving the teacher a
new choice of technical material.

The Eclectic Course of Graded
Studies in Piano Playing

Graded Course of

By CARO SENOUR

A COLLECTION FOR GENERAL USE
Single Cojjy 25 Cent* Prepaid
50 Fine Songs for 50 Cents
$1*80 Per Dozen, Not Prepaid
A large and comprehensive collection oi
The seventh volume In our phenomenally
songs, both sacred and secular, suited tc
FOR WOMEN’S VOICES
successful series of anthem collections.
—* — ' average compass.
This is a
Anthem Offering contains seventeen numbers,
lich the busy singer can turn
Price, 50 Cents
in all styles, suited to various occasions, ali
- „ _ - and find therein a song adapted
i collection of bright, melodious ai
by successful writers. Some of the com¬
for almost every possible demand. The
gable numbers for women’s voice
posers represented are Berwald, Camp,
songs are chiefly by modern and contemRockwell, Roberts, Meyer, Blount, Bird, high school choru schools, seminaries, f.
-iry writers. They are chiefly of Inter
Stults, Stair and others. In general ex¬
***-a-'-r teachin;
The very be: t possible material has
cellence this collection is in nowise behind dubs.
been drawn upon : n the making of this
and Abound 'to* become pUla^ Standard book, our resources for this purpose being
unexcelled. The b
temporary writers a

10 Five Note Recreations
FOR THE PIANOFORTE

Mathews Standard

The Standard Violinist Juvenile Musical Poems

72 PIECES FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Twenty-Seven Pieces for
Price, 50 cents
Violin and Piano
Here is a veritable feast of good things
for the young player, seventy-two complete
pieces, more chan are to be found in any
Price, 50 Cents
similar volume, and every one attractive.
These pieces are in all styles, chiefly bv „ This Is one of the best collections of
modem popular writers, and largely in the Violin and Plano music ever compiled. It
second grade, none exceeding Grade III.
e usually
These are characteristic pieces, reveries,
there is
nocturnes, dances and marches, in short,
pieces for all occasions. The volume is
sslble oehandsomely printed from special large
_ ,- — — — of equal
plates.
t are within the range of the
player. This volume she
e permanent repertoire of e>
It is recommended alike to

Price, 50 Cents
Operatic transcriptions for four hands ar.
articularly effective, since it is usualb
ossible to arrange them in the orchestral
"■
-—'-ne is modeled upon.
irtwo recent colic_„„.p„
5 which have proven
| successful, namely, “Standard Opera Al¬
im,” for piano solo, and
-- - ’
ms for Violin and Piano.’ ,,, „llt ,:UIiL;llu
ms from all the standard operas, arranged
the best possible manner, all of medium

By Mrs. H. B. HUDSON
Price, 50 cents
A little book, which is intended to pre¬
cede any piano method. It Is based on the
principle of familiarizing the pupil with
t.b® Pi “no keys before taking up notation.
After the hand has been shaped and placed
upon the keyboard, the young student be¬
gins playing at once, playing from large
capital letters instead of from notes. It Is
not even necessary to count time, yet the
pupil Is able to form melodies and become
familiar with the keys. The pages are all
prlatenar Pan<3 the exercises bave appro-

Great Pianists on Piano
Playing
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.50
A score of the
__ keyboard
of the day have given theii
ideas upon how to get the
piano study. Accompanying ____
chapter is
Style, interpretation, ^xpresPfihnif*. handsomely
hiinAonmnlT. --.
an<* Technic,
cloth. Any piano lover will be'delighted tn
get this book; three hundred pages of in
artists!6 ideaS fr°m world'famous musical

Study Pieces in Octaves Concentrated Technic

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By J. M. BLOSE
By A. SARTORIO. Op. 1021
Price, $1.00
Price, $1.25
A practical course, which can be taken
up after the instruction book is finished
A masterly ex
or with pupils who have some little knowl- octave playing for
beffnSfnthe /uAlments- The exercises at the

FOR THE PIANOFORTE

-rJl

IN PRESS

me- L’AGILITE, Op. 20. Le Couppey.
PRIA7CTICAL method for' young vio- P802CTICm-n.vFINGER EXERCISES, Op.
SOUVENIRS OF THE MASTERS. G. L
Spaulding.
PLAYING. G. L,_
ME„ RHYMES F0R CHILDHOOD EASY FOUR-HAND PIECES. E Kronke
TIMES. L. A. Bugbee-Davis
EHEL™
playERS. Hannah Smith.
EThS4Ta(iperOF THE MUSIC TEACHEK. MUSICAL IMPRESSIONS FOR THE
PIANOFORTE. H. W. Harris:
CRUCIFIXION. Stainer.
NEWEST, DANCE ALBUM FOR THE

SEND FOR BULLETIN
VIKa™r STDDIES’

°P-

CHIEF ADVANTAGES
SYSTEM

broadest possible ayai

Y vasily be 1:
iee are taken
Variety
ies. This is greatly pro
studies all coin posed by oi;
SIMPLICITY™^
taught by any teacher wi

mu
practical studiesliavel.ee
ed. The course always proves most f ,scii
pup.lS’ espeeiaily when ccnpared wi.h
fashioned method of using ponderous voh
one composer.

MAKE NO MISTAKE
a*"ndard Graded Course should not
ith any other system, course, or 1

1;8

20,

Book

II.

The THEO. PRESSER CO. offers every Teacher, Convent and Conservatory, no matter
where located, precisely the same facilities and economies as though the
purchaser came in person to this large establishment. The parcel-post
bridges all distances from your studio to our doorway.

THE STORY OF YOUR ORDER
The moment your order-letter is opened it is placed immediately
in the hands of a trained Music Clerk, whose duty it is to see that
your needs are filled just as though you came to the store in person.
Your order is taken to the proper department and our immense
stock, covering JO thousand square jeet of floor space, is almost cer¬
tain to possess just what you need. Difficult or doubtful orders
‘ receive the personal attention of experienced teachers constantly
in our employ.
Your purchase next passes at once to the billing and shipping

departments and is rushed on to you as fast as the U. S. mail can
reach you, and Philadelphia is only twelve hours away from
Toronto, Ont.; Cleveland, Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio; Charleston,
S. C., etc., etc.
The best obtainable material, the quickest possible despatch, the
most satisfactory terms, the largest discounts, trained workers to
do your shopping for you, invariably courteous treatment, an
immense stock constantly on hand, make dealing with the Theo.
Presser Co. a pleasure.

One order mailed to this all-embracing Music Store, abundantly stocked with the best editions of America and Europe, invariably
means continued patronage from a delighted customer, whether 1 mile or 10,000 miles distant.
No order too small to receive the best attention we can give it.

ZT

odern technic la preaJt

Soume

THE music buying advantages of a great
CITY TAKEN DIRECTLY TO YOUR MUSIC ROOM

81118 t0’i'"S‘“*6“Pon'The's^D^DGraded

THE MUSIC “ON SALE” PLAN AS CREATED BY THE THEO. PRESSER CO.
Of all the many successful plans to help the teacher evolved by the Theo. Presser Co., none has been so highly appreciated as the
“On Sale” plan.
Thousands have used this plan for years, giving us an understanding and experience which make this
money-saving, time-saving, worry-saving way of buying music indispensable to all progressive teachers.

What the “On Sale” Plan Accomplishes

All That is Asked of the Patron

GENEROUS SUPPLY: You secure an ample selection of the best obtainable
pieces for your needs, taken from our immense stock by experts whose sole aim is
to please you.
SECURITY: You give no guarantee as to the probable sale of the pieces, paying
only for what you use and returning the remainder to us.
CONVENIENCE: We will even supply you with manilla wrappers so that you
may sort out the music upon arrival and keep it in good condition, always con¬
veniently at hand.
TIME-SAVING: You have the use of a liberal stock of music constantly in your
home studio so that you can supply the pupil with the right piece without delays.
MONEY SAVING: We give you the same large discounts as though the music
was purchased outright.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION: To insure you complete satisfaction (particu¬
larly in your first order) we earnestly request you to supply us with plenty of good
comprehensive information so that our experts may be guided in picking out just
the right kind of music. Talk in your letter just as you would over our counters.
The best way is to name a few pieces or studies of the class or grade and the
quantity you desire.

NO RED TAPE: Everything is simplified to the last degree. All you have to
do is send your order; no preliminary correspondence is necessary. Simply tell us
what you want and we do the rest.

RETURNED MUSIC: Music returned must be in salable condition. That is,
it must not have been used, or soiled, or mussed, or marked. Our wrappers help
you keep it in clean, _ systematic manner. Regular selections for the teaching
season, and New Music On Sale should be returned together but once during
the year; special On Sale selections for particular purposes within 30 days.
SETTLEMENTS: Settlements are to be made at least once a year (preferably
in June or July). We also prefer that returns of music sent on regular selections
be made 'Once only during the year, and that at the end of the teaching season,
during June or July.
POSTAGE: Patrons agree to pay postage or expressage both ways.

NEW MUSIC AND NOVELTIES ON SALE
STANDARD
CONCERT ETUDES

During the busy part of the year (November to May) we shall be glad to send
every month a small selection of about ten pieces of new music or novelties, under
the same conditions of our regular “On Sale” plan. This includes new and
useful compositions for piano, voice, octavo, organ and violin. In other words.

we pick out the novelties and send them to you regularly, instead oi you
spending hours hunting them up in music shops once or twice a year. In asking
for this special service be sure to tell just which branches of music you are
interested in.

FOR ADVANCED STUDY
Price, $1.00

Grades IX to X

A NEW SERIES OF CLASSIFIED CATALOGS AND TEACHERS’ GUIDES

P KLOhTirGAL METHOD’ °P- 249, Book III.
YOSch^ulmMUSICIANS
<FoHands).
STCzCTIuIyR IN MECHANISM, Op. 849.
60 ETUDES (Violin), Op. 45. Wohlfarht

7

8

T OpAlL PH-FB!I K eyy PiaD° Studiesb

“S’ WUxSn BTuSlS;
r0oVl8,Di£Sw“ODIES
For Further Information About New Works i;

COMPLETE course of standard
Etudes and Studies arranged
in a progressive order, selected
the best composers for the cul¬
tivation of technic, taste and sight
reading, carefully edited, fingered,
phrased, and annotated and supple
mented with complete directions for
the application of Mason’s “System
of Touch and Technic ” for the pro¬
duction of a modern style of playing.
Thirty years ago Music Teachingin
America was for the most part con¬
ducted in the most slip-shod and
travagant manner imaginable. 1„„
teachers were not to blame for the
enormous expense of purchasing in¬
dividual studies and pieces of music
for educational purposes, nor were
they to blame if they did not have the
experience to select the beet studies
fortherighttime. TheUradedCourse
idea is an original creation of the
Presser House. The Standard Graded
Course has succeeded because it was
built along the lines which years of ex¬
perience had shown to be necessary.

st^en^tt used i^daSy^ra^K
foster and .conserve

I is always Ii
' studies
' lie: of all kinds he ii
different in

FOR SALE AT LOW ADVANCE PRICES

Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS
The Leading Musical Writer and
Educator of the Present Time

A

10£^«Dr?S; 10 VOLUMES
$1.00 EACH VOLUME

By ALOIS F. LEJEAL
Price, $1.00
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Greatest Educational Work of the Age
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Op. 83.

(Pianoforte),

Pr... Sne "Publi,h„’, Not.,’’ „„ „Qth„

THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia;^.

y°of llCd “t fiUed
counts very libera".

3,1

P S of |
mSpeCt,0n-

™E°: presser COMPANY
1712 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

We have recently invested a great many thousand dollars in
the preparation of catalogs espeeiaily helpful to all teachers. Every
catalog received from us was designed to help you and deserves a
place in your music library so that it can be consulted at a moment’s
notice. Our Guide for Piano Solos, now in preparation, will be
unusually valuable. All catalogs are sent gratis. Please say how
many and which ones you need.

Try Music Shopping in Your Home Studio

Singers’ Hand Book.

Choir and Chorus Hand Book, i

Piano Study Guide.

Hand Book for Pipe and Reed Organ.

Hand Book for Violin Music

Hand Book for 4,6,8 and 12 Hands.

Complete Catalog of Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Thematic Catalog of Instrumental Music

(Easy, Medium or Difficult).

Remember—all that is needed is to send in your order—no red tape—no fuss,
just the order itself. Why not adopt this convenient, progressive plan to-day?

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

«e mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers
Please mention THE ETUDE

addressing our advertisers.
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Aside from the
delight the Baldwin tone
gives you there is the added
pleasure of the associations
that must cling to it

STEIN WAY
|G*ST5p|ASTER musicians, past and present, have achieved
NSW HI fheir 8rcatest successes upon the Steinway Piano and
PEyB E !>av' pronounced it the ideal instrument.' § The art
rr'TC” ’deal ofa ™a.st" in h‘S craft gave birth to the first
Steinway Piano. f[This ideal has been upheld and maintained
through four succeeding generations, with the result that today
the Steinway has attained a perfection unapproached and un¬
approachable, and is recognized the world over as the Stand¬
ard Piano by which all others are judged and measured, q This
assuredly proves that the Steinway'is the Piano of the Past
the Present and the future, and it is one of the stronges*
arguments why you should buy a Steinway.

irr

Catalogue and other information on request

With cathedrals riddled.with shells, schools razed to the ground,
libraries afire and laboratories blown to the clouds, where is the
j victory of peace? What is it the world needs to foster the love
! for our fellow-men ? Witness the downfall of culture and religion.
Are the myriad cross-topped spires a mockery ? Has Europe for¬
gotten its Christ?

Cincinnati
Chicago
New York
St. Louis
Indianapolis
Louisville
Denver
San Francisco

York

THE GRAND PRIX — PARTS,1900,
THE GRAND PRIZE-ST.EOUIS 1904,
THE WORLD'S HIGHEST HONORS

Three Exceptionally Useful Books

Or is this the holocaust which shall consume the injustice,
the cruelty, the wickedness of the age? With the spirit of fight
exhausted can Europe yet possess power to produce still greater
works for humanity ? Or shall she have given so wantonly of her
youth, strength and wealth that there will remain only poverty,
imbecility, decrepitude and ruin? No one can tell what the morrow
will bring. With the navies bursting in the air and sinking in the
deep, with cannons drinking the life blood of the nations, with
armies devouring the riches of centuries, whence will come the
support for the Schuberts, the Daudets and the Brownings of to¬
morrow ?

BEGINNER’S BOOK fLh„°0tlthe
By THEODORE PRESSER

Price 75 Centg

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

THE
established success of these publications is due to their clearness their value in
stimulating new interest and to their practicability resultinz from the
..1"
experience in the teaching field and long association with our foremost mJical \hhklrs
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Meanwhile we in America have the opportunity of the cen¬
turies. Staggered by the misfortunes of Europe we must take the
lot that fate has cast upon us. Tomorrow in America may be the
dream of the ages. In music, as in all other arts, we are on the
threshold of a greatness which should thrill all those who love the
name of the land of the free.
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sions. Many a book has paid the owner interest a thousand times
as great as his bank account. This is equally true of magazines.
Musical books might be classified in many ways. Let us try
one grouping which may throw light upon their intrinsic worth.

Europe, now in the travail of rebirth, holds us breathless with
horror. Each day new visions of the ghastly futility of war flash
over the seas. What can we say? Whence will it all lead? G-ateful that we have not been drawn into the shambles, none can forego
heart sympathy for the women,—the mothers who having gone to
the gates of death for their sons now see them torn from them to
feed the cannons.
Perhaps we are not civilized after all? Perhaps the culture of
Schiller, Beethoven and Bockelin, the uplift of Hugo, Saint-Saens,
Millet, the breadth of Tolstoi, Tchaikowsky and Verestchagin, the
inspiration of Shakespeare, Elgar and Burne-Jones are mere phan¬
toms. Have all our great leaders in art, music, literature, and
science over the seas given their lives in vain? Then is a tragedy
I greater than that at Liege.

Because of many memories like these,
musicians love the Baldwin just as you do the
things in your home which are priceless because
of their associations.

STEINWAY & SONS
Steinway Hall
East 14th St., New
Subway Express Station at the Door

OCTOBER, 1914

There are the memories of exquisite Chopin
recitals by de Pachmann; of songs in which you
heard the singing tone of the Baldwin blend
with Sembrich’s voice; of solos in which the
pure melody of Elman’s violin was sustained,
strengthened by the Baldwin.
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What is the good of books? Why are people so eager to ex¬
change green paper bearing the imprint of the United States mint
for white paper with the ideas of men and women printed on it?
Take the paper out of the question entirely\nd we have one kind
of wealth on one side and another kind of wealth on the other side
The wealth represented by money probably exhibits the result of
your efforts to accomplish practical purposes. It is yours to invest
When you invest it in the things that books contain you are not
buying so much ink and paper but really investing in a kind of
educational wealth which is the most productive of all our posses-

I.
II.
HI.
IV.

Books
Books
Books
Books

of
of
of
of

facts.
directions.
materials.
inspiration.

Could you tell which class is the most important? We could
not. Destroy all the libraries and all the book-shops and civiliza¬
tion would go back five hundred years.
Histories, biographies,
geographies, geologies, chemistries, geometries are all books of facts
that men need in their daily lives, need far more than money.
Books of directions such as guide books for travel, books on
engineering, books on the technic of any of the arts, books on
writing, books on agriculture, books on domestic science record the
results of interminable experiments of our predecessors. Consider
how many fruitless trials you might have to make in baking a
loaf of ordinary bread if you had no directions to follow. Books
on the technical side of music clip months—years—out of your labor
if you are wise enough to invest in them.
Books of materials are indispensable for all special workers'.
The architect cannot build from his imagination alone; he must
have pictures of thousands of forms evolved in the past. The
dressmaker, the navigator, the actor, the musician must all have
books of materials,—but in music the book of materials plays per¬
haps the most important part. In making book investments, never
regret buying good materials—a fine edition of Chopin, Beethoven,
Liszt or Mozart, or the needed technical exercises which , will become
a part of you if you use your investment so that it will pay the
greatest dividend.
Books of inspiration are the dynamo books. They give power.
They start your engine going and keep it running. They are the
motors of success.
No one can get very far without them.
Whether they inspire activity, reflection, thrift, morality, study or
merely alertness the book of inspiration should be your pocket
companion all year round. Invest in books, and then more books,
and then more books.

A SIGNIFICANT INAUGURAL. '
From time to time the readers of The Etude have been ac¬
quainted with the progress of the new building of the Home for
Retired Music Teachers at Germantown, Pa. It must be clear
to our subscribers that mention of this home in the columns of The
Etude is made solely for their information. We have waved aside
all thought that any idea of exploitation may be associated with this
institution, the buildings, ground and endowment of which are the
personal gift of the founder and publisher of The Etude. Mr.
Theodore Presser, after many fortunate years as a teacher, writer
and publisher feels it a privilege to designate this philanthropy as
the one in which he makes return, to the profession which has made
this Home possible.
This October issue will appear before the day set for the
Inaugural of the magnificent new buildings. A description of the
imposing structure was given in The Etude for last December.
I he Inaugural will be made memorable by the presence of impor¬
tant guests and notice of some of the addresses will be made
in a later issue. Comfort and protection to worthy workers in “the
most beautiful art,” as they approach the journey’s end, will be
richly provided by this commodious Home. Its opening is a signifi¬
cant moment in our national musical history,.
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COMMON SENSE AT THE PUPILS’
RECITAL.
BY AMY U. W. BAGG.

A Fresh Start
When my pupils came back in the fall I noticed that
only the most enthusiastic of them were willing to take
up their old work with avidity. Consequently I hit
upon the plan of having a new piece ready for all
pupils the moment they arrived. Then I saw to it that
this piece was one that introduced some little principle
that was in itself fresh to the pupil. Even if it was
only a little scale in double thirds it sufficed to engage
the pupil’s interest and make material for new mental
stimulus. The main thing is to have the piece ready
to hand to the pupil a few moments after he enters
the studio.
L. de M.
The Changed Plan
Have you ever been to a hotel where there was a
set of plans of meals carried out throughout the year?
One always knew in advance just what was coming,
ice cream on Wednesday, chicken on Sunday, roast on
Tuesday. All the pleasure of gastronomic surprise is
destroyed. Many teachers conduct their lessons on a
similar plan. Scales, studies, sonatas and then pieces
every day, every week, year in and year out. Do you
wonder that pupils get tired? A little variation at the
lesson helps the teacher enormously and quickens the
pupil. I made it a rule to avoid having two lessons
in succession follow the same plan. Try this for a
day or so and see how much relieved you are.
L. G. Patterson.
Hypnotized Pupils
I had a teacher once who evidently had an idea that
the correct way to instruct was to work with the view
of forcing a pupil to do as he wanted the pupil to do.
At every lesson he was like a huge feline ready to
pounce upon mistakes. He would try to overpower the
pupil mentally and was in a continual state of nervous
tension which instead of helping the pupil had just
the opposite effect. This year I have resolved to go
to a teacher who evidently realizes that progress in
music depends upon a slow, sound, up-building in the
mind of the pupil and that fuss and flurry are largely
waste time.
Ethel D. Waters.
Self Criticism
When my pupils came at the beginning of the season
last year I had already prepared several slips of paper.
At the top of each slip was the name of the pupil
and a list of the pieces studied during the past year.
Then I asked the pupil to be his own critic. My!
how fine the plan worked. Pupils began seeing mis¬
takes that even I had not pointed out to them. The
result was a general betterment all around. Teachers,
try this plan. It is a fine thing to get the pupils
started with.
H. D. van S.
The Pupil Teacher
“Now let me play, pupil, and you teach.” That was
the way in which I gained the interest of a very
troublesome pupil at the very outstart last October.
I purposely made the mistakes and the pupil stopped
me every time, explained what was the right way and
then let me go. It was one of the many little tricks
which we all must use to get on the right side of some
pupils.
Susan Y. Merritt.
THE ETUDE NEEDS YOUR IDEA.
Every teacher now and then comes across a fine
idea. Why not pass it on? An idea is the inspiration
of the moment. Perhaps you have had better ideas
than any of the above. If you think so, write your
idea down at the moment it comes to you. Keep a
pad and a pencil at the side of your keyboard and
never miss an opportunity. Send it in to us in not
more than seventy-five words and we shall be glad
to use it if it is in line with our needs. We will
pay you at our regular rates upon publication. Write
on a separate sheet of paper and address “Idea Depart¬
ment” The Etude, 1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Put your name and address on the manuscript, not
necessarily for publication.

Perhaps the most paralyzing difficulty that the piano
teacher must overcome is the universal tendency
towards stage fright. There is no study or pursuit in
which self-command is more essential than in music.
If it makes a painter nervous to have some one watch
him at work, he can paint alone. He has no need to
overcome his sensitiveness. Music, however, is to be
heard. If there is no listener, there is no music. The
musician, unlike the painter of pictures, must learn not
only to master his art, but also to master himself. It
is not enough that he should play wonderfully well,
but he must be able to play equally well when others
are watching and listening. If being heard is a part of
music, then teaching how to be heard is a part of music
teaching.
The pupil who habitually says, “I can play that all
right alone. I don’t see why I cannot play it at my
lesson,” needs to be taught something besides music;
and every one who attempts to teach music should be
able to teach that something.
How to teach it?
That is difficult to say. Certainly not by severity or
reprimands, not by betraying anxiety or nervousness.
The teacher, whatever her secret misgivings and heart
stirrings, should show only a serene composure and
absolute self-possession at the pupils’ recital. No one,
least of all a pupil, should see anything in her attitude
but calm confidence. That will help to quiet the fears
of the youthful performers.

THE

LITTLE HELPS AT THE RECITAL.
The qualities of mathematical exactness belong only
to machines. Machine-carved furniture is far more
precisely symmetrical than hand-carved, yet its very
perfection is its greatest drawback. The imperfections
of outline, the irregularities in design, the “false
notes” prove the genuineness, hence the worth, of the
hand-carved furniture. They mean something. They
express the individuality, dreams, ideals, the “human”
qualities of the artist. Even a child can comprehend
this.
A player can trust the keys to his fingers with more
or less certainty of success, but the interpretation of
what is being played must be controlled by the mind.
Hence the effort to interpret well helps to keep one
from becoming panic-stricken, for if the mind is occu¬
pied there is less room for consciousness of self, or
of the audience. A trained imagination is of great aid
in gaining self-command. A habit of self-control also
helps enormously, and a teacher of anything should
teach that; but most of all, the music teacher.
Lastly, there are the seemingly little things. At a
recital have the children adjust the piano chair them¬
selves. Have them greet their audience and take leave
of it with a bow, as graceful, self-possessed and digni¬
fied as they can make it. They need drill in this neces¬
sary courtesy. Try to have them avoid haste, and
teach them to think about what they are doing.

MAKING OUT A PROGRAM.
Making out a program for the pupils’ recital is a
fine art. Each should be given something that brings
out the best points in his playing. This will make him
feel that he has an opportunity to show what he can
do, which is alone a great encouragement and stimulus.
Do not give a Slumber Song to the pupil who loves to
pound out heavy chords. If one little girl excels in
singing tones and sentimental expression, do not insist
upon her playing a gay march. In their study, it is of
course needful to introduce work that will strengthen
their weak points, but at the recital have them play that
which they can play best. Also allow each one to play
something that he enjoys and loves. He will play it
seventy-five per cent, better, other things being equal,
than something he dislikes.
Then all the pupils should be given pieces to play
that do not tax their technic to the limit, something
entirely within the scope of fheir attainment. There is
nothing more potent to allay timidity than the feeling
of complete efficiency.
But even with these things in their favor, the teacher
and pupils almost invariably feel that the recital has
not been a fair test of their accomplishment, because
the participants in the program were in a greater or less
degree mentally and physically handicapped by the
excitement of the occasion.
Knowledge that is not available is of small value.
Obviously, it is of no advantage to know how to play
the piano, if one cannot play the piano when there is
somebody listening.
Pupils should not be allowed to make a fetish of
mechanical accuracy alone. They should be taught not
to regard with insane horror “a mistake”—by which
they almost invariably mean a false note. They should
be taught that there are other things worse than false
notes. Good playing means so much besides good
technic that some people with poor technic can make
better music than others who are masters of finger
dexterity. Phillips Brooks was a great preacher and
an eloquent speaker, yet he stammered at times. Rubin¬
stein was a great pianist, yet he frankly admitted num¬
berless false notes.
What made these men great? Try to make the pupils
answer that question. Nobody ever becomes so profi¬
cient a runner that he never stumbles. We all* stumble
sometimes, even skilled acrobats; but we learn to walk
m order to get somewhere. If we stumble, we go on.
Do not allow children to give undue weight to their
httle errors. A mistake is regrettable and should com¬
pel redoubled effort, but it should not be regarded as a
heart-breaking disgrace. If the pupil can once cease
to fear, and can become able to go sanely about his
playing, with his mind upon his work, he will not make
many mistakes. Then when he is through, say nothing
of his false notes. Tell him of the retard he forgot
about, of the crescendo he omitted, of the accented
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note he failed to bring out, and so on; reminding him
only of the inartistic things he did, remembering always
that a false note is not necessarily an indication of an
inartistic temperament.

OPERA AND TUNES.
In the history of music nothing is more interesting
to. the trained observer than the coming of the tune
and, if we may believe some of the pessimistic critics
of to-day, the passing of the tune. Few musical his¬
tories escape making a great ado about a famous tune.
Sumer is leumen in, Ihude sing cuccu, an old English
melody to which some early composer made an accom¬
paniment largely composed of repetitions or imitations
of the melody itself after the manner of musical art
known as a Canon. This is thought by most historians
to be the oldest existing species of musical development
m which the accompaniment to the original melody is
made up of other imitative melodies interlaced not after
the manner of the kind of chord writing such as we
find in hymns, but in a far freer manner in the style
which has come to be defined as counterpoint. The
remarkable thing about the antique piece is that it
really possesses a definite tune although it dates from
at least 1240. In many of the succeeding centuries we
encounter music containing few passages that laymen
would identify as “tunes.” The Song of Orpheus in
J^“P°,Po”’s Euridice, one of the very first operas
tiouu A. D.), is so formless in the modern popular
sense that to many it would seem as vague as the last
word from Debussy. The need for tunes, however, must
have been manifest, for very shortly we find very dis¬
tinctive tunes, such as the Ma, ma che dicot in L’in
coronazione di Popped, by Monteverdi, who lived a full
century before the great Handel.
Next we reach an epoch when the tune reigned supreme. Lully, Purcell, Handel, Gluck, Mozart, Rossini,
Bellmi’ Donizetti Verdi and all their splendid company
made melodies which seem well nigh immortal. People
Tern

If *L°Pera f°ur ^at they could take
with
. If the opera had haunting tunes it was declared
a good opera irrespective of any defects it might otherrevolufinnistEtl"w' R-'cha^d WaSner. iconoclast, infidel,
revolutionist. “He ,s the man,” shouted the critics,
who has come to annihilate tunes.” Even his earlv
works, such as Tannhaeuser and Lohengrin, which con¬
tain tunes which have long since become hackneyed we
described as tuneless. To the musician Parsifansamlvelous web of endless tunes—not melodies in the ornificant^^Vr6 ThC LaSt R°Se °f Su"""eO but sig¬
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Save Beethoven from His “Friends!”
By HENRY T. FINCK
Mark Twain’s definition of a “classic” as “an
author whom everybody praises and nobody reads” is
unfortunately as true as it is funny. Is the time ap¬
proaching when even the great Beethoven will be a
“classic” in that sense? There are disquieting signs
that it is. A year or two ago a prominent critic, com¬
menting on a festival in a large western city, deplored
the fact that the Beethoven program drew the smallest
audience of the week. In another city in the East,
where a series of Beethoven concerts was given last
winter with some prominent soloists, not more than
fifty subscription tickets had been sold three days
before the concerts began.
Why this strange attitude toward the music of the
man who, for more than half a century, has been gen¬
erally placed above all other composers, as Shakes¬
peare has above all other poets? There are several
reasons, concerning which it is time to speak frankly,
if we would save Beethoven and restore him to his
former popularity.
FOOLISH IDOLATRY.
Some years ago, when the great Bohemian com¬
poser, Antonin Dvorak, was director of the National
Conservatory, the editor of the Century Magazine
asked him to write an article on Schubert. He de-'
dined on the ground that he was not a trained writer;
whereupon the editor asked me if I would have some
talks with Dvorak and put them into magazine shape.
I did so, writing down everything Dvorak had said.
When he looked over the manuscript a few days later
he suddenly stopped, frowned, and said: “This must be
left out.” “What?” I asked; and he replied: “My
criticism of Beethoven.”
What was this “criticism?” The remark that most
symphonies were too long, “even Beethoven’s!” Only
this and nothing more!
This notion, current throughout the musical world,
that nothing must ever be said indicating that Bee¬
thoven ever fell short of absolute perfection in any
respect, has done, and still is doing, a great deal of
harm. Beethoven himself knew very well that of his
compositions many fell far short of his high-water
mark; some of them he would have been glad to de¬
stroy. But his idolaters worship them all alike.
Such an attitude breeds hypocrisy; and hypocrisy
always does harm. Music lovers who hear the weaker
works of Beethoven and then are told that these things
are miracles of inspiration, say to themselves: “Well,
they are beyond my comprehension—I guess I won’t
go next time they are played. I have heard them re¬
peatedly and cannot learn to like them.” This is one
of the ways the “friends” of Beethoven diminish his
popularity.
THE LAST SONATAS FOR PIANO.
Among the worst offenders are some of the pianists
of our day who seldom play anything by Beethoven
except one or the other of his last five sonatas. Now
ihese sonatas, particularly the last three, are not among
Beethoven’s most inspired productions, yet the critics
keep on telling puzzled newspaper readers that they are
the pinnacles of his pianistic art.
One author, Wasielewski, has had the courage, in his
remarkable “Life of Beethoven,” to tell the plain truth
about these sonatas. They were written, as he points
out, at the time when Beethoven was completely ab¬
sorbed by his Missa Solemnis, which left him little
time to bestow on these piano pieces. Moreover, in
these last years of his life, he had lost his interest in
the piano, which he referred to contemptuously as a
“clavicembalo miserabile;” while on another occasion
he remarked that the piano “is and remains an insuf¬
ficient instrument.” In 1811, after completing his Opus
111, he wrote: “No more things for piano except con¬
certos ; other pieces only if ordered.”

In such a frame of mind even a genius does not
compose masterworks. Beethoven's heart was not in
these pieces.
WHEREIN OTHERS EXCEL BEETHOVEN.
Beethoven’s sway over the public can easily be re¬
stored by recognizing such truths and acting on them
by playing in public only his best pieces.
Pianists are not the only offenders. String quartets
are too much given to playing the great master’s weaker
works. To the “friends” of Beethoven, to be sure,
there are no weaker ones. Once when I had ventured
to speak of one of the last quartets as not equal to
some of the others I received a most ferocious letter,
accusing me of trying to destroy Beethoven’s reputa¬
tion ! In truth, I was trying to save it by discriminat¬
ing between the good and the indifferent.
The time has come when we must admit frankly that
as a writer of choral works Beethoven was not the
equal of Bach and Handel; that Mozart, Weber, Wag¬
ner and Bizet wrote operas superior to his Fidelio; that
he wrote no songs equal to the best by Schubert, Schu¬
mann, Franz, Grieg and several others; that in cham¬
ber music Schubert and Schumann were fully his
equals and that, wonderful as are his pianoforte works,
Chopin’s, after all, are what Rubinstein called them,
the “soul of the piano.”
It is therefore only in the symphony that Beethoven
towers above all the others. What he did for the
symphony is astounding, prodigious—almost miraculous,
when we compare him with his predecessors. For this
immortal achievement the world cannot honor him too
highly; but the foolish general idolatry must stop. We
must cease treating him as if he, and he alone of all men
of genius, were above criticism. And we must submit
some of his works to editorial revision. Only thus can
we keep his bust on the lofty pedestal where it belongs.
WAGNER AND OTHER EDITORS.
No composer ever worshipped another as Wagner
worshipped Beethoven. His essay on him—which has
been admirably Englished by Dannreuther—is an im¬
passioned dithyramb almost beyond comparison. Speak¬
ing of the Ninth Symphony, he once wrote: “Had any¬
body surprised me before the open score, as I went

over it to consider the means of its execution and noted
my tears and frantic sobs, he would truly have asked
himself if this was the proper conduct for a royal
Saxon Kapellmeister.”
That was written at the time (1846) when he under¬
took to conduct this sublime symphony in Dresden for
the benefit of the widows’ and orphans’ pension fund
of the Royal Orchestra. When his decision was made
known there was general consternation. A deputation
was actually sent to Director von Liittichau asking him
not to allow Wagner to carry out his wicked plan. For
at that time this symphony was considered dull and in¬
comprehensible. But Wagner persevered and the re¬
sult was an unprecedented artistic as well as financial
success.
Wliat had he done? He had edited and interpreted
Beethoven. He wrote expression marks into the or¬
chestral parts; he made slight changes in the orchestra¬
tion so as not to interrupt the melodic curve, which
Beethoven had done because the instruments of his
time had not the same compass as those of Wagner’s
day. These and the other changes he introduced in
order to make Beethoven’s meaning clearer he after¬
wards described and justified in a long essay of twentyseven pages—a wonderful contribution to the art of
interpretation.
Among those who heard the historic performance
of the Ninth in 1846 was a young man named Hans
von Biilow, who subsequently won fame by applying
Wagner’s principles of interpretation to Beethoven’s
symphonies and other works. After him came Hans
Richter, Seidl, Nikisch, Weingartner, Mahler, and
others, who followed in Wagner's footsteps and thus
won fresh enthusiasm for Beethoven. Weingartner
actually wrote a treatise of nearly two hundred pages
justifying the editing of Beethoven by conductors.
When Gustav Mahler was conductor of the New
York Philharmonic he read the Beethoven works in his
own way—a way that simply thrilled his audiences
although many, like myself, had thought they were tired
of the Beethoven symphonies, simply because of having
heard them so often. In the subjectivity or individuality of his interpretations Mahler did not go beyond
Wagner, or Weingartner, or any of the others just
named. Yet he was pounced upon by several of the
critics like a criminal. The audiences were wild with
enthusiasm-but they were not large, because most of
the newspapers abused Mahler and denounced his read¬
ings for not being literal. Had they done him justice,
proc aiming him as an eloquent apostle of the true
Beethoven, the houses would have been crowded It
will be remembered that a famous foreign pianist wrote
a highly indignant pamphlet against a certain New York
critic, who, while posing as a friend and champion of
Beethoven, had denounced Mahler in outrageous terms.
From such “friends” may Beethoven be saved.
PADEREWSKI AND TRADITION.
Another great Beethoven interpreter, a pianist, used
to. be abused like Mahler because he preferred the
spirit of that master’s music to the letter. Paderewski
was often accused of distorting the Beethoven sonatas
when, as a matter of fact, he played them in strict ac¬
cordance with the best traditions.
. Hans von Biilow used to warn his pupils against “that
tiresome correctness (literalness) which some call the
classical style.” It is this dry literalness which gradually
reduces the works of a genius to the level of Mark
Twain s definition of “classic” as applied to musicsomething that everybody praises but nobody wants to
hear.
The four things for which Paderewski was most fre¬
quently censured were that he used the pedal too muchthat he indulged in an unwarranted tempo rubato • that
occasionally he lingered too long over a single chord;
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•n ’ m genend> tbat he was too emotional in his read¬
ings. As a matter of fact, these were precisely the four
mos remarkable traits of Beethoven’s own playing, as
attested by his contemporaries.
(1) Czerny, who was a pupil of Beethoven as well
as the teacher of Liszt, recorded the fact that Bee¬
thoven used the pedal a great deal-far more than is
indicated in his printed works.
(2) Another pupil of Beethoven (as well as his
biographer) Schindler, knew him in the last thirteen
years of his life; and in that period what he heard him
P ay was always, with few exceptions, free of all re¬
straint m tempo; a tempo rubato in the most exact
meaning of the term;” thus improving on his earlier
less expressively varied” style. Schindler takes pains
make it clear that by tempo rubato he means retardandos and accelerandos of the pace as a whole; in his
own words: “changes in the rate of motion—mostly
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period—in which Beethoven recorded his ardent feel¬
ings aroused by love of women, love of nature, love of
his own country—he lived nearly all his life in the
midst of the excitements of war—it is these masterworks that the “Beethoven specialists” and others play
with the “tiresome correctness” known as the “classical
style!” From such “friends,” could he hear them,
Beethoven would be the first to wish himself saved.

THE BEGINNING WORK IN INTERPRETA¬
TION.
BY ELEANOR CAMERON.

“There is no truer truth obtainable
By man than comes of music.”
—Robert Browning.
It has often been said that music is the language of
CTt t °ay t0 3 delicate ear”-a«d not the ridicuthe soul. Indeed Sidney Lanier expressed the same idea
/^ ec hand ln stnct time doctrine.
with a greater degree of intensity when he wrote, “Mu¬
(d) Schindler also calls attention (as I pointed out
sic is Love in search of a word.” If music does ex¬
in my Success in Music)—to the fact that Beethoven
press soul thought and feeling, the player who would
sometimes _ delayed very long over a single chord,” as
interpret truly and artistically, must think again with
. derewski does; thus treating music, not as a danc¬
the composer and feel the same kind and degree of
ing master treats it, but as a great actor treats a speech
emotion, under stress of which the music was written;
respecting the words and the punctuation marks but
for otherwise the spirit of the composition will be lost
reading in a good deal between the lines and thrilling
in the rendering. Viewed from this ideal standpoint,
the hearer with an occasional rhetorical pause.
the note-signs that go to make up a piece of music are
merely the symbols of the real thing, that is, the soulBEETHOVEN’S EMOTIONALISM.
expression which they represent. Or, to put it in an¬
(4) The fourth point, Beethoven’s emotional style of
other way, the music itself is the spirit; the notes, ex¬
playing, is of such supreme importance that a special
pression marks and shading are but the letter.
section must be devoted to it. The Germans, who have
The pupil who has successfully mastered the technic,
produced more great creators of music than great inrhythm and notes of his musical selection, has placed
terpreters, are afflicted with a class of pianists who pose
himself in the position where he can be the instru¬
as Beethoven specialists.” Of all unmitigated bores
ment for expressing the soul-ideas of the composer,
mey are the worst. I have heard more than one of
whose work he may chance to be studying. Hand, eye
them not only play Beethoven, but run down Paderewsk! s style of playing Beethoven, utterly ignorant of the
,ear,
a 1 but Parts of the equipment through
fact that he comes a million miles nearer the tra¬
I,?,, mi.lnS.Plratl0n of the comP°«r is made to live
again. This is the true art-concept and the music stu¬
ditional Beethoven than they do. From the playing of
dent can not gain it too early.
these men all traces of emotion are rigorously banished
Yet Beethoven s own playing of his works was above
teaching children interpretation
all things emotional. To cite a contemporary: “He
lost himself in an improvisation the style of which was
tlJ^nd°nC/P.tS,0f ’nterPretation can be established in
exceedingly varied arid especially distinguished by sud¬
srndv T °f
dTtS vfy earIy in the course of musicstudy. In a simple and very elementary form it can
den transitions. ... He revelled rather in bold, stormy
be given, little by little, even to small children only just
moods than in soft and gentle ones. The muscles of
rnll
^ his ,veins wer-e distended, his eyes
rolled wildly, his mouth trembled convulsively, and he
.. the appearance of an enchanter mastered by the
spirit he had himself conjured.”
As an orchestral conductor he was no less emotional
and his motions were extravagant', as Seyfried relates.
At a pianissimo he would crouch down till he was
hidden behind the desk, and then as the crescendo in"eaSed’
?ra.duaI|y rise, beating all the time,
.
at the fortissimo he would spring into the air
wdh his arms extended as if wi.shing to float on the
inlL I yl 7* reCalied, a concert given in Vienna,
in 1808, at which one of the Beethoven concertos was
being played. At the beginning of the first tutti the
composer, forgetting that he himself was the soloist
jumped up and began to conduct in his usual style. At
the first .sforzando he flung out his arms so violently
as to extinguish both the lights on the piano desk. Sey¬
fried, fearing that the mishap might recur, then sent for
two choir boys and had them hold the candles; but
when the fatal sforzando arrived, one of them received
such a smart clap in the face from Beethoven’s right
hand that he dropped his light in terror. The audience
naturally, laughed, and this threw Beethoven into such
a rage that when he returned to the piano he broke half
a dozen strings at the first chords of the solo.
Readers who may desire more of these interesting de¬
tails regarding this great master’s emotionality may find
them
in “uuliuance
abundance in i-uuwig
Ludwig Nohl’s
,
JNohl s Beethoven Depicted
D,
by His Contemporaries rEnvlisb
u:m or
__ i•
(English by Emily Hill)
Dr. Theodore Baker’s translation of Vincent D’Indy’s
charming little book on the great master. Beethoven’s
rivals among the pianists soon began to dread him be¬
cause of his expressive, passionate playing “He is a
demon,” said one of them.
The great master was in love repeatedly, but none
of the women he adored would marry him, because he
S“”.Ufly- rC°“th ~"d eccentric. These, and other
disappointments and afflictions he felt deeply, and they
hlS comP°riri°ns- In the words of
i?f”dy;. Th.e torments of a soul ravaged by feminine
charm the violent passion suffered for women whom
he could not wed, the deceitful incapacity of even dis¬
tinctly hearing the voice of the beloved—all this be¬
came music and was translated into masterworks”
It is these masterworks-the sonatas of the middle

have the pupil sing the tune.
At an early stage in the work, the pupil should be
asked to point out and sing the main theme or melody.
Drill of this kind may be persevered in until there is
ability to detect a theme that is carried on by frequent
changes from one hand to the other. Where this power
of discrimination has been assiduously cultivated, the
subordination of an accompaniment becomes a very
easy matter, for the pupil will be found, almost un¬
consciously, to give the main theme the leading place.
All chords, broken chords or arpeggio or other note
groupings used for purposes of accompaniment, should,
although soft, be very clear and distinct and of good
musical tone.
From the very first, it is possible to enforce the prin¬
ciples of correct and artistic phrasing. Every phrase
must be viewed as a complete unity, built up of sep¬
arate tones that glide smoothly into each other A
good idea of legato playing can be easilv placed in the
mind of the pupil by asking him to play the phrase
of course with one hand alone, in a manner approachmg as nearly as possible to the rendition of the same
theme by a violin or the tones of the voice Sintrinv
the theme and following it by an exact imitation of
^?e7nU?h: “ * if Plan°’ wiU be found of great assistance in this work Again, many students can be taught
to discriminate between poor and artistic effects
thfm?n hstenifg closely while the teacher plays a
theme in several different ways. After giving each wav
several hearings, the student should be askfd ?o ind?-

the8 hanT
th7 WOr>
and "ame
P-ts of
the
hand notice
its form,StUdy
call attention
to the
its structure
i ?- °/a pledge and realization of its adapta-

rffltf2con n ithe phrr rhe ^d tote

s^on Dwll.
VannageS *S an inStrUment of
need oK
.T^7 them.
rP°n itSEmerson
Weak places
and the
need
of strengthening
has said,
“Is

c|*p pd 'gainst slowly^ bltt° surely,3^ cieai^grasp

the art
artT/rt,
S°“^
the"tiny
* children
fflust be can
rcvea,cd
by
the
of the'fifingers.”
Even
be made
o understand that the hand must be fitted to express
S triCmthat th7 I65"6 to play' ^ress thePidea
that the more perfectly the hand is trained, the more
beautifully perfect will this musical expression be.
. A imperfections in finger passages, every unevenness
in scale playing, each slip or break in the playing of
arpeggios, all of these things, due to an hiadeauate
terndatrotr0uIin0ffltraiffinf
“edium 0f “^ssion,
uositinn
hr ffec.‘ and s°ul-message of the comohedT a *U 7 aS lmperfect colors, mixed and apthe mne h 'Snorant or careless painter, would spoil
themostbeautifulean^s. Where the hand is well and
fr^dom f
a?ed’ thC-e WiU always be unhindered
freedom in soul-expression, the mind of the performer
pose?

l7i° abZb kSf ln the th°^bts of the ^m+ Jf
p,robIem of technical training is presented
from this standpoint, the pupil will be quick to grasp

t£e h7ndSS y °f l0ng and unceasing toil in order Sat
action
™ay maSter the intricacies of perfect finger
stuAdSv "Thi afi
PUpil.large or sraaI1- ^kes up the
Study of his first composition, he is ready to begin his
first practical work in interpretation. InthisTesnect

bliml^fijlif^’in^f^rides5 whde *tlfenatlCa^ ^ * ‘he
asleep. “In dealing
.
™Z?£nwwc;™e;h“

MME. HELEN HOPEKIRK.
(This distinguished pianist is among the famous
pupils of Leschetizky. After many successful concerts
abroad she settled in Boston as a teacher in 1897.
She may thus consider the question from the stand¬
point of the virtuoso as well as the teacher.)
In reply I consider that the real teacher is the skilled
performer who possesses also the gift of imparting,
and the more experience in concert work and teaching
he has had the better for the pupil.
The teacher who pleads that his playing suffers from
teaching is making a confession. The constant hold¬
ing up of an ideal to the pupil, the insistence on at¬
tention in every detail of tone, phrasing, rhythm, etc.,
and the practical illustration by his own playing, ought
to keep the musical senses alert and the fingers in good
training. In advocating musical examinations can it
be truly said that the thousands of graduates of music
schools are conspicuous for musical ability and
achievement ? I know scores of possessors of diplomas
who have little musical ability, to whom the printed
page means nothing until played, and who know noth¬
ing of the art of playing, although sometimes they
have a conventional technique. And such get posi¬
tions merely on the strength of diplomas. The “open
fake,” who is easily discoverable, does much less harm
than those who know just enough to pass examina¬
tions. Does the really gifted person stand in need of
any diploma ? I think not.
JOHN HERMANN LOUD.

LET THE PUPIL KNOW THE REASON.
idly^wherf there "is ^ ^
Pr°gress
rapsons
cornpIete understanding of the rea“Mechanical '”La
As one author has well said,

and

imitation’that is^one1 ofThiidhooii’1’ ST*
»f
they will strive earnestly to attefn fo "tb tf ,he,ritafesbeen put before them by the teacher Th
’ ^ haS
of imitation can also lie most nrnfii 11 H Same facu,ty
i^ afftetiv. Marts a^d
in assigning music to beginners nf
i
teacher should choose first thosf1
y?ars’ the
a. decided rhythm and meloS In
haTe
pieces, the student should be asked J g P f’eSe early
and point oa, the mi°ou,
accompaniment. As soon as this little theme hasL®
given several times, have the pupil o a! ii |h
been

anothe^ one*0-11 Sb°U!d 'f thor°ughly mastered before
another one is given. In the beginning, as many as
orizpd16 Trithe-beSt °f theSe selections should be memhowedwell’’heTtai“ I"* a'Waf be “not bow much but
selTimo tri.
eas'er for a pupiI to throw himhnth
t
°f a compos’tion after he has made
both notes and rhythm a part of himself.
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stanzas and repeat them before attempting to play the
little piece. By following this plan, little ch.ldren are
given a very true .conception of the spirit and rhythmic
swing of the selection. Choose for this first work in
interpretation only such compositions as will make a
strong appeal to the imagination of the tiny player.
For this reason, the title of each piece should receive
careful attention. The name of any composition, espe¬
cially if it be designed for the use of young music stu¬
dents, will invariably furnish the key to the central
idea underlying the entire composition. With very
young children, it is often found exceedingly helpful
to weave a story about the different parts of the selec¬
tion being studied. Whenever it is possible, the child
should be led to compose this story for himself.

so h,„d"ia'hand »“h

(Mr. Loud has long been regarded as one of the
leading teachers and organists of Boston. His view of
the question is interesting, in that he sees a field for
both classes of teachers.)
To the writer pedagogical experience, in greater or
less degree, seems an essential qualification for all
teachers of the pianoforte.
Teachers of advanced classes should be the equal,
at least as performers, of their best pupils, for while
it is not wise perhaps for the teacher to play much at
lessons, more rapid progress is sometimes made if
the teacher is able to illustrate special parts of pieces
which seem to be just beyond the mental or physical
grasp of the pupil.
The writer does, however, advise beginners to study
with teachers of wide pedagogical experience, even
if they are comparatively poor players, for such teachers
have gained a valuable knowledge of human nature
and have the tact to guide their pupils over the rough
places and to keep them from becoming discouraged.
Moreover, they have learned by experience a system¬
atic and correct method which leads their pupils by
sure steps upward and onward..
In brief, then, all truly competent teachers must have
had some pedagogical experience. Teachers of ad¬
vanced work need to be, above all, skilful performers,
while for beginners, say the first four years, the best
teacher is the one possessing the most experience, <C&t
not, necessarily, even average technique.

begin with melodies
> 7°rking with pupils who have studied but a short
time, the degree of success with which good and artis
tic interpretation is secured, will deoend tn , 'tZ
tent upon the nature of th4 firstK that“*
to the young student. For young children litD
T”
d.ies with accompanying words

ognize the different positions of the mf P°W6r to rec'
dominant seventh chords. Sharpen the ear^’"^
modulations into other keys and to recogfize the
mon intervals as soon as thev
u
8,n ® the c°ma melody that is quite difficult nn heard- Oftentimes
ning accompaniment will become aCCO?nt ,°^ *ts run-

child should iL'SlSX

•i.e pupil Z t«cosLoWa!1db",r,h"“Lr,,>'ifie'J «
which the accompaniment is based*
d f°rmS °n

GEORGE COLEMAN GOW.
(Prof. Gow has been Professor of Music at Vassar
College since 1895. He draws the reader’s .attention
to the fact that a teacher may never touch the in¬
strument and yet be an inspiring masterful instructor.)
A teacher must have (1) accurate and comprehensive
knowledge of the written page, (2) familiarity with
the technical means of expression, and (3) acute dis¬

crimination as to what the student is doing or failing
to do. If the teacher lack these requisites no bril¬
liancy of performance can do more than make a
parrot out of a pupil; with these he may never touch
the instrument and still be an inspiring, masterful
instructor.
Yet, after completing the helpful criticism, the care¬
ful application of just the right means for overcoming
faults and acquiring power, there still is needed
usually a re-awakening of spontaneous enthusiasm,
which can be added more readily and surely by illustra¬
tion than in any other way. Lack of technique for
this is a handicap to a teacher, but by no means an
insuperable handicap.
The opposite difficulty is quite as apt to occur—
where a good performer is nevertheless unable to dis¬
criminate as to the pupil’s needs and the proper pro¬
cedure, or is impatient at the latter’s inability to follow
a suggestion carelessly made or an illustration unex¬
plained. Such a player is not a good teacher, though
his work may prove stimulating to the exceptional
student able to supply deficiencies.
KATE S. CHITTENDEN.
(Miss Chittenden has for years been one of the lead¬
ing teachers of New York, as Dean of the American
Institute of Applied Music and the Metropolitan College
of Music. While she does not pretend to be a renowned
virtuoso she is an able and gifted performer.)
In an experience covering a great many years, during
which I have taught nearly one thousand (1,000) teach¬
ers, with many of whom I maintained association for a
number of years afterwards, I can give it as my un¬
qualified opinion, that, as a rule, the best players are
not the best teachers for general instruction.
The quality of mind which characterizes the born
teacher is just the reverse of that belonging to the
executive performer. The born teacher draws out, the
player gives out.
The largest impediment in the way of successful
teaching by a performer is the inability to realize
where difficulties lie, for the simple reason that—to a
certain extent—difficulties such as stagger pupils do
not exist for him, which results in impatience on his
part and the consequent discouragement and sometimes
resentment on the part of the pupils.
When pupils have reached the stage of development
where virtuosity is becoming possible, the teacher must
have had, at some time, the experience of a virtuoso,
because one cannot teach what is not in one’s self, and
at that stage of development imitation forms an impor¬
tant elernent, and here is where the performer-teacher
is invaluable.
WALTER L. BOGERT.
(Mr. Bogert represents the vocal teacher’s aspect of
the question. As President of the New York State
Music Teachers’ Association for 1913 he gained many
intimate aspects of this subject through the attention
he has given to the matter of standardization.)
I. should favor “the experienced teacher” until the
pupil has acquired considerable technical facility, for
it is in the early years that the pupil needs most the
benefits to be derived from advice founded on long
pedagogical experience. When he has well mastered his
medium of expression, and has begun to learn how to
express himself with some freedom, then he ought to
be ready to profit by instruction from “the skilled per¬
former,” who, even though “minus pedagogical experi¬

ence,” may stimulate his imagination and aid him in
interpretation, style and finish.
I feel that one of the most important things about all
instruction is sympathy; and of this, experience is a
most valuable developer. The successful teacher must
understand his pupils. Where there is in some degree
mutual comprehension, progress is sure. Its rapidity
will more than likely be found to bear some direct rela¬
tion to the depth and strength of the bond of sympathy
existing between teacher and pupil.
Applying the foregoing to the question of standardi¬
zation now so much discussed, I should say that, while
it is desirable, it is not all essential that the good
teacher be able to qualify as a skilled performer.
JOHN ORTH.
(Mr. Orth has been one of the leading teachers of
Boston for many years. His wide experience in this
country and abroad gives him a clear insight to both
sides of the question under discussion.)
The Etude is doing a great work in letting light
into places where it is most needed in matters musical.
I am very glad to write a word in reply to the ques¬
tion: “Which is the better teacher—the skilled per¬
former minus pedagogical experience, or the experi¬
enced teacher who plays poorly?”
Teaching and playing are two different things; they
bring into play two different faculties—two different
kinds of talent. There are those who can do both equally
well. They are the exception. There are those who
play by the grace of God with beautiful touch, fine
technical facility, unerring musical instincts.
They
don’t know the “how” of what they do. They didn’t
have to dig. That is simply their musical inheritance,
like a man Inheriting a fortune. People who can make
a more or less brilliant effect as performers have an
undue advantage over those who are less gifted in this
particular direction. So many jump to the conclusion
that because Miss Juniper has a fine execution, lovely
touch, etc., that she can pass it all right along to
anyone who may apply.
A lady from the South whose attainments were very
meagre, who had come to Boston for further prog¬
ress, once said to me, “I don’t think I’ll take any
lessons. I’ll just go around to the different piano re¬
citals and see how they do it I” Great thought 1
I received inspiration from Liszt, Kullak arid
Pruckner, and knowledge from Deppe and Lebert.
Neither of the last named could play, but they were
thinkers and understood the underlying principles of
how it was done. They knew the steps by which the
heights of Parnassus were reached and how to guide
others in their climb.
If you wish to learn, if you want a teacher, go to
someone who knows how to teach. If you are after
interpretation and “style” listen to those who are
skilled as performers.
FELIX FOX.
Mr. Fox, although of German birth, was brought up
in the United States, returning to Germany to continue
his musical education under Jadassohn, Reineke. Philipp
and others. As a pianist and as a teacher he is familiar
with American conditions as well as European teaching
customs.)
Considered in the abstract, my vote is for the experi¬
enced teacher, but the subject is rather broad to frame
in one question. The skilled performer might be an
artist who has “arrived” without noting the road he
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came by, so to speak, and would scarcely teach well, or,
he might be one equally brilliant but trained for both
Concert and teaching, who, though lacking in experi¬
ence, is well equipped and decidedly worth considera¬
tion in a choice of teacher. On the other side, the
experienced teacher might be one who plays poorly be¬
cause he never played well and who can only bring
his pupils to a certain limited grade successfully, or,
ohe, a fine artist, unable to practice, who can adequately
illustrate for responsive students and carry them far.
Examination of teachers’ playing ability would be an
unfair test, but, on the other hand, how much abuse this
expression represents: “Mr. Blank does not play well,
but he is a very fine teacher!” Too often this is also
the case in the most advanced grade where opinions
must agree that the ideal teacher is one who not merely
“tells” how a thing should go but who can do it him¬
self artistically.
EUGENE E. AYRES.

ETUDE

(Dr. Ayres, after many years of experience as a
music teacher, became a clergyman, and then a pro¬
fessor of Greek in a large theological seminary. His
(Mr. Granberry, an exponent of the methods of Carl
views upon the question are most interesting. His
Faelton, has been at the head of a successful school
daughter, Cecile Ayres, is widely known as a pianist.)
in New York. He states his reasons why the teacher
One does not need to play in ordet; to convey in¬
who is not a famous player may in many cases be ex¬
formation about technical matters. A superior artist
ceptionally successful.)
is likely to find such matters • elementary or uninterest¬
ing, and is tempted to neglect them. A large part of
The Teaching Art requires much in addition to the
what the piano student needs to have during the first
essential knowledge of music and pianistic accomplish¬
five years or more pertains to mechanical and physiolog¬
ment: Love for the Work; A Practical Sense of
ical matters. What the good teacher needs is intel¬
Cause arid Effect; Discernment; Sympathy; Tact; De¬
ligence, not ability to play.
Some of the world’s
termination ; Firmness. By accepting a pupil the teacher
greatest artists require their pupils to study all techni¬
agrees to do a certain work for that student’s all-round
cal matters with assistants who have little or no skill
development; if he is a pianist only, he cannot fulfill
in playing.
the agreement. Too often his love for pianist work
The teacher who combines technical intelligence with
is in direct ratio to his dislike for the routine of
some degree of skill in interpretation—not too much—
teaching.
is perhaps the ideal teacher for the yokng student.
On the other hand, a teacher possessing all the
Artistic interpretation is at first largely a matter of
qualities of a born teacher, but unable to play well, be
imitation, and the great artists teach chiefly by ex¬
he ever so experienced, must supplement his work by
ample. They show the student how bekutifull’v the
arranging for his pupils to hear authoritative perform¬
cortiposition can be played and thus stimulate the
ances of the standard works.
musical sensibilities of the student.
When a student completes his student-days, and so Technical training is therefore the more elementary,
becomes
a real student, he may gain much from a
and the more intellectual and is better done bv the
pianist
unschooled in teaching, but certainlv he could
teacher who has intelligence and patience and practi¬
never
be developed and educated by such an one.
cal common sense. The pianist must be an artisan
A “teacher” to whom teaching is drudgery can be
before he can become an artist. It requires an in¬
no more inspiring than any other drudge.
terpreter, however, to make an artist’ but of him.
Tbo many young pianists try to interpret before they
Experience cannot make a teacher of one lacking the
pedagogic instinct.
have fingers to interpret with. They need the teacher
who cannot play. Others never cease to he wonderful
Therefore, if an ideal teacher-player cannot be
machines; they sadly need the artist teacher.
secured, it would seem wise to select one whose work
proves him to be gifted with an aptitude and a love
EDWIN HUGHES.
for teaching, although himself an indifferent performer.
(Mr. Hughes, for many years chief assistant to
1 neodore Leschetizky, is an American pianist and
teacher, now resident in Germany (war permitting).
He calls special attention to the lack of analytical
faculty among pupils.)
From the standpoint of the really talented pupil, the
pupil who has within him the making of a pianist, the
question might well be changed into, “Which is’ the
worse teacher—the skilled performer minus pedagogical experience or the experienced teacher who plays
From the first sort, provided the pupil possesses an
uncommon amount of the analvtical faculty, much of
course might be learned. But very few pupils possess
the analytical faculty to the extent of its helping therh
in any great degree to discover exactlv how successful
reproductive artists gain their effects. If they did
there would be little excuse for the music-teacher
at all.
The second sort of teacher may produce results up
to a certain point, but of one thing we may be sure
he will never produce artists. A great part of the
rudimentary details of music-making mav be taught
by word of mouth, such as the ability to read and 'play
the notes correctly, fiqgering, rhythm to a certain ex¬
tent, and even in a rough way dynamics, for you can
tell a pupil to play louder here, softer there, to make
a crescendo, a diminuendo or an accent -and thus get
him to produce the effect you have in mind in a general
way. A teacher who himself plavs poorlv but who is
possessed of a delicate ear may even teach his pupils
hie ground principles of that much-neglected subject
at the piano, tone-production. This last must of course
be taught by the living example, as you can no more
teach it by talking about it than you can explain to
a person born blind the difference between pink and
crimson.
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THOMAS TAPPER.
But this will be about the limit of achievement for
(Mr. Tapper was born at Canton, Mass., 1864. He
the piano teacher who is unable to play what he
was educated at the American College of Musicians, in
teaches. Of course he might take a pupil on this basis
New York, and abroad. As the author of several musthrough a great part of the pianoforte literature, but
ical pedagogical books, and as a lecturer and writer,
the most important consideration to the reproductive
Mr. Tapper has attained a foremost place among
artist, the how, would meanwhile be making little
American musical educators.)
progress.
If foresight were as keen as hindsight we should
The teacher who really attains artistic results with
succeed to a greater degree in our undertakings. \\’c
his pupils is and always will be the one who possesses
should be able, ift such conditions, to make the most of
in addition to pedagogic talent the ability to play what
both the teachers whom you set up before the partici¬
pators in this symposium.
he is teaching, and who illustrates constantly at the
second piano during the lessons. Only through the
Let us suppose that I am a student with unerring
living example can be taught the numberless varieties
foresight. 1 shall begin my first lesson with the “ex¬
of touch, the refinements of rhythmic and tonal
perienced teacher who plays poorly” (I assume you are
using the word poorly only in a limited sense). Very
nuance, the balance between the voices—in short, the
well. I shall stay with this experienced teacher until
art of declamation at the keyboard, whose secrets must
he has set me up, so to speak; has taught me what to
be in the firm possession of the pianist who expects to
.
do;
to love music; to appreciate its beauty on the basis
meet present-day ideals.
of reason; has established that physical adjustment
between me arid the piano that is essential to expresGEORGE FOLSOM GRANBERRY.

FREDERICK SCHLIEDER.
(Mr. Schlieder has keen insight and wide experience
m music teaching. He is organist at the Collegiate
Church in NewWork, having been a pupil of Alexandre
Guiimant m Paris.
He is also President of the
New York State Music Teachers’ Association, and is
immensely popular with those who are fortunate enough
to come m contact with him.)
The question, “Which is the better teacher, the skillful
performer minus pedagogical experience, or the fcxperi
enced teacher who does not pretend to play brilliantly >”
resolves itself into.the simple word “if.” The skilled
performer minus pedagogical experience is the better
teacher if—-; the experienced teacher is the better
Tjie answer to the above question may be brought to
nglit in the following question: Which is the better
guide, a well-educated man, minus experience or an
experienced guide who does not pretend to be educated?
is more a question of the qualities a teacher should
viduaf 4" ktt uefe °bjective attainments of the indi'rd“ ' au Sk' Cd perfom,er Possessing the qualities
of a teachet makes a good instructor, likewise an exneri
enced teacher, not a skilled performer, who by £St
effort has succeeded in developing the essential qualities
o a teacher, is also capable. The innate qualities of a
™an, °r w,omal' hav<j more to do in the making of ‘a
good teacher than the simple knowledge of the con
stru?ve elements of music or its technical perfect
space will not admit of a discussion of the nature of
the qualities of a teacher nor the psychological effect
upon the students development. It is sufficient to say
that if a musician possesses the essential qualities of a
eneeher’ uf ?hVS capable' In
:kmfu7yU,d ^ m faV°r °f tHe

case the preferiMonJS most

Then, of course, this experienced teacher will take
me to concerts where I shall listen to the “skilled per¬
former minus pedagogical experience.” After a while
the experienced teacher will tell me to go elsewhere:
that he has given me all he has to give. Then I go to
the “skilled performer, etc.” And to him for two
reasons:
1. With the preparation I have enjoyed I shall expect
to comprehend him and his art. What he feels and
expresses is going to be manna to me.
2. When I go to him (the skilled performer minus
pedagogical experience) and perceive what a wealth
of true musical feeling inspires him, I shall say to
myself: “There really is no such animal. The speech
of this Skilled performer is full of pedagogy'; every¬
thing he does is full of pedagogy. He may not have
the experience, but he certainly has the gospel.’’ Like
those who taught, with the great Teacher he speaks
from the heart of the truth.
What more can one need?
JOHN TOWERS.
io«Mr'r/°hh Towers was 1,orn at Salford, England,
1836. He studied music under famous masters, includ¬
ing Pinsuti, Kullak and Marx. He has been in America
for many years, has compiled a monumental Dictionary
of Opera, and in spite of his advanced age continues
his teaching with undiminished energy.)
Wliy, the “experienced teacher.” of course. He alone
ias, or ought to have, all available demagogic
knowledge, and has, moreover, the happy knack of
imparting this knowledge to others.
My fifty-four
unbroken years of teaching have fullv convinced me.
™ c"?*e observation, that the more advanced and
brilliant the player, the worse the teacher. Whilst examPc is, general.y, better than precept, the teacher who
prehy we,1!
the Playing, instead of teaching the
pupil how to play, is a misfit and a mistake. In a word,
no human being can possibly teach at all who is “minus
pedagogical experience.”
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BERLIOZ THE SUPERNATURAL.
The name of Berlioz gives me a mad desire to pause
a moment in order to speak of him at greater length.
Pardon me this digression, dear readers, the subject
must bear the blame. What an extraordinary, extra¬
vagant, supernatural being was Berlioz. He was not
what one would call “well versed.” Ignorant, so to
speak, of the first principles of his art, powerless at
times to give a correct translation of his thoughts
because he lacked the necessary technical education, yet
succeeding by sheer strength of labor, willing himself
to give birth—the. phrase comes of itself—to “give
birth” to elaborate, dazzling, intensely poignant masterworks that at times approach the sublime! But then—
if he had not that which may be acquired,
he had that which can not be acquired; he
had genius! I often wonder what would
happen if a man of this calibre could be
doubled with a capable, erudite musician,
such, for instance, as Mendelssohn, -or
Saint-Saens? Poor Berlioz, he is another
example of that saddest, most pitiable of
mortals, a man misunderstood by his own
generation, and yet because of that total lack
of understanding, ,a celebrity. Being thus
perpetually mocked at and ridiculed had
soured his character, and unhappily his inkstand also, so that when he dipped his pen
in it to write about those of his colleagues
whom he did not like—and they were many
—then his harsh, sarcastic, mordant spirit
enjoyed itself heartily . . : . he was
avenged!
In the days of my youth I lived in the
same quarter of the city as Berlioz, and
would meet him often. He was very tall,
very meagre, very grim, and had a furious
air about him as if he would like to kill
everybody in sight ... and yet he
never did anybody any harm. That which
was transient, so far as he was concerned,
did not exist, whether in the street or else¬
where; his mind was overexcited and always
at work, like a boiling cauldron. His head
resembled that of a bird of prey. His ex¬
pression had in it something of the demo¬
niac. But above all, he had a head of hair
. . . Oh my friends, a head of hair such
as you could riot conceive. A mop of hair I should
have said. Imagine a weeping-willow violently shaken
by the tempest!
Children fled at his approach, taking him for the
bogeyman in person. . 0 Irony of Tate I A statue has
been justly erected to him in the middle of a little
verdant square where myriads of children come, morn¬
ing and evening, to give themselves up to their joyous
pastimes.. Children are like sparrows, they soon become
on familiar terms with the scarecrows that have heen
set up to frighten them. While he was living, Berli&z
was regarded as a musician who was a raging lupatic.
A performance of the least of his works called forth
nothing but catcalls; but now that he is dead, his works
excite transports of admiration, and the conductor who
presents them is decorated. It is folly!
As for his characteristics, he had a predilection for
Gluck, for Weber, . . . and for the guitar! He
liked the piano but little; perhaps because he could play
it only with one finger. Regarding the piano, I cannot
resist the pleasure of telling you how I once had the

honor to visit his house, and how I was received. I
was at the time about nineteen and a half, or nineteen
and three-quarter years of age. Having transcribed
for the piano his Valse des Sylphes from the Damnation
de Faust, I wanted him to hear it—one possesses such
temerity in one’s .youth I He lived on the second floor
of a modest house in Montmartre. I rang the door¬
bell and it was answered by an old servant who re¬
sembled Mother Goose, if it was not tjie lady in
person, and she directed me into the master’s chamber.
Seated by the fire, for it was winter, enveloped in
an immense dressing-gown which at some prehistoric
period when it was new had been blue in color, I be¬
held Berlioz. His feet were encased in a pair 6f

decayed shoes that reached to just below his calves;
and around his head was a large napkin, containing
doubtless a compress of some sedative water such as
one often employs for a sick headache, thus making
the famous shock of hair spread upwards to the ceiling
. more or less. Such was the man I saw
before me.
On perceiving me he said in a sepulchral tone in
which one. could distinguish a note of irritation.
“What do you want, monsieur?”
Half turned to stone by this engaging beginning of
things, I at length gathered courage to answer,
“Illustrious master, I have come to beg of you to do
me the very great honor of listening to a transcription
of mine for the piano of—”
At the word “piano,” he gave me no time to say
anything more.
"Sacrc mille millions de tonneres" he shouted, “It
is for this that you have the impudence to disturb tbe
peace of a poor sick man who has never done you any
harm.” And straightening himself upright with a bound
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he shouted a “Get out, monsieur” that left me terrorstricken! At this tragic moment I really had the feel¬
ing that my life was in danger, so, without more ado,
I took to my young legs of nineteen and three-quarter
years, and tumbled down stairs with the fluttering
agility that is produced only by fear. I was already in
the street when I heard the door of his apartment—I
was going to say “cave”—slam to after the disturbance.
It was my own fault, I should have known that the
dear, good man had a sick headache that day . . .
Berlioz, prince of French romanticists, is one of our
national glories . . . you see I bear no malice.
Later, when I met him in the same salon—that of
Legouve mentioned above,—I had not the courage to
admit to him that I was the happy beneficiary
of his hospitality. This devil of a man had
scared me!
Every time I evoke the name of the Evil
One, I think of a domestic who one day
entered into the shop of a music dealer.
“Begging your pardon, sir,” he said, “I wish
to make all excuses in advance, but I have a
master who is a little—er—original, and he
insists that I must come to you acting the
part of the devil in search of romance, wi'1
you be good enough to give me a romance?”
Without any hesitation, the dealer gave him
The Devil’s Romance (a celebrated comic
opera by Auber). There is no lack of in¬
telligence in the commerce of music!
Good! I perceive that my pen has again
played truant! Here, then, we reach the
end of this chapter. The enormous develop¬
ments of the modern Press have clipped the
wings of the salon of affairs; the great con¬
certs of chamber music, symphonic music,
and other kinds, have detracted little by little
from the artistic importance and influence
of the salon of music.
PART III. SALON MUSIC.
Music is classified in several ways accord¬
ing to certain conventions to which the com¬
poser ought to submit himself. Each kind
of music possesses a form and a development
analogous to its purpose. For instance,
Offenbach’s La Belle Helene is written in the
noble style, full of austerity and religious
sentiment, which the subject demands, and the Requiem
of Mozart is of a different kind, brimming over with
gaiety. I hope I make myself understood? There is
church music, theatre music, chamber music, salon
music, and finally ... Bad Music of the kind that
finds favor with so many amateurs.
But in France there is to be heard a veritable salad
of music of all kinds. Thus if you want to hear church
music, you go to the concert, while if you want to hear
theatrical music, you go to church—particularly on the
days when fashionable weddings take place. I exag¬
gerate? It is my whim! At any .rate it cannot be
denied that many of our leading church musicians
borrow from the music of the theatre many pages
which are assuredly beautiful, but which have a char¬
acter and a style appropriate to other surroundings.
This is all the less excusable since our literature is
incomparably rich in religious music; outside of the
great classics, the masters Theodore Dubois, Cesar
Franck, Saint-Saens, Samuel Rousseau, Gabriel Faure,
etc., have written masterpieces in this style.
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Concert music is played in the salons and salon
music is heard in the concert hall; or, it is better to
say, both kinds of music are to be heard in both places.
As for chamber music, it is heard everywhere except in
one’s private chamber. You do not want any in yours,
do you ? You keep your rooms to sleep in as I do
myself. Perhaps, however, this renders chamber music
all the more appropriately named, since it is often sleepy
enough! However, if you wish to hear church music,
concert, chamber or salon music all at one time, .
go to the Cafe. This sounds like a paradox? Not at all.
There is excellent music to be had, symphonic and
otherwise, in many Parisian cafes, at what are known
as “Appetizer Concerts,” and it is not uncommon to
see on the programs the names of prominent artists,
and to find in the orchestras the winners of first prizes
at the Conservatoire.
WHAT SA#-ON MUSIC IS.
Salon music refers to pieces of a type that are
generally short, not difficult, not very rigorous in form,
written in a graceful, pleasant style suitable to the
intimacy of a salon. Except for sonatas, and con¬
certos with orchestra, which constitute Concert Music,
nearly all compositions for the piano by modern com¬
posers are Salon Music—“Drawing-room pieces.”
The use of the word “Salon” on the title page of a
piece of music appears to me to be somewhat recent.
According to my investigations, Czerny (1791-1857)
was the first to employ the term. I have found a col¬
lection of exercises by that master—one is always find¬
ing such a collection, by the way; in the matter of
fecundity, Czerny was a rabbit among compose'rs—I
found, then, a collection entitled “25 Etudes de Salon;”
by this qualification he evidently intended to indicate
that these etudes were written in a less severe, less scho¬
lastic, style than others—in a word, more melodic, and
io«?b,e f°r USe in a saIon’ This W0fk is dated about
1830. I do not know of anything of this kind before
Czerny. But then! . . . there are thousands and
thousands of works bearing this superscription that
might be examined. When the word “salon” is added
to a waltz or mazurka, it indicates that the waltz or
mazurka is not music for dancing. The waltzes and
mazurkas of Chopin are of this class
. . and
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many, many others. Some composers have made two
arrangements of the same piece, a difficult one for con¬
cert purposes and a simplified one for salon use. Liszt
did this with several works.
IMITATIVE MUSIC.
One fact regarding salon music has not yet been
hitherto pointed out, I believe, and it is this: Ever
since the eighteenth century—for naturally I classify
the charming little pieces of the old clavecinists as
salon music—all salon music is almost exclusively “im¬
itative music.” This may be seen from the following
typical titles:
Couperin (1668-1733)
Les Petits Moulins a Vent (The Little Windmill).
Rameau (1683-1764)
Le Rappel des Oiseaux (Rejoicing of the Birds).
Daquin (1694-1772).Le Coucou (The Cuckoo).
Haydn (1732-1809)
Le Menuet de Boeuf (The Ox Minuet).
Mozart (1756-91) . .Marche Turque (Turkish March).
Dussek (1761-1812).L’Adieu.
Steibelt (1765-1823)..L’Orage (The* Storm).
Beethoven (1745-1827) .
L’Adieu, l'absence, le retour (Op 81a).
Weber (1786-1826)
L’invitation a la valse (Invitation to the Waltz).
Mendelssohn (1809-1847)
La Fileuse (The Spinning Wheel).
Chopin (1810-1849).Berceuse.
Schumann (1810-56)
L’oiseau prophete (Bird as Prophet).
Osborne (1806-93)
La Pluic de Perles (The Shower of Pearls).
Liszt (1811-86).Les jeux d'eau de la ville d’Est.
Henselt (1814-89)
Si petit oiscau fctais (If I were a Bird).
Heller (1815-88)...L’ccureuil poursuivi.
Lefebure-W£ly (1817-69)
Les cloches du monastere (Monastery Bells).
Prudent (1817-63).La danse des fees
Lysberg (1821-73).La Fontaine.
Raff (1822-82)..’.La F{Ieuse_

Schulhoff (1825-98)
.
Pres de la font awe (At the Fountain)
Bizet (1838-75).Cliasse fantastiqUl,
Ketten (1848-83)
La Chasse aux papillons (Chase of the Butterflies;
Godard (1849-95).Le Cavalier fantastic
Saint-Saens (1835).Les Cloches du soir.
Dubois (1837).Les Abeille)
Grieg (1843-1907).Jour de Nocc (Wedding-day)
Moskowski 1854)... .Le Jongleur (The Jugg!er)
Thom6 (1850-1909).Le Raicit
Charles Rene.Le Voyageur
Chaminade (1861).Libelkies
Do not believe that these are isolated cases; not at
all. The great majority of the works of these com¬
posers—of the works of all composers of piano, I
should say—are devoted to the imitation of things in
nature. I also offer to your imagination the following
suggestive titles, culled from various programs—I have
invented none of them myself:
Les petits poissons rouges (The Little Goldfish), h
Me diet it (The Doctor), Ma Mire I’Oie (My Mother
the Goose), L’Oeuf patient (The Patient Egg)
Berceuse fcroce (Savage Lullaby), Embryons disseches (Dried Microbes), Symphonic en forme de poire
(Symphony in the Form of a Pear), Pastorale des
cochons roses (Pastorale of the Rose-colored Hogs),
Ballade des gros dindons (Ballad of the Fat Turkeycocks), Croquis et agaceries d’un gros bonhomme en
hois'(Outlines and Charms of a Fat Man in the
Woods).
What have you to say to this? It is truly necessary
to have a talent of ultra-subtle subtlety in order to
translate all this into music!
I almost neglected the amusing Jardin sous la pluie
(Garden under Rain) by Debussy. I am frequently
asked what I think of Debussy; I think he is a com¬
poser of great talent who endeavors not to say again
that which has already been said. His orchestration
is full of ingenious and charming novelties, and his
Quartet for Strings is a jewel.
The final section of this article will appear in a later
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How Shall I Go About Publishing My Piece?
Advice and Warning

The Etude reader who has not become aware that
there have been and are now certain firms which prey
upon the guileless amateur writer of music and verse
is not a very close reader of these columns. Time
and again we have warned our readers and begged
them to warn all their friends, particularly those who
show signs of breaking out in melody or poetry, to
avoid any music publisher who offers to publish a
piece and then expects the composer to pay for .the
printing, etc, Thousands have been trapped by allur¬
ing advertisements so worded to appear that the pub¬
lisher is looking for manuscripts, whereas he is simplylooking for a printing job for which he will send you
a bill out of all proportion to the real cost of the print¬
ing, Some of these swindlers lived upon the top
of the land and some continue to work so that they
are just barely within the law and keep out of the
clutches of the U. S. Postal Department inspectors,
In spite of the fact that we have raised the danger
signal time and again we continue to receive letters of
this kind, all equally pitiful, for it is usually the poor
and uninformed who write to us. Those with some
little means pocket their losses and “forget it." Read
this letter and perhaps you will be a little more active
in circulating reports about this “snide game":
“I am a widow, and, having met with reverses which
make me depend upon my own resources, I am obliged
to engage in something by which I can make a liveli¬
hood. Being somewhat poetical, I ventured to answer
one of many ‘ads.,’ ‘Send us your song poems and
make a fortune,’ etc- I sent the poem and learned to
my surprise that in order to get the song published
I would have to pay $35. They told me the song was
a-‘winner,’ and that in a short time I should be able
to collect a regular income from it, I was surprised
and pleased. Not having the amount to send, I bor¬
rowed the $35 and sent it on the 23d of last Septem¬
ber. I have never received a penny since then, They
sent me 200 badly printed copies, which they told me
I could readily sell at music stores. None of the
music stores I visited would even look at the song
and assured me that many others who had patronized
such firms were in the Bame boat. Then I realized
that I had been swindled. Is there anything I can do
about jt?”
No, my dear lady, there is nothing you can do about
it, . Your money is probably as completely lost as
though it had gone down on the “Titanic." You can,
of course, state your case to the Postal Department,
and if the swindler has stepped over the border line
of the law he can be taken up and put where he won’t
do any harm tp others.
The expense in a publishing business is not so much
in the printing and publishing as it is in the conduct
of the business itself—that is, the business of dispos¬
ing of a piece to a very large market. It means the
maintenance of a great number of clerks, bookkeepers,
salesmen, musical experts, engravers, proofreaders, ete.,
none of which the swindler has, because he rarely
has any idea of publishing or selling the song. In
nine cases out of ten the 200 copies printed make up
the complete first edition and—alas !—the complete
last edition. The song is buried where it doubtless
deserved to be buried.
MANUSCRIPTS FROM INADEQUATELY SCHOOLED
COMPOSERS.
One of the meanest parts of the deception is the
fact that so many otherwise perfectly sane people can
be led to think that, minus any training of consequence,
they can start in at once and make themselves into
successful composers or poets without any more effort
or. reason than the inspiration which need unfortunately
brings to them. One of the tragic daily occurrences

of the editorial office is the manuscript received from
a widow who upon waking up from her great grief
suddenly realizes that she is in actual want. She does
not know whieh way to turn. Probably she has little
children dependent upon her. She does not know that
there are vulture publishers waiting to prey upon her.
Most of these women have scribbled a few stanzas of
doggerel when they were girls, and they start in to
earn their livings in this way without one chance in
a million of succeeding. The wisdom of adequate life
insurance for men with wives Is never advertised more
powerfully than in the dramatic letters to The Etude.
Naturally, such women become the prey of swindlers,
and it is largely with this in view, as well as with the
object of assisting young composers that we are print¬
ing here the circular of advice sent out by the Theo.
Presser Company to all who seek information about
getting manuscripts published. Read this carefully and
you will know much of the situation as it is approached
by reputable publishers.
Remember, the printing of your manuscript is the
smallest part of publication, because one so doing has
an insurmountable (ask in making a market. If your
manuscript has been rejected by a great number of
publishers, do not attempt to publish it yourself unless
you have abundant means and wish to gratify a whim
to see your piece in print.
Don’t send your works to a publisher until you have
learned your business—until you have at least mas¬
tered the main essentials of musical and literary com¬
position.
The Theo, Presser Company circular letter follows.
It represents the policy of practically all leading
publishing houses.

YOU TO DEFRAY ALL OR ANY PART OF THE
EXPENSE OF PUBLICATION. IF YOU INSIST
UPON PUBLISHING YOUR COMPOSITION
YOURSELF AFTER IT HAS BEEN REJECTED
BY A NUMBER OF REPUTABLE PUBLISHERS,
APPLY TO ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
FIRMS OF MUSIC PRINTERS AND GET ESTI¬
MATES;
Anderson Brothers, 633 Plymouth Place, Chicago, Ill,
F. H, Gilson Co,, 58 Stanhope St„ Boston, Mass.
Pgnna. Music Lith. Co., 114 N. 13th St., Philadel¬
phia, Pa,
Rayner, Dalheim & Co„ 376 W. Monroe St., Chi¬
cago, Ill.
Paul Schob, 137 4th Ave. West, Cincinnati, O.
Teller Sous & Dorner, 228 W- 26th St., New York
City,
John Worley Co., 40-48 Stanhope St., Boston, Mass.
Zabel Bros., Randolph St, and Columbia Ave., Phila¬
delphia, Pa.
Otto Zimmerman & Son, 5th and Sycamore Sts.,
Cincinnati, O.
THIRD—PUBLISHERS’ SPECIALTIES.
Publishers have specialties which should be consid¬
ered. One firm, for instance, publishes almost ex¬
clusively chorus or quartet works in octavo form;
another makes a specialty of gospel hymns, another
devotes itself to orchestral compositions, another to
very light popular works, another firm makes a spe¬
cialty of songs and ballads. While the Theo. Presser
Company has in its catalogue many of the most ex¬
cellent works for voice, organ, violin, octavo, etc., at
the same time it makes a specialty of piano composi¬
tions of an educational order. If the inexperienced
composer will make a study pf the specialties of the
different publishing houses and send his manuscript
where it is most likely to be accepted, he may spare
himself great disappointment and much postage.

FIRST.—TQ WHOM SHALL I SEND MY MANUSCRIPT?
It is very desirable for the inexperienced composer
to understand the difference between a music publisher
and . a music printer. The Theo,. Presser Company,
for instance, is a publishing house, and not a printing
house. It has no printing plant and confines its work
solely to selecting manuscripts desirable for publica¬
tion, attending to getting out the manuscripts it pur¬
chases and then marketing these in the customary way.
A music printer will give you an estimate, including
title design, plates, paper and printing for 100, 500 or
1,000 copies. In this case the composer pays the bill
and attends to the sale himself.
The music publisher accepts 3 publication, pays the
composer for it and assumes the entire expense and
bother of publication thereafter, A composition that
has been rejected by a number of publishers acquainted
with the needs of the trade rarely stands a chance of
bringing a profit to the composer who attempts to
publish it himself. Consequently, under most condi¬
tions, we do not advise composers to bring out their
own compositions unless they can afford to stand an
almost certain loss owing to their lack of a business
organization to promote a sufficient sale.

FIFTH—THE MANUSCRIPT’S ARRIVAL.
When the manuscript reaches the publisher a receipt
is generally sent to the composer stating that the
manuscript has arrived. This, however, does not imply
that the publisher is legally responsible for the possible
loss or destruction of the manuscript through fire, etc.
It is simply a courtesy to the composer.

SECOND.—BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT PUBLISHERS.
In recent years a huge fraud has been practiced upon
inexperienced composers and the writers pf verse for
song poems. Swindling concerns have advertised for
compositions, and after receiving them have encour¬
aged the flattered composers to issue them and at the
same time defray the eost of printing. The cost set
is often a figure that represents enormous profits to
the swindler. Tons of trash and doggerel coming
from the uninformed has been foisted on the public,
and thousands of dollars have been pilfered from un¬
suspecting victims, If your composition has any salable
qualities a reputable publisher will accept it and pay
for it. Therefore DON'T CONSIDER ANY PROPO¬
SITION COMING FROM ANY FIRM ASKING

- suvwp l ill ct UUUK Kept
for that purpose. In the larger houses a corps of ex¬
perts decides upon them. In the smaller houses the
proprietor, if he is a musician, may determine their
desirability for his particular catalogue himself, Often
a doubtful manuscript is laid aside for future examina¬
tion. It should be remembered that these judges go
through endless manuscripts with the one hope of
finding some piece suitable for publication. Nothing
is neglected.
8
Don’t expect an immediate decision and answer.
Some manuscripts demand deliberation and special
thought.
^

FOURTH.—SEND THE MANUSCRIPT ITSELF. DON’T
WRITE IN ADVANCE.
Never write a publisher in advance and ask if he
can accept your manuscript. Send the manuscript itself
with your letter. He must have that before he can
even report upon its acceptability. While all manu¬
scripts sent to a publisher are at the composer's risk,
publishers take a pride in doing everything possible
to care for the manuscript while in the publisher’s
possession. Accompany all manuscripts with an ex¬
planatory letter.
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which make it characteristic of Beethoven. The fi,..
SOME INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT
four notes of the theme, it will be observed, ar
FREDERICK KUHLAU.
BACH (H being in Germany equivalent to B nat,
The sonatinas of Kuhlau
have done so much to help
EDOtJ*KP' Born Warsaw, Poland, 1810; died 1880
^Unhappily Kuhlau’s house was burned down iR ija
Concert. pianist, who settled in Paris in 1835. Wrote a
us along in our work as
and many manuscripts which lie valued highly Wf
large number of pianoforte works, including ha Trlpiano students or teachers
umphalci Songs of the Sight.
destroyed.
Shortly after, both his parents died.
that it is rather surpris¬
Wdi'if!<vAP,,v Bk“maxn Apoi.f. Born Schkeuditz, 1827;
Crushed with these misfortune*, he himself pa^edawa,
died New York, ISO.-!, torn posed a number of effective
ing that more is not known
in
March, 1832. His burial was attended wjth ^
of their Composer.
For
I^op.
wfSu P°IH' W SmUc’
pomp and circumstance, a funeral march of hi5 ow,
Kuhlau was no mean figure
being played and numerous services held,
" SPSiSf^’8^"Wolln* and8composer
in the musical world of his
•iroMa^VowrftoflJ pTftoc"0 Wdl fK }he wel1 k»®wn Btlreru
Kuhlau’s piano works have been found invaluabl,
| day, and rose from the
ZiEHREa.' C. M. Mo’rn'Ttonna*
'known 6song
deepest poverty (he sang as an introduction to the sonatas of Haydn, Mo«rt
.■nmposer and composer or dance music, military marches,
in the streets for a living and Beethoven, for though they lack the inspiration of
etc... in Vienne it.. t.ns written comic operas, including
i'r, lAebcmrakir,
over six hundred dances and
at one time) to a post of
genius, they are very melodic and admirably pm ,0.
l Girls ai
great distinction. He also gether. Perhaps Kuhlau’s chief claim to greatness is
'
'
'
enjoyed the friendship of. found in his works for the flute, which are among tf,(
Kuhlau.
many prominent
people,
most important for that instrument, and have earned
THE KEY TO TEACHING EFFICENCY.
musicians and otherwise,
him the rather absurd title of “the Beethoven of the
not least of which was that of Beethoven himself.
flute,” These works comprise flute solos, duets, trios
BY THALEON BLAKE.
Frederick Daniel Rodolplie Kuhlau was born 1786 at
and even quartets, as well as works for the flute
the little village of Luneburg, Hanover. When he was
combination with other instruments. The influence of
The teacher whose distinguishing badge of service
still a small boy his mother sent him to the fountain for
the flute is quite evident in his piano works which
is that he “makes money,” rfiostly benefits himself; the
water one dark night, and as he stumbled through the
abound
in charming passages in the higher octaves of
teacher whose peculiar trait is primarily to train in¬
gloom he fell, with the result that he injured one of his
the piano. It is also noticeable in the flowing style of
tellects and to cultivate insight chiefly benefits the
eyes. Subsequently he lost the sight of the injured
community. The ultimate test of education is not how
his music—a style peculiar to composers who are accus¬
member, and was thus placed in the position of Otto
much a students knows, but how well he can use what
tomed to play on an instrument capable of sustaining
Sevcik in our own day. This did not prevent him from
he does know, and the measuring-stick of education is
long voice-like tones, and at the same time capable of
studying music, however, and in spite of the poverty of
efficiency. Yet the noun, efficiency, must not he taken
great flexibility.
his parents he learned to play the flute and the piano,
in a narrow sense of technical skill. Along with quick
besides several other instruments. This was in Bruns¬
eyes .and nimble fingers, which are the mechanical por¬
wick, while he attended a singing-school. It was here
tion of efficiency, go those rarer, more elusive, and
LONG-DISTANCE PREPARATION.
that he had to sing in the streets for a living. Later
harder-to-acquire physical qualities of heart-sympathy,
he drifted to Hamburg and managed to have a few les¬
lei-hug, cathi.li,-} ,,[ taste, and spiritual insight.
sons in .harmony with Sehwenke.
BY HERBERT W. BRED.
Teaching pupils to be efficient, therefore, has two
Those days, like our own, were troublous, and the
diverse objects—the mechanical and the mental, Effi¬
continent was alive with troops of Napoleon and his
Most achievements are the result of pians long laid
cient teaching has thus to do with the concrete and
enemies. In order to escape conscription, Kuhlau went
This is true when it comes to teaching a music c!as<
the abstract. It is well understood ta-day that all
to Copenhagen, where peace still reigned. Here he
teaching should go from the concrete to the abstract.
The summertime should not resolve into a season of
became first flutist in the band of the king of Denmark,
The teacher exemplifies his knowledge of teaching
sloth or indulgence. With the body recreating, the
and soon rose to high favor. He bought a house at
methods by using the utmost economy of time and at¬
mental faculties may be fortifying themselves with a
Lyngbye,
near
Copenhagen,
and
gave
lessons
in
piano
tention, the latter surpassing the former in rank and
store of new plans and idea*.
and theory. He also took a great interest in restoring
importance.
Every teacher should prepare a selected list of music
the National Opera, and himself wrote many operatic
for the approaching season. Glean from your old note¬
works, the most important of which were the Castle of
WHAT THE TEACHER MAY SECURE.
books, from recital programs, from thematic cata¬
the Brigands (1814), Elisa, Lulu, The Magic Harp,
This opens up, beyond the limits of this brief article,
logues, from suggestions of teacher friends and from
Hugo and Adelaide, etc. In 1818 Kuhlau was made
a wide and interesting vista into the psychology of
back numbers of musical magazines such pieces as you
Court Composer (with a salary which had previously
teaching; such as—(a) To obtain marked effects upon
been omitted) and ten years later he was accorded the
will likely need.
Be sure to include a good supply
pupils’ memories, attention must be specialized; the
title of “Professor,” This he thoroughly deserved, as
of studies and four-hand pieces. Also get a supply
distinct character of the particular thoughts sought
he possessed great skill as a contrapuntist. It is said
to' be developed in pupils’ minds must be emphasized
of new music. Do this every summer and eventually
that he used to exchange "puzzle canons” with his
and sustained until they sink deeply enough for the
you will have a broader knowledge of musical litera¬
contrapuntal friends, in which they set each other vari¬
reach of reflection; (b) Both the concrete and the ab¬
ture. Work through the unfamiliar volumes of studies
ous canonic enigmas to solve.
stract may be mastered without undue strain, if—here’s
and technics, thus enlarging your teaching repertoire.
In
the
autumn
of
1825,
Kuhlau
visited
Vienna
and
the rub—if ’the, mind is led insensibly to grasp either
Order your supplies early. Nothing retards work and
spent a lively day with Beethoven, who then lived at
well enough to be able to think about them, and to
stunts progress so much as to have no music readv
Baden, close by. The two friends and some other con¬
reflect upon them independently of the teacher’s per¬
when needed.
genial spirits had a picnic in the open, at which in¬
sonal dictation; (c) For children especially, like primi¬
When teaching begins arrange the course of each
spired by good cheer, Kuhlau and Beethoven vied with
tive races of men, like to generalize, and their interest
°
^)u^>1 as soon fls possible. Let Progress be your
each other in improvising canons, Beethoven, however
begins to flag when taking up heterogeneous details.
was not satisfied with his improvizatipns and next -motto, and Improvement your one great hobby. When
Here the inductive and deductive methods of study
a
new
pupil starts, don’t think that you can accurately
morning sent the following letter to Kuhlau, in which
. can be profitably tried during each lesson.
it will be seen that in the matter of prohibition, Bee¬
The young teacher will soon know that his calling
S6 hCu thLC firSt Week’ or even succes* fully assign
thoven agrees to a certain extent at any rate, with
studies which will fit her needs. Give the first book
is. no sinecure. To teach successfully implies splendid
Sectary Daniels, of the United States Navy DepartO s udies with the understanding that it may be only
qualifications, both natural and acquired—qualifications
which the thoughtful young teacher may too hastily
emporary work, then change the same if necessary.
T
,
Bad®ni 3 September, 1825.
imagine excludes him as an applicant for this par¬
I he importance of a proper selection of studies must
J
that the champagne got too much into
ticular form of service to humanity. Yet there is no
*e underestimated, so take time to diagnose the
my head last night, and has once more shown me that
valid reason why he should give way to doubt, since
ability of each new student.
i rather confuses my wits than assists them ; for though
it is a beautiful provision of nature that faculties are
.<f\throufgh >’our teaching pieces and make several
it is usually easy enough for me to give an answer on
developed by use. To teach with success—using the
the spot, I declare I do not in the least recollect what
cIITl , °r Cach pupi1’ writinS the name on the
word “success" always in its highest meaning—is best
ver lightly, to be erased if not used. It *hows that
I wrote last night. Think sometimes of your most
learned by constantly trying to teach successfully. The
'acher.does n°t plan his work ahead if he must
key to efficiency is intelligent endeavor. If endeavor
* ul
.
,
Beethoven
er a piece of music and wait for its arrival when
makes for proficiency in the teacher’s case, itno less does
the letter waa
canon to which
Beethoven had found the answer. It is given hoi
ie lesson ,s reached when it is actually required. Not
also in the pupils’; so that, summed up pithily, suco have new material ready is a sign of slothfulness.
together with the punning words on the name Kuhlau
cetsful teaching is teaching pupils to think success¬
fully.
S'10WB a deplorable lack of preparation <o
spend the lesson period looking for something suitable
The primary object, then, of education being the
n
e piece should have been in readiness.
cultivation of independent thought, the pursuance of
any system or method which aims at lesser achieve¬
In planning recitals nothing counts so much for *ucments is to be unsparingly condemned, Mechanical
!°n8;di Stance preparation. The successful prointelligence is too primitive to command a market
th»
11 have Been Planncd months previous. Just
much above that for unskilled labor. Under the cur¬
nti» t- PCr. plece f°r iust tile proper pupil must be a
rent belief that “education”—going to school—neces¬
question °f serious study for the teacher. Only pup”5
sarily implies the development of the power of original
hose ability has been tested at home gatherings and
thought, parents as well as pupils are misled. Only
Tt, 10 *npislca^es sB°uld find place on your programs
that education which is natural, and trains the pupils
1 „6 pa 'p come6 to admire or to criticise, and halfby self-culture, or learning for themselves under com¬
‘ A "ed Jp,eces and careless playing should never be
petent guidance, is worthy the name of education, and
i l ed as samples of your teaching. Such publicity
worthy of patronage.
never increase your class or strengthen your
prestige.
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W Hph WS v»■** Born Plymouth, Conn., 1833;
nitl^.1' -V v -,1897- American teacher and compoaet of many popular piano pieces. Including Chapel in
oH the Hudson "aiJsi,lc chapel, Shepherd Boy, Moonlight

WAGNER’S PERIOD.
War-mad Napoleon Bonaparte, drunk with
the blood of conquest, held his iron sceptre over
Germany until that nation arose to put an end
to the man whose name meant desolation. The
fight of liberation from the war lord commenced
in 1813, the very year of Richard Wagner’s
birth. Indeed in Leipsic, where the great master was
born, Napoleon’s army was held for three monstrous
days. Then Germany was merely a loose confedera¬
tion of states in which Austria was the dominant one.
Metternich, the Austrian politician, sought to hold all
other German states in abeyance to Austria. Grad¬
ually Prussia, by right of might, came to be the ruling
state. It was not, however, until Prussia had been
engaged with Denmark, Austria and France in costly
wars that the Prussian King William became the Ger¬
man Emperor.
Like his contemporaries Wagner lived through these
empire-building times, but unlike many of them he felt
the spirit of iconoclasm,—the note of revolution which
marked the re-making of Germany. He chose at the
very outstart no less than Beethoven as his musical
model, and in the drama Shakespeare was his ideal.
Of all the great men and women of his own time
there was none to whom Wagner bowed in artistic
allegiance. Even Liszt, probably Wagner’s dearest
friend and mentor, 'held himself in awe of his son-

1813—THE REAL WAGNER

“I have only a mind to live, to enjoy—i. e., to work
as an artist, and produce my works; but not for the
muddy brains of the common herd."
Johanna Rosina Bertz, had nine children, of whom Richard
(rightly Wilhelm Richard) was the youngest. Of these
children the only other son to attain fame was Albert,
who became an actor and singer of renown and later the
stage manager at Berlin. His daughter Johanna became a
famous soprano, being the first Elisabeth in Tannhduser.
Wagner’s sister, Clara, was known as a successful singer
and his sister Johanna Rosalie achieved fame on the stage.
In October, 1813, one of Napoleon’s carnivals of carnage
left a wall of dead men around the city of Leipsic and in
the epidemic that naturally ensued Richard Wagner’s father
died, leaving his wife In Impoverished circumstances. With
a large'family and little means his widow married Ludwig
Geyer, an old friend of Wagner's father. Geyer was a
singer, acto'r, portrait painter and author. Ills influence
upon the career of his stepson was most marked.
WAGNER’S EARLY YEARS.
At “The House of the Red and White Lion” (No.
88 Hause Briihl) Wilhelm Richard Wagner was born
May 22, 1813. Shortly thereafter he was taken to
Dresden, where his stepfather
was employed in the theatre.
At the Kreuzschule he
tered under the name of
ard Geyer. Richard was only
eight years old when Geyer
died. In school the boy mani¬
fested a great talent for the
classics and made translations
of the first twelve books of
Homer’s Odyssey out of school
hours. His early creative ten¬
dencies were dramatic rather
than musical. We learn that
he spent two years in writing a
tragedy in which all of the two
and forty characters died before
the fall of the last curtain.
He was devoted to music but
detested anything like regular
practice. He preferred to pick
things out “by ear” and that
fingering was best which came
first. As a consequence of this .
his playing was always deficient,
—an annoying handicap. Oc¬
casionally von Weber, then
widely acclaimed because of his

Der Freyschiits, visited the home of Wagner and the
impressionistic boy naturally aspired to be a greater
Weber.
WAGNER LARGELY SELF-TAUGHT.
Returning to Leipsic in 1827 Wagner immediately fell
under the fascination of the works of Beethoven. He
borrowed a copy of Logier's Science of Harmony and
Practice of Composition, and set to work to teach
himself.
Self-study In harmony has been made more
or less simple by modern works but Logier's treatise must
have been a test of Wagner's enthusiasm. However, he
found the very difficulties “provoking and fascinating.”
His first attempts at composition were made In secret,
resulting in a sonata, a quartet and an aria. Thereafter
for a very short time he was placed under the musical
instruction of Gottlieb Miiller, who found It next to im¬
possible to do anything in the way of systematic teaching
with the romantic hoy. However, the young composer did
succeed In writing an overture which was performed under

FIRST COMPOSITIONS.
Wagner’s first published composition was a sonata
which in many ways is quite as conventional as from
Haydn or Mozart. A four hand polonaise in D followed
and then a Fantasia in F sharp minor for piano. None
of these works indicate the Wagner of the future.
When he was eighteen one of his overtures was per¬
formed at the Gewandhaus and was favorably received.
At nineteen he had written a symphony which was
performed by the famous Leipsic orchestra in 1833.
When Wagner presented it to Mendelssohn with the
hope of another performance, Mendelssohn looked o
the manuscript, tucked it away in some pigeon-hole
and nothing was heard of it again until 1872 when
the orchestral parts were found in an old trunk at
Dresden. His work thus far was a kind of reflection
of the classicalism of Mozart and Beethoven and did
not indicate the great iconoclast of the music of the
future.

t

FIRST OPERAS.
•At the age of twenty Wagner became chorus master at
the little theatre in Wilrzburg where his brother Albert
was the stage manager. There he received the munificent
salary of ten florins a month. He had already made an
attempt at an opera which was to have been called Die
Hochseit (The Marriage.) While at Wilrzburg he mapped
a second work which unlike the first was completed although
it was not performed until 1888. In other words Die
Seen waited just fifty-five years before its first performance
w?® 6>ven at Munich. The opera has never been ranked
with the great music-dramas of Wagner. He next sketched
another opera entitled Das Liebesverbot (Measure for
Measure) which also failed to bring success to Its composer
however, was gaining experience very rapidly. In
illt A'con<3n5tor of the Magdeburg Theatre and in
1836 of the opera at Ivunisberg. In the latter oitv he
married the actress Wilhelmine Planer, from whom he
separated in 1861. At Konlgsberg he wrote “n overture
Rate Britannia," a companion to his Columbus overture
which he had already had performed at Magdeburg. The
following year we find Wagner the conductor at Riga where
%eClZm,cT^r^uZ0.D MS &m 0Pera °f
IN PARIS.
Wagner set his eyes upon Paris where Meyerbeer
was making continual triumphs
with spectacular works. Thence
he went in July, 1839. Part of
the journey was by water. A
terrific storm at sea brought to
mind the legend of The Flying
Dutchman, and he resolved to
write an opera upon the subject.
At Boulogne he met Meyerbeer,
who spent upward of four
weeks in advising Mendelssohn
as to his work in Paris. Al¬
though Wagner remained in
Paris until 1842 he left without
making anything like the im¬
pression he had anticipated. In¬
deed the most impressive music
he heard in the great city of
light was the howling of the
wolf on his door step. He was
reduced to writing cheap songs,
making hack arrangements for
cornet and piano of the banal
dances of the day. Imagine the
composer of Parsifal laborious¬
ly writing out a piano arrange¬
ment for such an obscure work
as Halevy’s Reine de Chypre.
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When he submitted his sketches
for the Flying Dutchman to the
director of the opera he was
politely informed that the libretto
was all right but that the music
was impossible. Accordingly he
was obliged to dispose of his
libretto without the music. The
chef d’orchestre Dietsch wrote
the music and the work when
produced was a fiasco.

Cosima Wagner.

IN DRESDEN.
In October, 1842, after numerous rehearsals Wagner's
Rienzi
.tmzi wa= produced in Dresden with exceptional success.
This ot
less conventional work of spectacular
type and had- Wagner
— desired to continue his works in this
be might have lived In ease for the rest of his
days, but that was not Wagner. He felt great creative
functions in his imagination demanding new works for a
■Inn rnthoi.
new
In mnrf. The opera-goer wanted convention
rathei
miserably
n originality and the Flying Dutchn
The Dresden public, however, recognized Wagner's efficiency
as an operatic producer and made him conductor. There
he brought out the greatest operas of his most illustrious
predecessors, such as Don Giovanni, Dcr Freyschiltz, FUlelio,
etc., and during the six succeeding years gained vast ex¬
perience In the technic of his art. While in Dresden he
wrote the biblical scene for three choirs entitled Das
Liebesmahl dcr Apostel (The Last Supper of the Apostles)
In 1844 his opera TannMuser und der Scingerkrieg auf
Wartburg was completed. More radical than the Flying
Dutchman, the first presentation of this opera in 1845
brought Wagner even more enemies than his previous
The gradual development of musical taste resulted in
making Tannhduser one of the most popular of all operas
yet the pitifully slow manner In which this opera was
accepted at the start must have been soul trying to
Wagner. After the performance In 1845, the next theatre
to accept it was Weimar (1840), then Wiesbaden (1852),
Kassel (1853), Munich (1855), Berlin (1856), Vienna
PLANNING A GLORIOUS FUTURE.
Notwithstanding the attacks upon Tannhduser, Wag¬
ner at once commenced to plan even more complex
and advanced works. There were Lohengrin, Die
Meistersinger and Der Ring des Nibelungen. When
Lohengrin was finished in 1848 Wagner found that the
failure of Tannhduser made it next to impossible for
him to do more than induce the operatic authorities
to give the Finale to Act III. This was done as a
special concession upon the 300th anniversary of the
Royal Court Orchestra. The work was not given
until 1850 (August 28) when the loyal Franz Liszt
came to Wagner’s rescue and presented it at Weimar.
•Wagner, then in exile, dared not brave arrest to hear
his own work. It was not until May 31, 1861, in
Vienna that the great composer was able to hear his
most loved work.
Nothing daunted by these exasperating setbacks
Wagner worked as few men who have ever lived have
labored. In addition to his operatic works, his con¬
ducting, the writing of the dramas for his famous
stage pieces, he in some miraculous way found time to
produce an extraordinary number of essays upon such
varied subjects as Art and Revolution, Art and
Climate, Judaism in Music, Recollections of Spontini,
etc.
In 1848 Wagner commenced work upon an opera,
Siegfried's Tod (Siegfried’s Death). The greater part
of it was said to have been used later in Gotterdamerung (The Twilight of the Gods).
Meantime, Wagner began to see that, in order to
carry out his lofty artistic ideals, he would need some¬
thing more than the conventional theatre. He longed
for a building erected upon his own lines where he
might reign supreme. Accordingly, he presented to
the Saxon Ministry a “Proposition for a National
Theatre in the Kingdom of Saxony." Wagner’s appli¬
cation remained unanswered.
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THE END.
His health began to fail in the latter part of ljjj
and he removed to Venice. There is lived in
elegance in the Pallazzo Vendramini on the Grand
Canal. Little musical work was done except one ap. i
pearance at the Liceo Marcello when he conducted bis
Symphony in C.
His stomach trouble and heart
trouble grew steadily worse and on February
he was seized with a violent attack from which
never recovered. His widow declined the offer of a
public funeral In Venice and the body was taken to I
Bayreuth, where after a simple ceremony the great
composer was interred in the lovely Garden behind
his residence “Wahnfried.”

lommenced. The Prussians,
volted a
, put the revolutionist! to flight and the cause of
Republicanism in Saxony was ost. Wagner was forced to
escape and could think of no better place than Weimar
where his friend Liszt greeted him with open arms. Liszt
performance, but
preparing TannhSus
morning of the day of the first performance Wagner was
forced to flee again to escape arrest. Accordingly, he went
to Paris, via Zurich. Ills stay in Paris was very short as
he saw slender prospects for the production of his operas,
lie returned to Zurich for a stay of approximately ten
years—the most productive years of his life. With little
or no direct Income, both he and his wife were obliged to
depend upon the benefactions of friends to a great extent.
Ills wife tried to persuade him to write an opera in popular
style to meet Parisian favor, hut Wagner would have none
of it. One of his first works in Zurich was a prose drama,
Wieland, der Schmeidt. By 1852 he had finished the poems
of the Nibelungen Trilogy, which were published privately
in the succeeding year. In 1854 he completed Das Rlieingold, in 185G Die WalkUre, and Tristan und Isolde In 1859.
In the meanwhile he found time to conduct concerts, pro¬
duce Tannliauscr in Zurich and deliver occasional lectures
upon the music drama, to say nothing of writing an un¬
heard of number of most interesting letters. In 1855 he
conducted eight
wuuucieu
eiguc concerts for
tor the London
Lionaon Philharmonic
rnunarmouic
Society. Wagner found the public enthusiastic, but the
critics hidebound and cold. Consequently he '
leave England.
He returned to Zurich via Paris. By this time Wagner
had become very popular In certain parts of America and
Wagner nights were frequently given in Boston at the
very hour when doubting Europe was doing much to frus¬
trate its great genius. Wagner, however, was not tempted
by the Invitation to visit America alhough be needed money
badly.

WAGNER S CHARACTER,
Wagner’i character was enigmatic in the extreme
One moment eccentric, another rational, another coar
another exquisitely refined—now an ingrate, now
,
, , .
.
__.. . __ .
_..
loyal friend, now an aesthete, now licentious,—how
define this “monster of a genius?” Never politic,
his discourtesy made armies of enemies who made Ms [
own life much harder to live. While he loved luxury
and demanded silken robes in which to write he at the
same time hesitated about coming to America where
he knew a fortune awaited him.
Making all due '
allowance for the fact that Wagner loved to pose, we
have in him one of those rare cases of a man appar¬
ently controlled from without by those inexplicable
forces which make for incessant creation in art.

MORE TRIALS.
In 1861 by special order of the Emperor Tannhduser
was brought out in Paris amid such an uproar as was
probably never heard in a theatre. The French would
not put up with a radical German work at that
After three disastrous
performances the work
was withdrawn. Wag¬
ner was then fortunately
amnestied and learned
with joy that Tristan
und Isolde was about to
be produced in Vienna.
This hope was banished
when he learned that
after 57 rehearsals the
work was given up as
impracticable. Neverthe¬
less, the joy of hearing
his Lohengrin performed
for the first time thir¬
teen years after it had
Siegfried Wagner.
been penned,'encouraged
with his composition. He immediately
undertook the completion of Die Meistersinger (produced June 21,
at Munich) and Der Ring des
Nibelungen.
royal assistance.

the artis

WAGNER’S REFORMS.
Wagner's great predecessor Gluck sought to make
his operatic music appropriate to the meaning of the
text. Wagner went further and endeavored to have
the music itself connote ideas. This he did by the
ingenious system of associating a short theme or
motive (leitmotif) with an idea and so identifying it
with that idea that an intelligent listener could not
fail to recognize it as it appeared in the vocal or orches¬
tral parts. Many of these motives are repeated time
and again but usually with slight variations in rhythmic
and harmonic treatment. Again Wagner employed the
recitative more continuously than any of his predeces¬
sors. His music dramas were not a number of arias,
quartets and duets strung together with loosely written
recitative but remarkably well knit artistic works pos¬
sessing m many ways unity, cohesion and mass uot
then known.
This, together with very original and
often gorgeous harmonic and orchestral treatment, and
his wonderful dramaturgic ability made him the outstandinS figure of his times,
WAGNER'S APPEARANCE.
Wagner was somewhat under middle height, had
ue-grey eyes, wore glasses, had brown hair and was
very quick in all his movements.
WAGNER LITERATURE

: theatre in 1865.
«
,
tv. —
lucerne where
i the Ring and Die Meistersinger

WAGNER’S SECOND MARRIAGE.
Wagner’s devotion to his first wife in
of their marriage did not develop wkb
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THE GREAT FESTIVAL THEATRE
Revolutionary
... ^
the people of Saxony sought larger
civic liberties. They demanded among
other tilings trial by Jury, a free
press and most of all a constitution.
Wagner liimsolf even went so far as
to advise the abolition of tile stand¬
ing army and the aristocracy He
was particularly vehement against
just the kind of militarism which
iatej fathered so many tragic days
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WHY ALICE WAS SUCCESSFUL.
BY M'CALMONT JAMES.
[Editor’s Note.—In many districts in the South the work
of the music teacher is very closely connected with that of
the public school. The following tells why one teacher suc¬
ceeded and the other failed, and applies equally well to the
teaching methods of many teachers In the North. Work,
application and optimism make tile trinity of virtues which
are Indispensable to the teacher.]
There were two unsophisticated young women in
tlie same town who were to begin teaching last fall.
Both had signed for the country schools. They were
both typical young women musically—moderate talent,
moderate instruction, bright and delightful. They
started out about even, as far as thair prospects pro¬
fessionally were considered.
ALICE GETS BUSY.
The schools opened the middle of September—the
very day their fraternity house-party was to disband.
Mary was jubilant that she could “take in” all the
sport and still be in time for “business.” Alice was
frankly disappointed, for she did love a house-party
and particularly on the coast. But she refused, and
the day that she drove ten miles into the country
Mary and her friends were “winding up” the first of
two weeks of fun and frolic.
She got into Clayton late in the afternoon, met her
landlady and asked to be taken to the school. Perhaps
you think she wasn’t surprised when she saw that
the room which was to be her studio was a tiny tenby-eight room, hot, stuffy and dirty—that was all. The
piano had been loaned to a pupil five miles away for
the summer, so that there was not even an instrument!
She didn’t say anything, but she did some tall think¬
ing that night. At supper she learned that the school
had had ten pupils during the past year—“An’ that
wuz doin’ powerful well considerin’ the times,” ex¬
plained the farmer from the foot of the table.
Early the next morning she went to a boy who was
said to “do odd jobs.” She explained to him what
kind of lumlkr she would need, and by noon they had
manufactured a neat table, a small, plain cabinet for
the music and a fern stand. Home-made? Yes. But
that afternoon Alice rode in with the mail carrier and
got some white paint. The next evening she had
dainty curtains, white furniture that she herself had
painted and a clean studio. The young girls near by
had “heard things happening.” They soon came to
see “what the excitement was,” and were put to tack¬
ing pictures of the master musicians on the wall.
Before they realized it the room was finished. Wild
flowers in a tin can (hidden by crepe paper) adorned
the table. Then they learned the important truth—“Miss Alice is interested in us.”
The morning school opened. The usual crowd of
interested patrons and pupils was on hand, everybody
anxious “to see the new teacher.” A splendid o’.d
farmer afterwards told his friends, “I kep’ a-lookin’
for some rustlin’ silk and fixed-up hair, but, bless
my soul, when the principal announced the hymn a
little gal in a pink dotted calico set down—and she
didn’t even have a rat in her hair! But when she
started playing I jes’ leaned over an’ says to Mirandy,
‘Mirandv, you needn’t be oneasy about our gal no
mo’. That teacher knows her business.’ ” She was
there for work and everybody knew it. .
MARY SUFFERS TRIBULATION.
Mary had “her time" at Bay Point and got into
Bloomsville the morning of the opening. She didn’t
know anybody but the principal, and he was so busy
greeting anxious parents and timid scholars that he
could do no more than show her to her room. And
one could certainly not blame her for being discour¬
aged. He had had. the “studio” swept and the piano
was there, but it was just as small and close a room
as Alice’s and the stool was cracked and the windows
were bare.
The “opening” began with the usual song, prayer
and “talk” by the principal. He told her her piece
would come after the “address” by Mr. Wolcot. “Her
piece?” She had heard that the new teacher would
probably be expected to play, but she had had no time
to practice at the house-party, so she asked to be ex¬
cused. After the ceremony was over and they had
eaten dinner on the grounds, everything was so strange
and Mary was so worn out from “the good time” that
she almost gave up. Nobody seemed specially inter¬
ested in the music department and she hated to “be for¬
ward,” so the talk drifted to the hot weather and the
hard times.
%
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When night came she had but six pupils who#said
they wanted “to learn how to play,” so she went to
the principal, with swollen, red eyes, and resigned,
“for I can’t possibly live on just that,” she explained
—and that was entirely true. The next day there was
a surprised mother, a worried principal and a dis¬
appointed host of children. For to the country school
music is the very backbone. It lends pleasure and
“shows up” for the work put into it more than any
other thing—except athletics.
THE NET RESULTS.
When the session was over the results read for
Alice: Thirty pupils, year before ten; chorus class of
forty, previous session none; first prize in County
Piano Contest, last year fourth. Such faith and en¬
thusiasm was felt in her by the trustees and patrons
that a new piano was given her and the old one was re¬
tained for practice. She was asked to name her terms
in order that they might keep her when, in the spring,
a town school tried to secure her services for the
following season.

Johann Strauss, Jr.
Mary’s record read: Pupils none, last session ten ;
no chorus class, previous year none; county contest
unrepresented by school, year before third place won
—and no recommendation for the following year nor
even a request for her services.
Alice began right and Mary didn’t. At whatever
cost, begin right—and begin early! Be enthusiastic
and those around are bound to catch it. Go in time
and be at home with your conditions before you meet
your patrons. Offer them something attractive and
worth while.
Give yourself and before the year is out you will
have become, as St. Paul says, “more than yourself”
through the growth of character. Begin right and
begin early! That is the thing we are to “seek first”
in our teaching, and after we begin right “all these
other things,” such as satisfaction, profit, “doubling
of talents,” “shall be added unto us,” for unto him
that begins right the upward road is delightful. But
to him that begins wrong, truly there shall be weep¬
ing and gnashing of teeth.
It seems to me that the national spirit of a com¬
poser’s native land must always impregnate his works,
even when he lives in a strange land and speaks its
language. Look, for instance, at Handel, Gluck and
Mozart. But there is a kind of premeditated national¬
ism now in vogue. It is very interesting, but to my
mind it cannot pretend to awaken universal sympathies,
and can merely arouse an ethnographical interest.
This is proved by the fact that a melody that will
bring tears to the eyes of a Finlander will leave a
Spaniard cold; and that a dance rhythm that would
set a Hungarian dancing would not move an Italian.
-—Rubinstein.
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JOHANNES BRAHMS AND
JOHANN STRAUSS, JR.
The music of Brahms is so remote from popular
taste that he is perhaps the least known of all the
great masters. He has been surrounded by such a
veil of impenetrability that lie now seems to us more
like some mythical deity of German legend than the
genial kindly man he was at heart. It i<4!true that his
music is austere, remote, and to the musically unin.tiated
uninteresting; and had he never transcribed the Hun¬
garian Dances in the way be did it is possible that he
would be wholly unknown save to musical enthusiasts.
Not a few of Brahms’ admirers discount these dances
and hint that they were the product of necessity rather
than a genuine desire to do justice to Hungarian
music. The fact is, however, Brahms was much more
of a human being than are many of his admirers. His
love for children is well known, and one can well believe
the story told by a young American lady, traveling in
Europe in 1895. that “We saw Johannes Brahms on
the hotel verandah at Domodossola, and what do you
think! He was down on all fours, with three children
on his back, riding him for a horse.”
Under the circumstances, it is equally easy to believe
that Brahms was very genuinely interested in music
that was foreign from the kind he himself was inspired
to write. His long association with the gipsy violinist
Remenyi was doubtless responsible for his admiration
of Hungarian music. Brahms was himself the soul of
sincerity, and admired the product of the sincerity of
other artists even though it differed much from the
severe lines his own creations usually followed. One
of the most striking instances of this is his well known
admiration for Johann Strauss, the incomparable com¬
poser of the sparkling waltzes for which Vienna is
famous.
Widmann lias recorded the great liking the master
had for Dcr Fledcrmaus, the most famous of the
Strauss operettas. Brahms spent a summer with Wid¬
mann, who tells us that “Brahms was very partial to
the summer theatre on the Schiinzli, where operas and
operettas were frequently given, mostly with piano¬
forte accompaniment. Above all he would never miss a
performance of the Fledermaus, which was given sev¬
eral times that summer; but he would often exclaim,
“Could you but see and hear this played and sung in
Dr. George Henschel (now Sir George, by the way)
has told us in his “Recollections of Brahms that the
composer of The Academic Overture and the famous
Symphony in D often declared that he would have
given much to have been the composer of Strauss’s
Blue Danube waltz. It is also related that the wife of
Johann Strauss once asked Brahms for his autograph
to put on her fan. He immediately complied with her
request, writing the opening measure of the Blue
Danube waltz, and putting under it, “not, alas, by
Johannes Brahms.”
GETTING THE FAMILY INTERESTED.

One disadvantage that many musical students have
'to contend with is a lack of interest on the part of
the family. Many mothers never show any concern
in their little folks’ musical welfare. They reason
that if the student is in the hands of a good teacher
he ought to be able to progress rapidly. Perhaps such
a mother is better than one of the interfering kind,
but the best of all mothers is the one who shows a
sensible concern for the pupil’s welfare.
When the male members of the family are apa¬
thetic the condition produced is anything but encour¬
aging. Very few men realize that music will bring
more real joy and often a higher degree of culture
to the child than almost anything else they might pur¬
chase. They seem to think that if the pupil hears a
little music now and then through some reproducing
mechanical apparatus that it is sufficient. That is
no more a musical training than looking at interesting
pictures is an art training. The mechanical machines
will improve the pupil’s taste if the pupil is intelli¬
gent and if the music selected is good. More than
this it will not do, except that it may make the pupil
want to study. The main thing is to have the music
thoughts actually go through the pupil’s brain through
absorbing them and then reproducing them.
Even if the mother has not been educated in music
she can at least give her child all the encouragement
and sympathy which a little one demands as its
natural possession. After all, is not the mother’s in¬
fluence strongest?
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iMusical Thought and Action!
in the Old World.
By ARTHUR ELSON
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HEART AND HEAD IN MUSIC.
In the Musical Times, Ernest Newman writes on
the subject of heart and head in music. This is not
a contrast between classicism and modernism, but an
inquiry as to whether inspiration at the time of compo¬
sition is a matter of emotion' or intellect.
It is probable that the actual inspiration, the mental
creation of musical material, comes some time before
the writing out of a composition. On the first occa¬
sion it is probably a matter of heart rather than head.
The composer, hearing a beautiful theme mentally, is
moved by its attractive nature. He feels as much
enthusiasm and emotion over it as if it were some¬
thing by another composer, played to him for the first
time. It strikes him as new and interesting.
The actual composition, as Mr. Newman states, is
a matter of head rather than heart. It is a more or
less cold-blooded building-up of a large musical
structure, to be made out of those fragments that we
have at hand. Here is where the opponent of modern¬
ism indulges in his little fling, by saying that the
modern harmonic experiments have no heart in them
anyway, and are wholly a cold-blooded cerebral affair.
This is partly true of the work of some composers;
but it has nothing to do with the method of composition. That is a mental process dealing with the
creation of music and seeing that it is endowed with
certain qualities desired by the composer. Thus
Beethoven fashioned his works over and over. The
opening theme of his fifth-symphony Andante is very
commonplace in its original note-book form, but very
expressive in its final shape.
The result, though
appealing to the heart, was surely brought about by
head-work. Handel, when composing the “Hallelujah”
chorus, was so excited by its impressiveness that it
seemed to him as if all Heaven lay open before him;
but he still followed the mental plan that he had
evolved for that great number in his oratorio. With
the large orchestras of the modern composers, brainwork is a necessity, and composition becomes in part
a mathematical problem of uniting insrruments into
chords. But apart from this, composition is headwork, no matter how much its results move the heart
of composer or hearer.
HOW WOMEN HAVE HELPED THE COMPOSERS.
H. Montagu-Nathan writes on the influence of
women on the Russian school. Moussorgsky, one may
believe, was influenced by “wine, woman, and song”
in about the order named. Seroff was married to a
talented wife, who composed several operas herself.
Tschaikowsky was set on his feet financially by Mme.
von Meek, who gave him an annual pension, and let
him write to her about his work, but would not permit
him to meet her. This last is such an excellent
example that one wishes it had happened to some
earlier composers. Beethoven could have used an
annual stipend with much comfort. Bach, with his
family of twenty children, must have longed for some
early Roosevelt to give him financial aid and an anti¬
race-suicide reputation. Schubert was helped some¬
what by a friend who shared his rooms as an excuse
for paying most of his expenses; but other help would
not have come amiss to the composer who could get
only little more than the equivalent of $100 for seventy
songs, including “The Wanderer.”
In later times,
Hugo Wolf lived in great poverty.
The influence of women on composers has often
been very marked. Beethoven is perhaps the most
striking example, for he was almost always under the
spell of some attractive female. The list of them
runs from Eleonora von Breuning to Amalia Seebald,
with the “immortal beloved,” Giulietta Guicciardi,
about in the middle of it. We are told that Amalia
Seebald’s influence was of a cheering nature, and is
reflected in the brightness of the seventh and eighth
symphonies.
Schubert, too, was a sentimentalist. His pupil Caro¬
line Esterhazy once asked him, “Why do you dedicate
nothing to me?” He answered at once “All that I
ever did is dedicated to you.” Spohr had a musical
wife in the harpist Dorette Scheidler, for whom he
composed much music. Schumann, like Beethoven,
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admired more than one woman. There are still some
romancers who pretend that “Warum” was written as
an inquiry why Clara Wieck’s father should have op¬
posed her marriage to Schumann; but in reality the
latter sent the piece to the pianist Anna Robena Laidlaw, and discussed it fully with her. At another time
he wrote his Carnival chiefly for Ernestine yon
Fricken, the letters “Asch,” used in the work, being
the name of her native village. He was so smitten
with her that after he found a new object for his
attentions she felt almost in a breach-of-promise mood.
The influence of Clara Wieck, afterwards Clara Schu¬
mann, is shown in many of the composer’s most
inspired songs. Mendelssohn had an attractive sister
and charming wife, but made music out of his own
inner consciousness without having them influence it
greatly. Wagner’s genius was not a matter of marital
influence, though his first wife, Minna Planer, drudged
faithfully at household cares in order to leave him
free for musical work.
Strauss has given us a
“Domestic Symphony,” but we may hope that his
family life is not quite so noisy as that work might
imply.
WOMEN COMPOSERS OF THE PAST.
In connection with this subject, one may be pardoned
for opposing the belief, sometimes held, that women
composers are only of recent date. It is true that
Mendelssohn would not let his sister sign her produc¬
tions, and that Rubinstein thought that the young
Cecile Chaminade should not be trained for composi¬
tion, even though her works were good. Yet there
have been famous women composers in many eras
since, the original feminist movement engineered by
Sappho.
While mediaeval music was confined to monasteries,
the women had little share in it. But when it became
a more popular affair, they began to play their part
in creative work as well as in performance.
The
Troubadours are remembered as men; but such
famous women as Eleanor of Acquitaine and the
Countess of Champagne were held to belong to their
ranks. Ladies would sometimes vie with knights in
the poetic dialogue known as the Tenson, or Conten¬
tion; and the lyrics of the period were often given a
musical setting by the poet who made them. The socalled glee-maidens sometimes wandered about from
place to place, entertaining town and village audiences
with music that was often original. At other times
they were definitely attached to courts, and even
became great poets like the renowned Marie de
France.
In the contrapuntal period there were a number of
famous women composers,—Bernada de Lacerda in
Portugal, Clementine de Bourges in France, Madelka
Bariona in Germany, and Francesca Caccini at Flor¬
ence. The last-named was the daughter of the opera
pioneer, which proves that the early opera did not at
once abolish counterpoint. In the classical period we
find that Maria Teresa von Paradies, blind from child¬
hood, not only became a great pianist, but wrote many
large compositions. Thus we may see that women
have almost always had the privilege of working if
they wished to do so.

Two or three operas, perhaps the last stage novel¬
ties before the great European war, seem to have met
with some success. Paul Graener’s three-act Don
Juan’s Last Adventure, based on a play of the same
name by Otto An.thes,. treats of that individual’s
sudden awakening to the fact that he has missed real
love. The music sometimes has effects of melos that
are rather spun-out, but on the whole it is ‘interesting,
and shows both skill and feeling.
Alfred Bachelet won a Prix de Rome at twentyfour, which gave him the right to have a work given
either at the grand opera or the opera comique in
Paris. The former has now brought out his Scemo
which is a Corsican title meaning “outcast.” The hero
is the lonely herdsman Lazzaro. Francesca, daughter of
a prominent man in the village, and already married is
moved by the lonely shepherd’s flute-playing and lyrics
Her father discovers the pair together, and orders Laz¬
zaro to leave the country. In a day or two the father
is taken sick and dies; and the mourning women at his
funeral, seizing the idea that Lazzaro’s magic was
responsible,, work themselves into a frenzy and tie him
to a tree with the view of burning him alive
In
despair, he blinds himself rather than witness the
peoples hatred; whereupon Francesca saves him from
the pyre. In the last act, after an Easter scene th*
neLn°3v
KK plot,mUCh’
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of robbers
who protect
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he makes a sacrifice for her good, and tells her that
he loves her no longer. In the music, the composer
has shown himself an excellent painter of moods and
atmospheres. The voices are sometimes kept to an
excessively high tessitura, but the score is almost always
effective especially when depicting the rising fury of
the mourners.
A comic opera success is found in Henri Rabaud’s
Marouf, Cobbler of Cairo. Marouf is the individual
in the Arabian Nights who pretends to be rich, and
is made rich in the nick of time by a spirit that he
has helped. The first act shows him beaten at the
request of a virago, and running away to sea. When
saved alone from a shipwreck, he finds an old friend,
Ali, who leads him to make an impression by pre¬
tending to wealth, and using borrowed money for the
first needs. The stranger’s munificence brings it about
that he is ordered to marry the Sultan’s daughter.
The latter, who grows to love him, flees with him
to avoid discovery; the pair help a poor stranger in
the desert; the poor stranger turns out to be the spirit
who makes the pretended wealth real; and the casti¬
gation intended for Marouf is given to the jealous
Vizier who had been trying to expose him. The music
shows an orientalism that reminds the hearer of Rimsky-Korsakoff.
Among ballets, Stravinsky’s Nightingale deals with
the bird that charmed the Chinese Emperor until sup¬
planted by an automatic bird. The music is only partly
discordant, as some of it was written years ago.
Hansli the Dwarf, with music by J. and N. Gallon,
treats of a good hunchback whose hump was magically
removed and put on his rival’s back. The story is
Alsatian, and the music introduces some old Alsatian
airs. Other ballets include Richard Drigo’s Magic
Flute, given at Moscow, and Le Reveil de Flore, by
the same composer.
Orchestral works include a comedy overture by
Victor Merz; Karl Ehrenberg’s symphonic poem
Youth; a dance-suite by Paul Juon; three Pomes
Juifs by the Swiss composer E. Bloch; Reger’s balletsuite; Conrado del Campo’s symphonic poem Granada,
and Oscar-Espla’s delicately fresh suite, entitled Poema
de Vinos, the last two being given at Madrid.

STUDENTS AS ACCOMPANISTS.
BY EDNA JOHNSON WARREN.
In most smaller towns and cities a good accompanist
is rare. When an article is rare the value is therebyincreased. Conscientious musicians wish to be valuable,
so why not try to obtain efficiency as an accompanist?
The above is the idea in a nutshell. Music teachers
sometimes have numerous calls from vocal and violin
teachers for students who could accompany their pupils
during the lessons. It is a known fact that few piano
students can do this kind of work well, no matter
how brightly they may shine as soloists. The difficulty
is usually due to inaccuracy in reading, and lack of
sympathy on the part of young pianists. A few sug¬
gestions may help the one who cares to be benefited
musically (as well as financially) by doing this kind
Of work
me cnoras before playing them. Too man
guess at a chord, heedless of whether it is a tria
or a chord of the seventh, and in the majority c
cases the guess is wrong. When the piece can 1
played at proper tempo (this should be slow at first
seek a vocalist who will try it with you and nol
eac and every error made. If practiced alone can
fully there should be few. Set aside part of eac
practice period for the same painstaking work th;
is put upon scales.
When a fair amount of accuracy has been obtaine
ou d not be hard work to secure another studei
stnnRed or wind instruments who woul
hni,r«g^ °r °1e °r two (and P0ss>bly more) rehears;
hours during the week. If this is persisted in. it woul
hevin ♦ a. muttlal benefit and the accompanist woul
seeking0 ^ ^ °ne S°Ught for’ instcad of the or‘
r Jd^u tHe ab°Ve instructions are being carried ou
unon iy°U Can j" good musical Journals and book
comnanflf art °f accornPanying. hear all the a;
good and ry-OU.Cln 1° -vou.™>- be able to retain th
done b r ejetit *dle ^ad points. Much of this can b
audienl
;ng,atIentively t0 the criticisms of th
Last but 1partlcular,y fbe unbiased musical peoph
b svmnatb y -l TeanS Ieast- try a"d P«t yoursel
half the battled Ion”11' y°“ afe accompanying, an
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THE PAUSE IN MUSIC.
“I have been taught throughout my music study
that I should keep time with the metronomic
regularity of a clock; hence, nm much troubled
by Mr. Orth's lesson on the Mozart Fantasie In
the May number of Tub Etodb. In this he fre¬
quently recommends to pay no attention to the
time, to make pauses where there are none In¬
dicated, and even to count six on one half note.
There are many pieces I could make sound beauti¬
fully If allowed to play in this manner, but my
teachers would never permit It. Are Mr. Orth's
directions applicable to this piece only, or may they
he applied elsewhere?"—B. H.
Your letter is too long to print in this column,
although it was better to write in full, in order to
give a complete idea of your dilemma, which is a very
universal one. Someone has remarked that there is
the making of much music in a rest. The rest is cer¬
tainly one of the most important factors in musical
effect. The pause is akin to it, and even more effec¬
tive. In this connection I would say that a pause often
may be effectively introduced where no rest is indi¬
cated.
A novitiate once found himself confronted with the
fact that he must preach before the Bishop on the
following Sunday. Desiring to make a good impres¬
sion he committed his sermon to memory. In the
pulpit he forgot his words a few times, and in em¬
barrassed fear wiped the streaming perspiration from
his brow while he recovered himself. In chagrin at
his lapses of memory, he approached the Bishop at
the close of services. The latter, however, compli¬
mented him on his effort, saying:—“Cultivate the
pause, young man; the secret of the great impression
produced by your sermon this morning lay in the
pauses, which were very impressive. Cultivate the
The same is true in music. Music is an address to
the ear, and the pause is one of its chief rhetorical
effects. Such an one is the measure in which Mr.
Orth recommends six beats. It used to be a rule
that a hold should prolong its note by one half, a very
good rule for a player to follow until he develops
sufficient judgment to determine the amount of pause
a given passage may require. If you have an oppor¬
tunity to listen to any of the great pianists, and bear
this fact in mind, you will be surprised to note with
what power they will command the attention of their
audiences by means of these rhetorical pauses. A tell¬
ing effect in music must have time to create its im¬
pression. If you rush headlong over such passages,
your effect will be lost, and your interpretations will
be adjudged meaningless, no matter how good your
technique. The numbing monotony of the mechanical
player, whether human or metal, is largely due to this.
Also the absolutely painful monotony af the players
of popular trash.
The prelude in the Mozart Fantasie under consid¬
eration is intended to establish a mood in the mind
of the listener. It has, therefore, a distinct emotional
function to fulfill in contradistinction to preludes
which lead quickly into a melody, and are only in¬
tended to attract the attention so it may be ready
to hear the first notes of the song. The function of
the Mozart Prelude, however, is vastly more impor¬
tant, and hence the detailed analysis given it by Mr.
Orth. Played in an ordinary humdrum manner it
would be meaningless and would prepare no mood for
the significant song that is to follow. Interpreted,
however, with the pauses and contrasts indicated in
the analysis, it at once becomes highly significant.
Sufficient pause must be made in the final measure for
the impression intended to become complete, in order
that the mind may be fully prepared for the song that
follows. Do not forget that both the Prelude and
Song, are rhapsodical in character, making the seem¬
ing liberties with time and tempo wholly legitimate.

If you were playing a march or dance movement,
strict time would be mainly necessary, but rhythmical
variation is inherent in the term Fantasie. In a fan¬
tasie the imagination may have free play, within reas¬
onable bounds, but should never degenerate into license.
The pauses between the measures, for example, should
be almost infinitesimal, similar to an easy and momen¬
tary retard. Not like a plate with so many slices of
bread on it, but more like the loaf that is so cut
that the bottom crust is not severed, thus forming a
coherent whole.
In regard to the strict regime of clocklike time keep¬
ing to which you have been obliged to submit I cannot
express a very definite opinion, as you do not state
whether you are one of those musically inclined in¬
dividuals whose sense of rhythm is very deficient, or
whether your teachers have belonged to that class’ who
believe that the metronome is the reigning god of
music. In either case it would he impossible for you
flexibly to interpret a fantasie composition in the man¬
ner so ably described by Mr. Orth, unless you could
first play with absolute strictness of time. No one
can break a rule of art unless he can first obey it.
No one can play rubato who cannot keep strict time.
A lame sense of rhythm is one of the greatest draw¬
backs to musicianship. A person unable to play in
time who tries to interpret in the manner we have
been considering produces an effect similar to that
which one experiences in walking through a field of
sharp stones. I remember years ago in Boston, when
my studio was on the same corridor with that of Mr.
Orth, that he remarked to me one day:—“One of the
most serious difficulties with which a teacher may be
confronted, is to be expected to make a musician out
of a student who is deficient in the sense of rhythm.”
This may apply not only to the narrower meaning of
the term which is referred to measural recurrence of
accents, but. to its larger significance as the rhythm
of phrases, in which all pauses must be managed with
a due sense of proportion. These things cannot be
explained to you, but must be a part of the develop¬
ment of experienced'musicianship. By your taste and
judgment along this line will your success as a player
be measured.
The lingering on expressive notes, as indicated by
Mr. Orth, and which also gives you trouble, cannot
easily be taught except by practical example. Some
catch it quickly by instinct; others never show any
feeling for it, except perhaps as a mechanical problem,
and this at once betrays itself to the sensitive listener.
In the same number of The Etude as Mr. Orth’s
lesson is an article on these agogic accents. I cannot
agree with the writer, however, in his manner of indi¬
cating the effect to the eye. The group of notes is

written as at A. The effect of an agogic accent is not
as at B, however, for the proportional value of the
last three notes should not be disturbed. The second
note should not be shortened to a thirty-second in
value. As near as is possible, the effect may be repre¬
sented as at C. It has no emotional value unless the
entire current of the musical, flow is infinitesimally
halted. If the composer had desired the effect as at
B, he could easily have written it so. Even C would
be liable to exaggeration. As a matter of fact it is
impossible correctly to represent it to the eye, for its
correct interpretation is entirely due to the sensitive
musical feeling. Another similar effect is the slight
hesitation or halting of the time before a note is

struck. It must be so infinitesimal as not to discon¬
cert the man who insists on beating time with his foot
on the floor. It may be introduced in such passages
as measure 23.
You are troubled because of Mr. Orth’s warning
against scrambling in the flourishes, saying that you
had supposed that such passages should always be
played with “lightning like rapidity.” You are con¬
fusing terms here. Scrambling means to play a passage
with an attempt at greater speed than one’s technique
is capable, making of It a confused mess. Every note
must be clear and distinct, or else it might as well
have been omitted. Always aim to make every note
clear in its right place. Furthermore, an ad libitum
flourish is not always necessarily played with uniform
rapidity throughout. Taste and elegance of interpre¬
tation find many opportunities in these.
Mr. Orth’s lesson applies, specifically to the Mozart
Fantasie. As principles, however, his directions are
many of them equally applicable to other compositions
of a similar character. As to whether your generaliz¬
ing faculty is sufficiently developed to enable you cor¬
rectly to apply them in other cases it would be im¬
possible to say without personal knowledge of your
work. As a matter of experience, however, I would
say that such a faculty is usually the outcome of many
years of study. The ordinary run of players never
seem to acquire it. When attempting a new piece with¬
out the advice of a teacher, they rarely are able to
tell “how it goes.” It is for this reason that every
student should work for musicianship. There is no
sadder reflection upon the profession than the lack
of musicianship among musicians. I say musicians,
although the term should have no legitimate use in
this connection. But it will be a long time before
average humanity can be taught to attribute the title
musician only to those who deserve it.
Apropos of the pause in music, an amusing story is
told of a drummer who begged to display his ability
to Rossini, in order to secure a reference. The cele¬
brated composer listened with patience while the drum¬
mer beat the drum part from a famous composition.
“Here,” said he, “occur 73 measures of rest ’which I
will omit." “Nay,” said Rossini, “count them all; they
will be very impressive.”

The work by Ridley Prentice may be used as a
basis of instruction, and contains many valuable hints.
It can hardly be considered a complete manual of
instruction as there are many modern ideas that it does
not touch upon. It is an excellent manual, however,
for every teacher to have in his library for reference.
The up-to-date teacher will be constantly on the look¬
out for information in every possible direction. Any
guide you may select needs to be supplemented in
many directions, if you are to become an authority
in your line. The more experienced you become, if
you have original ideas, the more your lessons will
diverge from any printed compendium of information,
no matter how valuable it may be. It is for this reason
that you will find The- Etude itself the most complete
and comprehensive manual of teaching. It is so be¬
cause it is constantly its own supplement. There is
no point in instruction that does not sooner or later
find exploitation and discussion in its pages. If you
thoroughly Study and digest it every month you cannot
fail to become a well-informed teacher. Especially
if you keep a record of all new hints in a note book.
The fact that you find the pros and cons of every
subject considered in its pages makes it especially valu¬
able for you.
2. Simply as a handy book of reference.
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DANSE CARACTERIST1QUE-A. PAULSEN.
ALBUM LEAF—TH. KIRCHNER.

HENRI WEIL.
Mr. Weil was born in
New' York, 1870, of French
and German parents. He be¬
gan the study of the piano
at the age of seven. He
went abroad at the age of
sixteen and studied piano¬
forte with Professor Isidor
Seiss. harmony with Heuser,
and counterpoint and com¬
position with Mendelssohn
and Jensen. He has written
a number of orchestra works,
in addition to a number of
piano pieces and songs which
have been successful. He
was a winner in a previous
Etude prize contest, which took place in 1911. Mr.
Weil’s Nocturne in D flat was awarded the second
prize in Class 2 of the recent contest. It is an excel¬
lent drawing-room piece of the quiet yet ornate tvpe.
The nocturne form as devised by John Field and ideal¬
ized and perfected by Chopin has served as a model
for countless composers. Mr. Weil’s Nocturne is a
good contemporary example. Grade V.

Theodor Kirchner (1824-1903) was a friend of Men¬
delssohn and Schumann; in particular he was known
as a close disciple of Schumann. He wrote numerous
pianoforte pieces, also songs and chamber music, but
he did not receive the recognition in his lifetime that
his works seem to have merited. Album Leaf in F is
one of his best-known piano pieces, and this number
is really worthy of serious study. It must be played
with extreme accuracy, and considerable attention should
be given to bringing out clearly the inner voices. It
will be noted in several passages that the fingering for
certain arpeggios will require the Ihumb to be passed
under upon a black key. This must be done deftly and
with precision. Grade IV.
RONDO BURLESQUE—FR. KUHLAU.
On page 712 of this issue will be found some very
interesting biographical data regarding Frederick
Kuhlau. The Rondo Burlesque is taken from his
Sonatino in A Minor. It is a very finished and clever
little number, displaying the composer in a genial vein.
It is an excellent example of the simple rondo form.
Pieces of this type require a crisp and clean finger touch.
Grade III.
DANSE ARAGONAISE—C. W. KERN.
The characteristic rhythms of the various Spanish
folk dances have proven great favorites with composers
for purposes of idealization; practically all the wellknown modern composers have employed them in one
form or another. Mr. Kern’s new composition follows
the model of the famous Aragonaise by Massenet,
although in subject matter it is quite different. This
composition should be played with a strongly marked
rhythm and with contrasted color. Grade IV.

NICOLO S. CALAMARA.
Mr. Calamara was born
LOVE AND SILENCE—G. S. SCHULER.
in Messina, Italy, November
6, 1883. He began the study
Love and Silence is an expressive drawing-room
of piano, violin and com¬
piece which rises to a fine climax. In addition to its
position at an early age. At
attractive melodic qualities this piece may be used as a
the age of thirteen he played
study in expression and in the singing style of delivery.
the violin in the orchestra
The final descending arpeggio in grace notes is not
of the Vittorio Emmanuele
intended to be played in strict time. The idea is to
Opera House, where his
sustain the chord in whole notes by means of the
father was a singer. Two
damper
pedal, and hold it out throughout the arpeggio.
years later he came to Bos¬
Grade IV.
ton, Mass., where he studied
harmony and composition
with G. W.' Chadwick and
ELEPHANT DANCE—W. E. HAESCHE.
F. S. Converse, and piano
Mr. William E. Haesche has not been represented
with Carl Baerman and H.
previously in The Etude music pages. He is a wellGebhard. He was organist
known composer and educator whom it is a pleasure
at the Church of the Sacred Heart for ten years, and
to introduce to our readers. His Elephant Dance is a
is now actively engaged in teaching. Mr. Calamara’s
characteristic number taken from a set of teaching
A capolitan 1-ctc was awarded the third prize in Class
■
pieces
entitled The Passing Show. It is a rollicking
3 of the recent contest. There were four prizes in
composition with a very taking' rhythmic swing, and
this class, which comprised the pieces in the various
we feel sure that it will be appreciated. Grade III.
dance forms. Mr. Calamara’s tarantella is a very good
example of this form, lying well under the hand and
lather more original from the melodic standpoint than
most pieces of this particular type. Grade III.
JAMES H. ROGERS.
Mr. Rogers was born at
Fair Haven, Conn., 1857.
He studied in America and
then for five years in Paris
and Berlin under such teach¬
ers as Loeschhom for piano,
Haupt and Guilmant for or¬
gan, Rohde and Widor for
composition. On returning
to America he went to Cleve¬
land, Ohio, where he has
taken a leading part, and has
earned a reputation as a
composer which has spread
beyond even the confines of
the United States. Mr. Rogers
is too well known to our
readers to need further introduction, both as a com¬
poser and writer. Mr. Rogers’ False Reveuse was
awarded the first prize in Class 3 of the recent contest. Mr. Rogers is one of our best American writers,
and anything coming from his pen is worthy of serious
consideration. A False Reveuse is a waltz of the
dreamy type. Mr. Rogers’ treatment is highly idealized.
This number will require a very accurate and artistic
interpretation with much attention to beauty of tone
production. Grade V,

Mr. Erb was born in Penn¬
sylvania, 1877, and after
graduating at High School
he took up music study in
earnest. Preliminary work
had been accomplished un¬
der A. W. Weiser, of Pottstown, Pa. In New York his
teachers included
Dudley
Buck Harry R°we SheIley.
K. H. Woodman, H
W
M£Tvaud H' R- Palmer!
Mr. Erb has held manv im¬
portant organist
appoint¬
ments, was Professor of
Music at the University of
i
.
.
Wooster, Ohio, 1905-13 anri
has now been appointed to a similar post at the'xTiV

Danse Caracteristique is a jolly and rather eccentric
number which will prove instructive as well as entertaining. In order to gain the best effect it should be

WIENIAWSKFS “LEGENDE”
DENGOZO-E. NAZARETH.

By the Eminent American Violinist

The various dances which are so popular at the
present time, having almost displaced the more con¬
ventional society dances, such as the waltz, etc., require
a style of music peculiar to themselves. The Maxixt
which is one of the most recent, is very frequently
danced to the Dcqgozo by Nazareth, and we have
included this composition in our music pages as an
interesting novelty. The rhythm of the accompaniment
may seem a little tricky at first, but as it is not played
in rapid time, one soon becomes accustomed to it
Grade III.
YEOMAN’S SONG—H. W. WAREING.
This interesting number is taken from a set of three
characteristic pieces by Mr. Wareing, entitled The Old
Castle. Yeoman’s Song is in the good old English
style; bluff and wholesome; a diatonic melody with bold
harmonies. Grade III.
TWILIGHT SCENE—M. LOEB-EVANS.
Twilight Scene is an easy drawing-room piece, very
graceful and melodious. When well played this com¬
position should sound more difficult and pretentious
than it really is. This is a good quality in a teaching
piece. Grade III.
YOUTHFUL AMBITION—E. F. CHRISTIAN!
This is a jolly little teaching piece. Nearly every
musical small boy at some time or other dreams of
being a drum major when he grows up. Young students
cannot fail to enjoy this piece. Grade II.
BEETHOVEN-G. L. SPAULDING.
This is another one of Mr. Spaulding’s ■Sokwuw
which have become so very popular. In this number
the well-known theme from the slow movement of the
Sonate Pathetique is introduced. Grade II.
THE FOUR-HAND NUMBERS.
La Bella Gondoliera, by A. Sartorio, is an original
duet number, very graceful and characteristic. There
are but few good pieces of the barcarolle type written
for four hands. Grade HI.
R. S. Morrison’s Alumni Reunion March has proven
very popular as a piano solo. As arranged for four
hands it gams an additional sonority. The introduction
feature me'°dy A"U U"9 SyHC wiU
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legende (violin and piano).
H. WIENIAWSKI.
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^he Legende by Wieniawski is one of
standard violin solos, really in a class by itself.
AT EVENING (PIPE ORGAN)—R. KINDER.
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MAUD POWELL

[Mme. Maud Powell was born at Peru, Ill. Her mother
was an amateur violinist of marked ability. .Win. Lewis
in Chicago, Schradieck in Leipzig, Dancla In Paris and
Joachim in London were the teachers of Maud Powell. Her
numerous tours in America and abroad have given her the
rank of one of the very finest violinists of the present.
Mme. Powell married H. Godfrey Turner in 1007. The
following lesson has been in preparation for many months.
The signs for bowing, etc., are original with Mme. Towell.—
Editor of the Etude.]

the time of Wieniawski, it will he seen that the interpreta¬
tion of the Legende is distinctly an elusive matter. How¬
ever, the writer played the Legende thirty-five years ago
under the guiding iufiuence of a teacher who was distinctly
of the romantic school and who had heard Wieniawski
play the piece many times. This early impression still
abides vividly, so that at any rate an honest endeavor can
he made to help the reader to arrive at an artistic inter¬
pretation, and one, moreover, that will suggest the spirit
of the piece and of the times in which it was written.

THE SCOPE OF INTERPRETATION LESSONS.

EMOTIONAL CONTENT.
The Legende is essentially lyric in melodic line,
though dramatic in emotional content. The principle
theme (8 to 33) is sombre, sadly contemplative in
character (8 to 16) with bursts of subdued warmth
(17 to 20) darting forth as it were from the smould¬
ering ashes of a deep, sad memory. In the middle
movement, from 68 as far as 133, the mood changes
to one of buoyancy, sunshine, at moments even to
triumph. At the most joyous height \126 to 134) a
sudden recollection of sorrow (134 to 138, note the
return to the minor) arouses a feeling of wild defiance
to Fate (139, 141). This is short-lived but intense.
Suddenly a shiver convulses the soul (142). There
is a shriek (143), the snap of a heart string (144),
then a long pause ( T 144). The shattered soul seeks
to compose itself. In that long moment, a big, noble
resolve is born, finding expression in 145 and 146
(maestoso). 147 brings the mood back to resignation
and sweet peace. The spirit of a sweetly sad memory
chastened by the fires of the recent outburst, prevails
to the close (148 to 191). The measures 184 to 188
are merely a bit of old-fashioned, flowery virtuosity.
They are as unnecessary to the spirit of the com¬
position as the soft final pat which a woman invar¬
iably gives a bow of ribbon after tying it or pinning
it in place. It must be remembered that this final
pat in no way disturbs the bow. Likewise must the
graceful, fluent passage work be kept well within the
frame of the mood picture we have just presented.

To teach musical interpretation by means of written
instruction only, is an impossibility, even as it is im¬
possible to teach the accent of a foreign language by
means of the mail system unassisted by the “recorded"
model. In giving a printed outline for the interpre¬
tation of a composition, therefore, the assumption must
be that the reader is not only very musical, but that
he has also had good training. Then only can lie safely
cull ideas from an interpretative analysis which may¬
be of value.
Before entering into the interpretation of the
Legende, I should like, to urge strongly the advisability
and value of playing in time. In my artistic peregrina¬
tions, young people seek to play for me who, although
considered talented, have not the faintest idea of play¬
ing in time, much less in rhythm. “Rubato” is such
a subtle thing, so dangerous to toy with, that the novice
should attempt it sparingly. Camilla Urso, one of the
most conscientious of artists, used to say that what¬
ever time is lost in a bar must be made up, if possible,
within that bar, or at least within the next. This is
perhaps too severe, but she erred on the :-afe side,
artistically. Let every violin student listen to Kreisler’s Sound Reproducing Machine record of the Bach
E major Gavotte if he wants to learn what playing
in time is. As for rhythm there is no better example
extant. I may say right here that Kreisler is our
greatest violinist for refined delicate artistry, exquisite
and precious, and yet Kreisler in some of his best
interpretations scarcely deviates from the tempo except
in the subtlest manner possible.
The elasticity of
Ysaye’s tempi and the master’s sentimentalizing of the
melodic line (rhythmically), while justifiable in Ysaye,
the mighty, are not the best models for the student.
Elman also is an unsafe model for the inexperienced
to follow, inasmuch as too much emotionalism will
inevitably swamp the technically inadequate student.
We are young in this country, very young artistically,
so that in our artistic beginnings we 'must copy those
models which have the seal of severe taste. There
is a chastity combined with exuberant health that one
must seek in art as well as in life.
WIENIAWSKI.
Henri Wieniawski and Vieuxtemps were contemporaries
and friends. Wieniawski was bom in 1835 In Lublin,
Poland, and died in 1880 in Moscow. Vieuxtemps, born in
1820, died in 1881. One associates both masters with the
style of the Brussels School of violin-playing. Both lived
for a period in Brussels, both seemed to expand into the
larger style of violin-playing as they matured. Both were
excellent musicians, superb technicians and romantic artists
nnd virtuosi in the best sense. Judging from the compo¬
sitions that both masters have left to posterity, I should
say that Wieniawski had the finer taste of the two. To
most of us nowadays, however, he seems old-fashioned.
Program-music and romantic utterances of one generation
lose their rest in the next. Only the classics remain young
through the years. However, I have heard Ysa.ve pin“concert-Jargon" by both Vieuxtemps and Wieniawski and
play it like the real master of the romantic school that he
is—making the empty shell of a past generation seem like
a live, pulsating art-work of the present—almost. An
Interesting comment on that Belgian romantic school of
violin-playing lies in a conversation I had with Wieniawski's
son, M. Jules Wieniawski, who lives in San Francisco. I
was asking him about his father's placing and remarked
that while the general standard of excellence is so much
higher than it used to he, still we have no one violinist In
our day who quite compares with Vieuxtemps and Wieniaw¬
ski in their prime, it seems that Ysaye and Mr. Jules
Wieniawski had touched on the same question, and talking
intimately, and wttuall modestlv as great art'sts must.
Ysaye said that he felt that Wieniawski had been greater
than he, that he (Ysave) was less temperamental. It
must be remembered that Wieniawski was a Pole. Now
considering that Wieniawski was of an earlier musical gener¬
ation than Ysaye, that fsaye is of an earlier generation
than the writer and that the render and the writer are
now living in a practical age that has its own idiom in
romantic musical utterance, totally different from that of

STRUCTURAL OUTLINE.
And now before entering upon the details of interpre¬
tation, the player must take a .word of advice as to the
advantage of surveying the general structure of a compo¬
sition before begin ninjj to study it technically, and, having
once obtained a clear idea of Its structure, of the importance
of refreshing one's memory as to Its outline each time the
piece is played. A pause just before beginning to play,
gives one the chance to do this, and to acquire a mental
poise that is grateful not only to oneself hut to the
listener. The outline of the Legende Is simple and drawn
with a nice sense of proportion :
There is the first statement of the principle theme after
the rrelude of eight measures, the melody extending from
the lip bent in 8 to 33, 34. Here the Interlude beginning
at 33, dove-tails with the end of the melody 33, 34; an
example of “curtailed period." After the Interlude (33 to
40) which is n repetition of the Prelude, the second statepassioned, more -‘agitato" form (40 to' 63). ’ The solo
violin continues, weaving its. own interlude out of the
material of the Prelude (G4 to 07). At 08 the more joyous
middle movement begins in major mode, leading to the
big climax (chord and first note, 142) with its sudden and
tragic breaking off (144).
Then comes the eloquent
rhetorical pause (i'll!), the ensuing “moderato maestoso”
episode, (145 to 147) with the calm return to the first
melody (including a repetition of the Prelude) played this
time with Ineffable tenderness on muted strings.
DETAILED INTERPRETATIVE ANALYSIS.
In the Prelude (1 to 8) the pianist must be cau¬
tioned to play very legato and piano. The d and e at
3 must be well sustained, with a slight crescendo to
the two chords at 4. The slight “lift” in mood (4,
5, 6), gradually drops in 6, through 7, to 8, when the
solo instrument enters. To the pianist falls the task
of creating poetic atmosphere for the violinist to
breathe in, so that he may pour forth his artistic soul
untrammeled. Wherein it will be seen that one of
the important rules for good violin playing is to “first
break in your pianist.” The first enunciation of the
theme must be kept comparatively simple in character,
using the bow at full length (8 to 16) and playing
reposefully with a full warm tone. The player must
feel the “bite” of the dissonance (c# at 9 and rS at
13) and give the note intensive character. The cresc.
at 14 will be slightly more pronounced than at 10 as
leading up to the slightly agitato feeling, beginning

at 17. (Note the change of rhythm in the accompani¬
ment at 17.) Lay a little more stress on the three
g’s at 19 than on the three e flats at 17. Play the
group of sixteenths (18 and 20) at the end of the bow
with a clinging stroke, giving the first note of the
group more importance than the other three. The
groups (21, 22, 23) must be dissimilar, making the
first one full, the second intensive, the third the most
“expressivo.” Slip into g flat at 24 with the utmost
subtlety, giving the note a soft richness of tone. Slip
from the b flat on second beat (24) to the lower b
flat with the utmost charm, as a dew-drop falls from
a leaf to the gentle earth. Don’t smudge nor “yowl.”
Make a.rich crescendo to the g octave (27). observing
full accents, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31. These octaves must
be played with broad, clinging stroke. The highest
point of intensity is at 31-32. Observe the cresc. or
push, in second half of 30 leading to 31. The grace
notes (Nachschlag) finishing the trill may be played
with a subtle easing of the bow-pressure (slight de¬
crescendo) lending suavity to the close of the phrase.

istie effect is’given ...
using the fingering above the
clef, playing pianissimo £ 47. The fingering below the clef
gives the more intense nterpretation, in character with
the whole period. The
t plays i lmi
mpar
part in augmenting the .. . assionato effect f_ __ — _
The character changes-' > breadth and gradual repose from
50 the erace notes (Nachschlag)
should he played with
and repose, and with
sufficient breadth ' >- prevent them from sounding trivial.
iMa.vt-j.-s wuii narrow hands or short fingers may find
difficulty in merging the trill smoothly into the Nachschlag.
A slight pressure under the bow, together with a hastening
(a nervous speeding-up) or the fingers of tile left hand
just before taking the grace notes will simplify matters.
Avoid giving any accent to the first of tile group of three
grace notes. The mood is one of renewed sadness and
more repose through 00 to 67. The bow should be well
controlled (64 to 67) in the figuration of the Intermezzo.
Slight nuances should be given the lower voice on the U
string to prevent the passage from sounding dull. But on
no account let it become spasmodic or ignoble, in the
effort to give color, riayers with small hands may slip
the second finger subtly from the second b flat in the second
group (64 and 05) at the moment of taking the d im¬
mediately following with the little finger. In this way the
hand may lie kept free from the D String so that it
vibrates evenly under the bow. Many small hands cannot
take the d, with 6 flat held in position, without interfering
with the D String.
A surprise comes at 68, for the Intermezzo or Inter¬
lude leads not to a new “verse” (the repetition of the
<7 minor melody), but to a new contrasting movement
in major mode. The rhythm also changes to one of
swing and joyousness. There must be surprise and
definiteness indicated in the first measure (68). In
this movement the piano is again of utmost import¬
ance. The rhythm should be given with suavity yet
with a well defined lilt. Let there be no banging.
A slight importance should be given to the left hand
in spjte of the interest of the rhythmic figure of the
right hand. Note especially the bass in 76 and 77,
92 and 93, 108 and 109. An almost imperceptible
accent on the first note of each measure will straighten
up the rhythmic structure of the accompaniment, giv¬
ing the solo voice freedom and buoyancy in its lyric
flight. A kind of exultant joy in one’s own playing
may pervade the entire movement. No instrument
but a violin could express so well the spirit of this
short movement of effective double-stopping. The rise
and fall of the phrases with their theses and antitheses
(upbeat in 72 to 76 answering 69 to 72 and phrase
77 to 85 answering to phrase 69 to 76), are so natural
that the music fairly plays itself. A careful observa¬
tion of the expression marks should suffice the player.
As a general principle to be followed in all interpreta¬
tion, it may he said that where modulation occurs, the
changes should be indicated by change of tone-color,
and by incisive or subtle nuance as the ease demands.
This allegro moderato affords an easy example for
intelligible presentation of modulation, that is, for
guiding the ear of the listener (not of the player)
through the bypaths of modulation into the open road
of the new key. Note 82, 83, 84, 85, — 97 98 99 —
114, 115,
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THE CLIMAX.
This entire movement should build gradually in
dynamic and emotional force to the tragic crash at
142, 143, 144. Its construction is like the rise and fall
of foot hills leading ever higher into the mountainrange until the top of the highest mountain is reached.
At 140, 141, great breadth and sweep of bow must be
exerted to achieve the right result. The chromatic
down, should begin with dramatic breadth, gradually
rushing to the trenchant ct at 143. A simpler way
of playing the last two octaves of the scale is to slur
in one bow from g at Presto, as given in the second
example. The detached bowing should, however, be
given the preference, as it gives the more dramatic
effect. The measures 143, 144, should be played well
in tempo, saving the bow (second half of 143) for the
immediate crescendo and the crash (144). The piano
and violin should cease exactly together, abruptly, and
in strict time at the instant of the third beat('T^)
The. psychological pause must be long. Only the very
musical can feel the true length of an emotional
pause, but the inexperienced player may be cautioned
against making it too short. The episode “moderato
maestoso" should be played with utmost breadth,
nobility and impressiveness. At'T'' (147) the mood
sinks back to one of sweet melancholy. The trill may
be continued a little unduly, making an ' extreme
diminuendo, and playing the grace notes not too quickly.
The accompaniment throughout 14S to 147 should be
a murmuring pianissimo. The entire last period (155179) should be played with ineffable sweetness, un
poco misterioso. It may be phrased in toto as at first,
but in moderated mood.
THE CODA.
The effect at the beginning of the coda (ISO-183)
should be veiled. At 184 great care should be taken
to play reposefully, in spite of the sudden accelera¬
tion in time. The utmost delicacy and grace must be
preserved. To make the passage seem natural and
elastic, the player may dwell a fraction of a moment
on the first g, taking the first group quietly, then
speeding gradually to the beginning of 185, continuing
rapidly through two groups, then almost imperceptibly
slowing up in the last group (185). This effect is
repeated in 186, 187. The measure 188 retards quickly,
but with mathematical graduation. The high g (189) is
played with great delicacy at the point The right effect
in the pizzicato octaves is difficult to achieve. They must
vibrate or ring after they are plucked. The bow is
held within the palm {not in playing position) and the
right thumb should not rest against the finger board.
The plucking is done in this case with thick of the
forefinger a safe distance from the nail. The finger
may rest on the g string a quarter of an inch down
the finger board, for a fraction of an instant before
the octave is plucked. That moment of support gives
one poise and control. The stroke itself is quick
but soft. The whole hand comes away from the finger
board after each pluck to allow the strings to vibrate
freely. The vibrato may be used with the left hand
on the upper g of the octave to give color. The effect
must, of course, be one of complete repose.
GLOSSARY.
Allegro Moderato. .Moderately fast
Andante . .—
• •.Slowly
Animato. .With
animation, or more quickly
Appassionato . ••••.With intensity
(A LA BRfeVE)./)t halves, or in two beats instead of four
Cantabilb. ... . .In lyric style. With singing tone
Cal mato . .Calmly
Con espressivo.... .Expressively
Crescendo. .Increase the tone
Diminuendo. .Diminish in tone
Espressivo . .Expressively
Forte If) . .Loudly
Fortissimo (pf) ....Eery
loudly
Legqiero.
..... .Smoothly
and delicately
Maestoso . .Lightly
Mezzo forte (mf). ■.Majestically
■ ...Rather loudly
.Eight hand (main droit)
.Left hand (main gauche)
.Moving in moderate time
Morendo.
. 'Gradually decreasing in tone and speed
Non .
Opus. .Work or composition
Pianissimo ’ (ppj .Softly
.Very softly
Pizzicato...!.!! .More
.Ricked, or plucked.
.A little
Presto ....... .
Ritenuto.
.Quicklu slacken the time
Simply
Sbmprf... .

ETUDE

THE

DON’TS FOR VIOLIN STUDENTS.
* {Reprinted from Miss Powell’s Violin Department
in The Etude for August, igog.)
Listen to every great artist, whether pianist, violinist
or singer. Hear an orchestra, or a string quartet,
whenever possible.
Get something from everybody,
though it may be nothing more than a revelation of
some fault or trait to be avoided. Nothing more, did
I say? Nay, that is a great deal, for the “don’ts” are
all-important.
Don’t hurry.
Don’t drag.
Don’t blur the passage work
Don’t scratch.

Maud Powell’s Practice Rules
for Violinists.
I. Concentrate.
Concentrate
your
thoughts on your work, completely and
absolutely.
One hour of absorbed prac¬
tice is worth forty of the casual sort.
II. Play in tune. The worst of all violinistic crimes is to be untrue to pitch.
III. Practice scales religiously.
Play
them slowly and with perfect evenness,
both as to fingering and bowing.
IV. Practice slowly all difficult or intri¬
cate passages; also, jumps, trills, spiccato,
staccato, arpeggios, etc.
V. Practice long bows slowly, slpwly,
slowly. Draw out the tone. Pull it out,
spin it, weave it, but never press it out or
squeeze the string. By pressing the string
with the bow you can check the natural
vibration, and without changing the posi¬
tion of the left hand the smallest fraction,
you can actually lower the pitch of the note
you are producing.
VI. Memorise
everything,
including
scales, etudes, pieces and difficult passages
in chamber music.
VII. Keep in mind the structure of the
composition
while practicing
separate
phrases, difficult passages, etc. Do not let
your playing or your memory become
. Patchy”—keep each measure mentally in
its place; that is, in its correct relation
structurally, to the whole.
VIII. Vorspielen.” This German word
means to play before.” Play your studies
or pieces over in their entirety before any
long-suffering friend who will listen. You
will be amazed at the sore spots that will
reveal themselves, and will make it your

Don't alter the composer’s meaning, especially
classics, unless on the very best authority. And let a
say right here that the dictums of cultivated talent at*
safer to follow than the unreflecting outbursts 0|
genius.
Young Elman, for instance, is a law unto
himself. I sat spellbound one afternoon listening t0
his Tschaikowsky Concerto. No one approaches him,
it seems to me, in that school of composition.
the distortion of tempi and the liberties taken witi
text were bad models for an imitator, whether artist j
or pupil.
With all my admiration for the amazing
the unaccountable genius of the boy, I cannot bring
myself to. accept his interpretation of the Beethoven
Concerto. Beethoven is scarcely a vehicle for emo.
tional self-expression. Rather is this concerto an an |
expression of perfect line, perfect poise, perfect beauty
a noble thought, nobly conceived, a thing for all time
pure, true, complete, like the best Greek statuary and
to be approached only in a spirit of complete self- ‘
abnegation. Now, the fullness, the vitality of self-ex¬
pression of this gifted boy, the lovely cheek of his
artistic unconsciousness, are glorious. We of AngloSaxon origin know little of spontaneity of expression
as exemplified in the Slavic and Latin races. When
we cultivate spontaneity it is apt to be superficial.
Our artistic emotions are not aroused within us crea¬
tively. Artistic self-expression is not a necessity. We
are stirred from without and not within (artistically)
and we are forever suffering intense and absurd selfconsciousness in art, as in other matters. We have a
horror of being sentimental or ludicrous. The young
girl actually blushes when her teacher tries to induce I
her to play with “expression.” There is a difference
that stands between ourselves and our means of ex- I
pression. And that brings me to another “don’t.”
Don’t become an abject slave to "playing in” y0Ur
fingers with scales. When you first take the violin I
from the box, occasionally plunge right into some 1
composition that requires “mood”-the first movement
of the Mendelssohn Concerto, which is “appassionato,”
or the last movement of the Bruch G minor Concerto,
which is bold, majestic, rhythmic; or. for that matter
any piece you may be studying at the moment, whether
soulfu and singing in style, playful (scherzoso) or
doleful (lamentoso). I.earn to sink yourself at once I
in the emotional atmosphere of the work you are in¬
terpreting; but
Don’t play to have a good time merely.
critical self always alert and watchful

Keep vour

It wffi VuaCnC* seventeen hours a day. nor even seven,
anv n
,
' Joyousness in >'our Paying. Study, yes,
any number of hours you may have strength for, but
don t practice more than four or five at the most If
you have as much talent as you should have to warhn„ en,.eni?f ,the ranks of Professional workers, three
hours should be sufficient.
from” * fo^get to think out your interpretation away
ion v°M,lnStrUment' Play a composition in imaginabon vivdly, spontaneously. Ideas will come to you,

sibleneSS t0 hCal thCm 3S quick]y as P°s-

ffi ht J°UT,Can WOrk 0Ut later- with y°ur instrument
esson or
n public,
Unm C whip
practice
iust befor«
P^g in¬
at
lesson
or in
yo„r mind
into training
stead. . It is often even better than actual practice.
Don t get discouraged. If you cannot play an intricate passage as you think it, write it out on music

t0

IX. Hear other violinists.
You will
hsten in spite of yourself. Then apply that
kind of listening to your own work
Ther^
will be more surprises in store for you.
X Love your instrument as yourself
But love your art more than either. Keen
the fires of enthusiasm burning. Nothin^
was ever accomplished without faith and
enthusiasm.

essary
T?
D° this more than once’ if nectivelv or,A •* 1
b,ep you technically and interpretatively,^ and it won’t hurt your memory.
« 0nt get !n a nrt<

You wiH sink in so far, if you

the ^wheels^of
^°Ur S0ul wiI1 be 8round down hy
mechlnism
r°Ut,ne’ ,eavin« nothing b«‘ * ".ere
hand,
'th no interPretative energy. On the other
Don’t play absent-mindedly or carelessly
Don’t leave the hair at either the point or nut nf
phrJng

UnUSe<1’

thereby curtailing possibilities

in

Don’t leave out the accents and other ffiarks of in
terpretation.
manes ot in-

-jj~ ?*£

TLrzjp’

Don t lose your poise.
Don’t overdo the vibrato.
Don’t use the same vibrato in an eivhteen+V,
*
composition that you would in an intense Hr
^
modern piece.
intense, dramatic,

0

adequate; anHV°t'rS -?nbamPered only when technic is
quered throuo-L V^ 6' ,And tecbnie can only be conparendv ;°l g\
mend0US routine- Tbe last two ap-

« t Z.Sf'si I";*"
T ,

,

,

'

■»« » -*

No one else can do so for you.

for you Your
y°Ur teacher to do your work
nor with brains tCacher. cannot Provide you with talent,
only be a 'n h
W'th character- Your teacher can
to point the de and a” msP'ration. That is enoughinspire to industr
h-elp’ Prevent false steps,
you that is within and blgh ideals. But on you, the
is within you, depends your success.

7t0
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V Up bow. n Down bow. V At the point. □ At the nut. = Middle of the bow. == Full bow. F Half bowtoward the point. ^ Half bowtoward the nut.
I. E string. II. A string. III. D string. IV. (I string.
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The Music of the Warring Nations

WHEN THE KYE COME HAME

By FREDERICK H. MARTENS
GERMANY AND AUSTRIA.
ing up hope of reinforcement, and deci¬
Every nation engaged in the present ap¬ mated by artillery, at length abandoned
palling European struggle can boast of the smoking ruins of Bazeilles, and began
noble battle songs, hallowed by tradition a disorderly retreat. A staff officer riding
and associated with the. great and heroic to meet them and announce the speedy
deeds of her past history. In the case arrival of supports, was almost carried
of Germany, for instance, we have, first away by the torrent of fugitives. A regi¬
and foremost, Die Wacht am Rhein. It mental band was drawn up at the side
is above all others the war hymn of Im¬ of the road, the musicians dejectedly
perial Germany, of that united German watching the flight of their brothers-innation born of the Franco-Prussian war arms. An inspiration seizes the officer.
of 1870-71. Though the present issue is "La Marseillaise” he cries to the leader,
in reality a race war, still the fact that “quick, play it!” The strains of the glori¬
France is once more arrayed against her ous martial hymn rise on the air, the flee¬
ancient antagonist, as well as its own ing soldiers begin to stop and join in the
glorious associations will not allow this song, and such is its power that those
stirring melody to be forgotten by the who were most eager in their flight now
German soldiers of to-day. In addition head the reformed column, which once
to this great battle-song, the individual more advances upon the contested village
states of the Germanic confederacy have and takes it in spite of all resistance.
each their own war hymn: The Prus¬
The Belgian national hymn, La Brabansian infantry-man will sing, Ich bin ein (onne (Who’d have believed), calls for
Preusse (I am a Prussian), a battle hymn, mention, for Belgium in practice is now
which like the Song of the Sword of the the ally of France, not in theory. It is
German cavalry is a legacy of Germany’s a genuine war song, a true child of
struggle for freedom against Napoleon I liberty, for it commemorates the break¬
in 1813. The composer of I am a Prus¬ ing away of Belgium from the yoke of
sian, August Neithardt, could hardly fail the Dutch in 1830. And as it is the vio¬
to give his song the right martial ring, lation of Belgian neutrality which has
for he served in the field as an oboist in ' supplied the ostensible motive of Eng¬
the band of a batallion of sharpshooters land’s entering the arena; and as there
of the Prussian guard.
Prussia also is a possibility that an English army of
shares with Saxony that well-nigh uni¬ invasion may debark at Antwerp, the capi¬
versal national hymn, Gpd save the King tal of Belgium, the Belgian and English
(America). The Prussian version, Heil battle hymns may still bq heard side by
dir um Siegerkranz (Hail thee, with side.
laurel crowned) was first printed in 1790,
ENGLAND.
the Saxon version, Gott segne SachsenGodtysave the King is beyond question
land (God bless the Saxon land) appear¬ the supreme war hymn of Great Britain,
ing later. Bavaria, Wurtemberg and the as is La Marseillaise of France. But
various smaller principalities which make both the Britisn Navy and the British
up the empire, also have individual battle Army have their distinctive battle songs.
hymns of their own.
For the navy there is Dr. Arne’s famous
Haydn’s Gott erhalte Frans den Kaiser Rule Britannia (1740)—which may yet
(God save the Emperor Francis), the wake the echoes of the cliffs of Helgoland
beautiful national hymn of Germany’s on the victorious eve of some hard con¬
ally, Austria, is too well known to call tested naval battle—while the army re¬
for description. It is quite possible, how¬ joices in that stirring march known as
ever, when we consider the isolated posi¬ The British Grenadiers. Grenadiers were
tions of these Teuton nations as opposed companies of men bearing hand-grenades
to the remaining great European powers, with which they ran forward and cast at
that the old Austrian text will be forgot¬ the foe. Such troops are a thing of the
ten. The stirring verses written to the past in all armies. At present the name
melody of Hoffmann von Fallersleben, grenadier alone remains, but in the days
in 1841, Deutschland, Deutschland uber of good Queen Anne, when the song was
alles (Germany, Germany, above all), written, British grenadiers fought all over
make a broader appeal to all men of Ger¬ Belgium and Holland against the French,
their allies of to-day. We need not say
man blood.
In connection with Austria, the famous to whom the three songs: Scots wha hae,
Hungarian national hymn, the Rakocsy The Wearing of the Green and Men of
March, should not be forgotten, nor the Harlech appeal to especially. The first
fact that the Hungarians are excellent and last are distinctly war songs.
soldiers, and especially susceptible to the
SLAV.
appeal of their inspiring national hymn.
Like the other warring nations, the
Turning to Germany’s antagonists, we
find that France, England and Russia Russians have marching songs old and
have each their battle hymn par excel¬ new, which horse and foot are accus¬
tomed to sing in order to beguile the
lence.
tedium of the long road. But their mag¬
nificent war hymn—for it is magnificent
FRANCE AND BELGIUM.
It is a question whether La Marseillaise in spite of the fact that it was written
has ever been surpassed as a war song. to order by Lwoff at the command of the
Born of the throes of the French Revo¬ autocrat Nicholas I—is the battle song
lution, it is associated with the victories of militant Panslavism. Together with
of the ragged soldiers of the first republic the Servian national air, Arise, ye Serv¬
against the trained and disciplined armies ians (which sprang up while Servia was
of the united kings of Europe. It has at war with Hungary in 1848), it may
survived all dynastic and political changes, yet be heard by the citizens of besieged
and as a direct incentive to heroism on cities in Austria and Germany. The Serv¬
the battlefield is only to be compared ian national hymn, however, is a military
with some of the great songs of our march song which musically falls far
Civil War. It has been the inspirer of short of its Russian companion, God save
many a brave deed. A tale of the Franco- the Czar.
Musical beauty aside, it is to be hoped
Prussian war recalls a stirring instance
°f its power. It was during the battles in the general interests of civilization,
around Sedan. An outlying village, Ba- that Lwoff’s hymn may never be intoned
aeilles, had been heroically defended by by the thousand voiced chorus of a vic¬
French soldiers for many hours against torious Russian army, to mingle with
the onslaught of a numerically far super¬ the Te Deums pealed forth by conquered
ior Bavarian corps. The defenders, giv- bells in Leipzig or Berlin.
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My Beauty Exercises

-before you
purchase any piano

SI

be sure to rea^ TKePitk „r ike Piano Proble^
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Department for Singers
by
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aoples of it. The air* ‘Rejoice Gre
from The Messiah contains both ]
In the time of Mozart and up to the
early period of Verdi’s composition, every

German and Italian schools of :

though it is just as natural to study colo-

three years is generally all they can be
induced to devote to the art of song. The
division of that time is therefore most

BREATHING, ITS THEORY AND
PRACTICE IN SINGING.

The study of breathing in its reh
to singing is treated at length in e
ercises before arising in the morning.
Inhale quickly and exhale slowly, counting
aloud on the breath, and lying flat on the
s on the subject that the

ire indispensable to the study of the

that singers^ agree in the fundame

m of the range will follow, with two
. divided into quarter-hours,^of con-

be harmonized or proved to be wrong.
The subject^ can be^clearly divided by

(1) Here at the start we meet with a
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your singing with all your critical powcts
and be your own severest critic.” tyhe
a singer can do this there will be few
errors in method, interpretation 0r style
the singing-master’s temper will be more
equable and the singer himself wiU j,
surprised at his numerous defects but
afterwards astonished at his more distin¬
guished and mature style.

sary muscular tension and to preserve the breathe can be only decided by the use
open throat it must not be forgotten that of brains. Breathing places are arranged
the breath is controlled by the organs of according to
a. The words.
respiration, and not by the throat. Cresb. The rhythm in phrasing.
centi affirmed that “the art of singing is
a. I believe the best breathing places
looseness of the neck and the voice above
are
decided not by singing a song, but
the breath,” i. e., throat, tongue and jaw
by reciting it. Wagner made some wise
should be free from any rigidity and un¬
remarks, but rarely a wiser than:
A
conscious in their action, that the breath
singer who is not able to recite his part
sjiould be controlled by the muscles according to the intention of the poet
inside the body under the voice, so
cannot possibly sing it according to the
SOME PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF
that the tone can be felt, as it were, to
intention of the composer.” And Wag¬
VOICE CULTURE.
rest upon it. This freedom of muscular
ner’s theory is true of all classic music,
action and its accompanying absence of
for singing is sustained speech, and both
sensation was expressed by the old sing¬
BV EDWARD B. WARMAN.
are governed by the same methods of
ers in their saying, “The Italian has no
inflexion, punctuation and accent. When
throat.”
"Art is an act by which life lives again
reciting make a slight stop at the inten¬
The proper method of breathing is sim¬
tional breathing places, and if any such in that which in itself has no life,"-.
ply and clearly illustrated by the oldstop interferes with the meaning, it is Delsarte.
fashioned pair of blow-bellows in opera¬ wrong. The wrong place to breathe in
tion. To fill the bellows with air the
MODULATING THE VOICE.
speaking is the wrong place to breathe in
handles are pulled away from each other;
Modulating the voice is an essential
singing.
to retain the air they are kept apart; to
In teaching, in addition to deciding element to be considered. Everyone has
expel the air they are brought together,
where to fix the breathing places (which a certain pitch of voice which is most
or if placed on a table they will collapse
must be done by the pupil), a few rules easy to himself and most agreeable to
by their own- weight and elasticity. Simi¬
are also desirable. They have been stated others. This is the pitch in which we
larly in singing we inhale by expanding
converse and this must be the basis of
as follows:
the ribs; we retain the inhaled air , by
1. In the middle part of a word. Do every improvement we acquire from art
keeping the ribs expanded; we exhale by
or exercise; for such is the force of
not sing:
allowing the ribs to come together again.
exercise upon the organs of speech, as
Wel-come
as
the
dawn
of
day.
All action is confined to the breathing
2. In the middle of short sentences well as upon every other organ of the
muscles and the only effort required is
forming a whole. Do not sing:
human body, that constant practice will
enough to expand the ribs upward and
See the Tall palm that—lifts its strengthen the voice in any key in which
outward, to hold them in their expanded
head.
we use it, although this may not be the
position and finally to allow them to re¬
3. Between an adjective and noun. Do most natural and easy at first. As con¬
turn to their former contracted position
not sing:
stant vocal exercises is of such impor¬
in harmony with the musical phrase, ac¬
Its tow’ring—branches curling tance to strengthen the voice, care should
cording as it is long or short, soft or
spread.
be taken that it should be in a manner
loud.
4. Between the article and the noun. that will give the greatest variety and
As the lungs are wider at the bottom
power.
Do not sing:
than at the top and the ribs to which
Vain are the—transient beauties
The situation of the public speaker is
they are attached are more flexible than
of the—place.
one of art; he not only wishes to he
the higher ribs, it follows that for long
5.
Do
not
part
the
auxiliary
from
the
heard
but to be heard with energy and
musical phrases the lower part of the
principal
verb.
Do
not
sing:
ease.
For this purpose, his voice should
chest must be utilized. The upper chest
Yet they have—spoken falsely be powerful in that key which is priest
must be kept expanded and immovable
against him.
to him, in that into which he will most
during the time of singing. This will
6. Between a conjunction or a preposi¬ naturally fall and the one which he will
help to steady the lower ribs and give
tion and the following word. Do have the most frequent occasion to use.
control over the breathing apparatus. The
not sing:
It is absolutely necessary to avoid a very
shoulders should not be raised: they are
Will to—the Lord ascend and— common mistake which may lead to an
too heavy and add little to the breathing
move His pity.
capacity.
incurable error, the confounding of high
b. One. of the commonest of errors in and low with loud and soft.
. It must not be forgotten that in all
Every part in nature subserves two
■singing a certain amount of air must be singing is that of interfering with the
The nasal cavity
retained. The fag end of a breath is rhythmic flow of the music by taking or more purposes.
uncontrollable, and therefore of no use. breath in a slovenly manner. This fault serves as an air and voice passage; the
The student cannot pay too much atten¬ is so common that it has been remarked mouth cavity, as a food and voice passage
that
the
English-speaking
people
are
tion to the finishing of his phrases. They
(not for breathing;) the soft palate acts
must give not the least suspicion of want mostly without a sense of rhythm. While as a valve, the primary function of which
of breath. Lamperti says: “On the art I do not believe this, it is not uncommon is to prevent the food, during tnastication,
of finishing the phrase with the breath to hear singers add an extra beat (some¬ slipping into the air passage; the second¬
still under control depends the calmness times two) to give them time to take ary function is to control the passage of
of the singing, and largely also the career breath. To breathe in the wrong place air in the emission of sound; the vocal
shoyrs want of intelligence: to interfere chords serve two purposes—first, they
of the singer.”
The old singers, when vocalism as an with the rhythm shows want of feeling. protect the lungs from food or other
“'VCT
ld5,a* singer m«st possess and use foreign particles which may accidentally
art was at its zenith, were noted for their
remarkable control of their respiratory both. Perhaps the chief mistake in this slip by the epiglottis—second, they are
organs. They rightly regarded this con¬ direction is due to holding too long on set in motion during the production of
BREHM BROS.,
Dept. 50, Erie, Pep
trol as of primary importance, hence their the last note of a phrase and not allow¬ sound.
saying, “The art of singing is the school ing sufficient time for breathing before
, "^le nasa' passage is about the same
of respiration.” (It is said of Faustina the beginning of the phrase following. size as the mouth passage but the aper¬
Made f
that she had such extraordinary powers Tins retards the new phrase and robs it tures leading thereto being so much
: old wood and producing the best
mQualit ---made’Violms.
>f anv modern mdHp Viraltnc "
of respiration that she could sing both of its rhythmic effect. It must be con¬ smaller are apt to mislead one. The
Prices from $50.00 up to $150.00
inspiring and expiring). They practiced tinually impressed on young singers that primary function of the nostrils is for
Write:to JACOB THOMA & SON
toneless breathing exercises daily, in fact, where breath must be taken and there is breathing and nature has so lined the
Winter Street, Boston, Mass.
Violin Makers and Repairers, Dealers in Old anc
it is. said that the Farinelli practiced the no rest in the music the time for breath¬ nasal passages with little sieves to protect
New Violins, Bows, Cases, Springs and Sundrie
inspiration and expiration for two hours ing must be deducted'from the note pre- the throat and lungs from particles of.
every day.
S
bTa,h ”d
”» "»>' fol- impurity. Poisons inhaled through the
. Breathing must be assiduously prac¬
bps, unconsciously, could not be detected
Where the words and music do not
ticed until it is deep, noiseless and im¬
unless strong enough to taste when touch¬
perceptible, with and without tone. The synchronize in their phrases (a sign of
ing the soft palate, but nature provides
first singing exercises should be devoted poor music), and it is a matter of decid¬
an alarm in the sense of smell—when
to long sustained notes, both p and f; ing whether to sing according to the
one breathes correctly—and the particles
then crescendo and diminuendo, and words or according to the music” the
thus inhaled are ejected by sneezing.
finally commencing with a diminuendo to Zt a-fe °f thte greater importance and
pp and then a crescendo back to / or ff the music must be subservient. This onlv
PROTECT THE THROAT AND LUNGS.
all in one breath.
U happens with third rate songs or with inA-fter using the voice for any extended
different translations of foreign words
WHEN TO BREATHE.
and perhaps the presence of such a diffi- l OIj> tbe t*lroat’ bronchial tubes and
Important as it is to know how to sh t JS- % S'gn t'lat e'ther should be lungs* are warm and sensitive to atmos¬
pheric changes and when cold air reaches
favor of something better
breathe, it is still more important to know she ved
THEO. PRESSER CO.,
them directly through the mouth, serious
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
when to breathe. Many singers know
a youngs old^ ^ ^ beSt adv!ce for results may follow, therefore, the breath¬
how to breathe by instinct: when to a young or old singer that I could trive
Please mention THE ETUDE wlien addressing
m a few words I would say: “Listen to ing should be wholly through the nostrils,
our advertisers.
in which case the temperature of the air
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ffiUbe such as to pass to the lungs withpersons protect the outside of
..but
*%•—
the inside by laughing, talking

neglect t
" 1 otherwise breathing through the
Jouth when the throat is sensitive and
I they wonder how they caught such
■ ]d
or sore throat when they
---»
thev were
8 Careful. The outside of the throat
50 ds mo more protection in winter than
,mer. The back of the neck is
inmost vulnerable part of the whole
body and there
a^,„r,htc of cold air
draughts
essary caution ”
when oi
T'-rZST
physically
Sb\t of muffling up the throat,
t„e habit ol
8
t
^'''Jwmresent
the removal of it after
on she will resent the
lu it. Also
having become accustomed„ to
is the normal
remember that the
air route for all ordinary occasions

the I
o, nature
piratory ana
and digestive organs; and it i
^ory
Perfectly safe to say that they would not
have been placed in the human body by
nature anfl would not have a tendency
to enlarge rather than diminsh in size
without having some important function
to perform.

THE TONGUE.
Vocally speaking, the tongue is used
articulation and enunciation,
principally
It is an unruly member and as such,
be placed under perfect control before bemg able to produce the best vocal results.
At least 75 per cent, of all defects in
speech arise from the incorrect or inof the. tongue.
,uu.w_—e of the point
.
While the point should be trained for
• accuracy, the back of the tongue should
be under such cMtrol fflat it ^may^be
lowered at will. This can be done only
by proper vocal gymnastics.

DRYNESS OF THE THROAT.
Many speakers and singers resort 1
liquids to remove the dryness of the
throat and mouth. This should r
done,
l cold water. The c
should be removed in order to remove
the effect. This dryness arises from one
of two causes; (1.) from nervousness
(which causes the ducts of the salivary
glands t0 close>) (2.) from taking the
breath through the lips. To remove the
fim yQu must get your self-p0SSeSsi0Tx;

THE HARD PALATE.
The name is significant, as it is hard
and inflexible as the name implies. By
running the finger back in the roof of the
where
mouth from the upp.er teeth f -1—
it touches the beginning ot tne sou paiate,
you will ascertain its extent. It is against.
the hard palate, just back of the teeth,
that all tone should be directed. It is
here where the current of air should
strike when desiring to focalize, or place
the tone.
THE SOFT PALATE.
Beginning where the hard palate ends
is the soft palate, very flexible, which acts
as a valve between the mouth and the
pharyngeal cavity. It is of the utmost
importance in voice production.
One
should be able to lift it at will and, as
a practice, to such an extent as to con¬
tract the uvula (the pendent) entirely
it of sight. Hold a hand mirror
throw the light into
such
the back of the mouth and you will observe that the soft palate is supported
by two anterior and two posterior pillars,
While looking into the throat you can,
hy will power, raise the soft palate and
in this way strengthen the pillars that
support it.
THE UVULA
This is sometimes, erroneously, called
jhe palate and the elongated uvula as
“the dropping of the soft palate.” When
the pillars supporting the palate become
weak, the uvula becomes elongated and
swollen and rests to such an extent on
the back of the tongue as to cause coughing and hacking _and clearing (?) the
‘broat (if the throat is dry), or tendency
to swallow (if too much saliva is pres-

fill

condition
THE TONSILS.
. ,

,

.

P'»ars of "the ^o ft palate "i e the tonsils—
a source of great annoyance to vocalists
when they become so enlarged as to pre-
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vent the free passage of air through what
should be the full, open throat. As a
rule the surgeon’s knife is resorted to
for their removal. This should never be
done inasmuch as the swelling can be
reduced, the inflammation removed, and
the tonsils restored to their normally
healthful condition by proper vocal gymnasties. The cutting out of the tonsils
or the burning of them with caustic does
not remove the cause, and the same cause
will produce a like effect.
For generations the medical world has
'Deen
Pract>cally
unanimous
holding
that the
tonsils were
ong q(in ^

to remove the second, breathe through
the nostrils. In singing this cannot al¬
ways be done, in which case the breath
should be sipped—not sucked—through
the lips.
With some persons the nervousness
causes an excessive amount of saliva
flow; in which case the same rule holds
good—self-possession,
All undesirable qualities—gutteral and
metallic tones, huskiness, straining of the
voice, etc., should be /entirely removed
by fufly understanding the little instrument upon which you are playing. Some
things are benefited by straining, but the
’t one of them.
NASALITY.
What are commonly called “nasal
tones” are, in reality, “catarrhal tones.”
A person with a severe cold, does not talk
“through his nose,” but without it; that
is, the nostrils are so obstructed that
the nasal elements (m. n. ng.) which
should go through the nostrils do not.
Clear tones include nasal elements;
catarrhal tones exclude them. The nasaljty is caused by the dropping of the soft
palate in consequence of the weakness
Qf the pillars of the soft palate. This
difficulty can be removed in one lesson
by any good vocal teacher who under¬
stands the anatomy and physiology of the
Vocal organs.
DIET AFFECTS THE VOICE.
wnen me
.„. -When
the delicate, sensitive lining,
of
tbg pbarynx js affected, the voice will
suffer in conSequence. This is especially
tfue }n the use of cheese, cold milk or
ac;ds 0f any kind. Cheese and milk have
tendency to thicken the mucous memq{ ^ pharynx> and all acids act
^ an astringent.
Many singers and

feres with the management of the breath.
The diaphragm cannot fully contract
when the stomach is distended with food.
Besides, the attention of the nervous
system is taken up with the active process
of digestion and it cannot have so much
energy to spare to work properly the
vocal and respiratory apparatus. If food
is taken just previous to putting the
diaphragm to work, it should be an easily
absorbable and digestible liquid.
MODERN ART AND CLASSICAL
VOCAL IDEALS.
Art is never at rest. This does not
necessarily mean that it always moves in
a forward direction. Quite the contrary.
History teaches us that, like an undulat¬
ing line, it rises and falls, to rise again.
And it is yet an open question, to be de¬
cided by future generations, whether our
ultra-modern music means progress or
retrogression. It is heard on all sides,
and only with few exceptions, that with
the introduction of the music-drama and
the abandonment of the florid style of
singing a new era has dawned, no longer
requiring that schooling for the voice
which the old Italian masters found si
necessary and which consisted in train
ing it in the “legato,” “staccato,” “sten
tato,” “martellato” and “portamento.”
For the very reason that the modern
composers, beginning with Richard Wag¬
ner, demand so much of the voice, even
though in an entirely different direction
from the old style, for that very reason
the voice needs the most thorough and
the most complete training, which is
one insisted upon by the old Italian
masters, starting with Caccini (15581640). Richard Wagner himself insisted
that the Old Italian Method be ad¬
hered to.
The apparent new demand of the mod¬
ern composer and critic that the words
associated to music be clearly pronounced
and not uttered in a garbled fashion, u
derstood by none, was already insisted
upon by the oldest Italian teachers and
it was only the advent of the purely
bravura singing, a product of the eight¬
eenth century, the main object of which
was the sole display of vocal beauty and
ability, which caused the singers of those
days to neglect the distinct enunciation
and expression of their text. No wonder
that Tosi (1723) bitterly denounced the
decadence of the Art of Singing. Perfect
art does not admit any flaws whatsoever.
Caccini, Marco di Gagliano, Zarlino and
others laid the greatest possible stress on
the correct formation of the consonants,
the vowels and their quality, and alto¬
gether insisted on the most careful treat¬
ment of the language. Our modern de¬
mand in this direction shows that that
branch of the Art of Singing is again in
the ascendancy and it is pure folly, based
either on want of intelligence, or re¬
luctance to seriously study, or impatience
to appear before a “long-suffering public,”
to neglect the others, fully as important
ones. This age of noise reflects itself in
the singer’s endeavor to that extent that
he, or she, too, finds his, or her, ideal in
producing as much of it as possible.

The Egyptian tambourine was either
round, like that which is at the present
time in use in Europe as well as in
East, and which, as we have seen, was
also known to the Assyrians; or it t
of an oblong square shape, slightly in¬
curved on the four sides, and entirely
~eP r
different . from our own tambourine.
should also be observed in regard to Sometimes the square tambourine had a
eating a hearty meal just previous to bar across the middle, which divided the
any prolonged use of the voice. So great parchment into two equal parts, so t'
; c the svmpathy between stomach and it was in fact a double tambourine.
throat that whatever affects theone Women appear to have played the t;
affects the other; besides, a full stomach, bourine more usually than men.-C
Engel.
i of the most wholesome food, i
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the chorus IX am obliged
obligee to
With the
t make
selection, making it a rule, how¬
ever, never to select any voice which has
the least objectionable twang to it, for
experience has taught me that this is a
vital point. It is easier to keep a singer
out than to get rid of one when once
engaged. A director should never allow
personalities to influence his choice. The
one thing to keep ever in mind is his
duty to the church employing him. He
must remember that he is in his place
because he has been put there to exercise
his ski11 and iud§ment t0 the best of his
ability. If he does not do this he is

[As a former president of the New York State Music Teachers’ AssnHntinn
mmnrtafiriH°£ fhe A!Uj''il'an Vhuild °f Odists, Sir. J. Warren Andrews has had unusual
resentative American organlst.-Eoixoit or hi Evenki
THE PAID MIXED CHOIR.
t? a
r^T.
, „
Paper Read at the Nat.onal Convention
of Organists, at Ocean Grove, N. J.
As I sit here in the grove during my
vacation time, far from the complexities
of city life, with all nature aglow in
splendor, with the birds singing spontaneous praise to their Creator, and
where the Rural Free Delivery brings
the only reminder from the outside busy
world, the thought of a paid mixed choir
comes over one as a sort of incongruity.
However, as this is the subject assigned
to me, I will do my best to relate some
of the things that experience has taught
me_
Tt,„
-u.;- •
ji
.

“™d

more or less success, its existence in a

withussuch ri^d«sr5
artistic worth in an artistic way, there
is still something often lacking from a
religious standpoint. Where singers are
employed simply because they possess
good voices and are paid for using them,
the motive actuating such use mav not
approach the highest ideal. The fact of
not‘detract bfin°

.’

PlaCe “S a rep'

William C. Carl,
Mug. Doc.

Re-opens
Tuesday,
October 6th

The choir organized, it may be essen-

tial to establish a system of fines to in?Ure a,ttendance and Pr°raPtnes8 att.rebearsals- for ,one muf have discipline,
No good work can be done without it.
and we are responsible, remember. In
all contracts singers should agree “to attend as many rehearsals as the director
may deem necessary for the proper rendition of the music.”
a librarian should be appointed to
keep a record of attendance, to arrange
and care for the library, keeping it well
cataloged by card files, or other systems,
so that any selection may be forthcoming
at a moment’s notice.
The catalog
should be arranged by titles, composers,
and for the various church seasons. This
entails considerable work at first, but it
saves much loss of time and confusion.
cyclone tad st'ruck
*
Cy,,ne , ad friLck thenh and they arc

Mngm0 it, was so over- music siloujd

cZt J thTtervi/e
T^ T
-°
°™.
J *erv‘ce- Thc. soprano in
?,1Se urned to her saylng that she
““!d n°LUn.derstand such a state of
eelm&- Tbe latter could please, but the
former carried conviction.
1 have never reached the point where
d can say I’d rather hear an artist, true
and cold> sin£ the service, rather than
one Iess skilled who can sing from the
heart. Technic is by no means to be
disparaged, but preferably it should be
added
“uu<;'u to
LU a nature true to God andand man.
A sincere heart first, then a talent consecrated to the highest ideals. We need
reverent and
singers in our
"“J consecrated
-choirs if the true Spirit of the Gospel
is to
wafted to the hearts of our
ls
LU be
ue waited
hearers. Cold, formal work is r
bore'”n to the purpose and spirit
church, but it is repellent,
forming A CHOIR.
have^rd^dlVx*1 rtshould
poslWestuff2 confer our
duties in connection therow'i-t
* r
getting thJ on^
71 ’ "CVer *T
church we serve and not to the U
employed. In mv 0wn churcJ it faJ
to mv lot t,-,
n faIls
singers and everything”^ do^Jif6

care£uiiv

.

•

•

REHEARSALS.
rehearsals.
The rehearsals should always be
ducted with a
or squarec piano,
piar
- grand
—t* m
as
.
impossible to see the choir while
using an upright. Much of the rehears
mg should be done <z capfieUa as this
gives the choir more self-reliance which
is valuable in case of accident to the
organ on Sunday.
Indeed, '
to
Sjtg* J*
°rga”’ which C
vertheless be used enough to convince
the conS^tlon that it is in repair
, The director should never go into the
^ T°°m for reh™l unprepared
The music should all be =ei . , , C,'
°Ut carefu»y. and the !vork carried

f°r .services does my agency, so that I alone am hddTe

The course includes the Organ
Harmony, Counterpoint, Orches¬
tration, Key-board work, Musical
Dictation, Musical Form, Hymnology, Service-playing, Accom¬
panying, Plain-Song, Improvisa¬
tion, Organ Tuning, Organ Con¬
struction, Students Recitals.
returns from Pari. Sept. 25th
Send for new catalogue
44 West 12th St.

PIPE
I'n*’
..— ORGANS* Grade
Onl
Our Instruments comprise all feature
which are of real value. Many years of prac
tical experience. IVrite for specificationj
EMMONS HOWARD ORGAN CO
WESTFIELD, MASS.

Church Organ Peda
Attachment for Pianos
Enjoy Organ Practice In Your Own Horn
INFORMATION UPON REQUEST
SYRACUSE CHURCH ORGAN CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

— ESTEY CHURCH ORGANS
Estey standard maintained.
Maximum facilities.
Highest grade of product.
Pioneers and leaders always.
Examine stop action and wonderful reedless
Oboe, Saxophone, Clarinet, etc.
ESTEY ORGAN CO.,
vKn)..,.u.s.,

The Hall Organ Co
New Haven, Conn.
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Sh?rt and decisive, Aotighlt “is

the moti'veJf' the singejfrjnquestio
T'* ™ ^
by the churches. Many singers make the eral aJ in autho n and J
J
and try

a-orif better^ ^
impart Tts enSol, > th’S>

IT»sSS

s Bennett Organ C<
ORGAN BUJI.DFRg;
TH

, I want and can
.
t lose
na ca,n secure) until two or three
are disc^rTdT™
th,r“
and proper voice to meeJth
^
' “
PTh«„'“ ."CtiK
juimmuce to near an
committee to hear and make choice, for
while
mv judgment
iudoment is
I, 7
while my
usuallv

New York

-THE
1 HI. “GEM’
VJUriVJ. --

proper place’
Confusion resulting from
iost music and books is disturbi
.
minister and all who have any part in
conducting the service of worship5 It is
also evident to the congregation and a
cause of distraction. Let everything be
done decently and in order,
In order to fosier zeal and interest it
is necessary continually to place before
singers new and interesting music.
Without this the services will be life
less
entail con¬
--., and
““ dispirited. This
±Iui> will
win entail
siderable added expense
co to the -•
music ac¬
count, but it pays.

s i^f-^thSthl as. - f/- - Sf P

r- !t may be- of improving their reading
- musicianship. Indeed,'!x h^Vknown
,
.
8
rank atheists and the most irreverent
p,op,« ,o „
cu„„ choi„,
those who are quick
0 r‘d'cule, and
:paraphrase,
■ the
--- -—t sacred words of
h,™
,mh„ whin „ mitrilleIr
t.nc, to do
Sochlip'^TS E‘.
phemous behavior is altogether out ^of

THE GUILMANT
ORGAN SCHOOL

£.i*H, vS unfai‘hful to his trust

place and should not be tolerated in any
worker in the church. Given consecrated
men and women in this service the paid
mixed chorus and
P d
; j „t TM.
, .
r
, . ,’ .
^
' J r °bjeCt
™hi<* !t
r
“e accomplished. Can
have/ach choirs m the cities? If
1 am convinced that no choir
-.i. J*
***..*’
f?pe cannot sing
i .;^!.C 10n . ? w lcb tbey do nof
,,
i Ur mi®61011 1S not to please
,le PeC£,e or- 0 glve a concert each Sun•
^ purpose of our work is to
lnci ® and exclte religious fervor and
^motlon; t0 trT and lead the mind and
heart Heavenward and to nobler aims
and higher purposes. How can we do
tIlis if our hearts and minds are not at-

growth of the failure of the Joluntew ^
lofty <feavorS?
organization in city churches While the
1 once knew a contralto who sang Han-

city church is certainly precarious, giving
no positive assurance of its reliability
even on the most critical occasions. In
the city, where there are so many attractions to draw the attention of choir members away from their duties, it is next
to impossible to command attention at
rehearsals, without which no good work
be accomplished. Unfortunately, the
sense
enough in
ie of duty is not strong etirmuh
most people to lead them to practice ser¬
ious self-denial without some pecuniary,
or other compensation, beyond the consciousness of duty well performed. It
is to be feared, also, that religious devotion is less strong in the city than it
the country. Possibly there are more
tares among the wheat. At all events,
in most of the large cities, where
churches are large and influential, choirs
are paid and maintained. In some instances a quartet of “stars” is made the
nucleus of the organization. While from
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ourselves we cannot expect to command
ADVANCE IN MECHANICAL
Standard
others. Treat the choir as friends and
RESOURCES OF THE ORGAN.
they will do what you require. Be cour¬
Instruction
teous and never lose your dignity and,
while you will have your share of dis¬
the
couragements, success will come in time.
In an article prepared and read before
erfully s
Plan your work so as not to have too
the American Organ Players’ Club, Phila¬
-‘On Sale”
many big services come consecutively,
delphia, by the president, Dr. J. M’E.
otherwise you will find yourself placed
BEGINNER’S BOOK
Ward, the following table was included,
where you have not time to prepare some
School of the Pianoforte
of it properly. Never take work before showing the increase in mechanical re¬
By THEODORE PRESSER
sources of the organ in proportion to the
rhe latest work along lines of elementary Instruction. The the congregation when you feel in any
material used is endr -ly fresh and b presented in an attractive cioubt as to its effective performance. number of speaking stops :
Banner. It is intended for the venest begmner; little tots just
Location
Date Speaking Meehan. Per Ct.
out of kindergarten. A very large note is used in the early Better hold it over until it is in shape
to render.
Boston Music Hall 1867
8!)
24 about 27
*theC very
3!>
23 about 59
I need not expatiate upon the necessity Centennial (Phlla.) 1870
50
S JmakeT^ XlylI ^rfeT’SgbnerhT^.^k'af hZ of tact in the government of song birds. Breslau . 1913 200 100
Thomas Orchestra
possible to make- A trial of this new book is earnestly
Hail. Chicago... 1900
50
31
62
Solicited by all who have to deal with elementary plano No one requires more of this important
64
grace than does the choir director. With Hamburg, Germany 1912 163 104
St. Louis Exposi¬
so many emotional natures to deal with
tion . 1904 140
99
72
„
he must exercise all his ingenuity to Portland, Me., City
Hall . 1912
86
72
83
FIRST STEPS IN PIANOFORTE cope with them, and woe to him who
In an organ soon to be installed in a
STUDY
possesses it not. The higher the salaries
Philadelphia church, with about 55 speak¬
paid the greater the tact necessary to
ing stops, there will be 95 mechanical ac¬
Carefully Edited and Revised by THEO. PRESSER control singers.
cessories, or almost 173 per cent.
This book begins at the beginning and serves as a practical
While, no doubt, differences of opinion
snd melodious introduction to the study of pianoforte playing.
THE MATTER OF SALARIES.
It is most carefully graded ; the instructive matter is presented
exist as to the wisdom of this develop¬
in a way that is easily understood and there is nothing^dull,
The salaries of the chorus should be
ment in some directions, there can be no
uniform
for
obvious
reasons.
If
one
re¬
mrat^thoac who make a specialty of teaching beginners is
vital objection to mechanical appliances
ceives more than another jealousies will
:n hoped to find; let result, and hard feeling, and no good that make possible the organist’s securing
ay be the very book you have
J you a copy On Sale; you w
necessary changes in registration with the
work can be accomplished without har¬
Price, $1.01
smallest amount of effort possible. Of
mony of feeling as well as of voice.
course, there will be the temptation on
The salaries of the quartet should also
FOUNDATION MATERIALS FOR
the part of some players to overwork the
be
nearly
uniform,
or
the
one
star
in
THE PIANOFORTE
accessories at their disposal, and become
the firmament will dominate and cause
By CHARLES W. LANDON
“restless players” through too frequent
This method leads to solid musicianship through an easily troubles innumerable. The wealthy mem¬ change of registration.
ber of the congregation who puts his
graded and a*pleasingly interesting course of study.
A marked illustration of what may be
The pieces and exercises are all short, attractive and of hand in his pocket to secure some fa¬
effective technical value, the entire work being based upon the
left undone in tbe arrangement of an
author's wide personal expenence in this field of musical vorite singer in the choir generally brings
organ appears in an instrument installed
to
it
an
element
of
discord
which
will
Special attention is given to rhythm, time values and sight
in this country only a few years ago, de¬
reading. It is an ideal method calculated to awaken a susr effectively destroy all the other work of
signed by an eminent English concert
tained interest in the study of pianoforte playing.
the director, oftentimes making his duty
_Price, $1.00_
organist.
most arduous.
The advice of the
In this instance, although the instru¬
director should always be sought as to
LANDON’S PIANOFORTE
ment is a four manual one of about 39
how the stipulated salaries shall be di¬
stops, there is no oboe stop included, nor
METHOD
vided among the choir, as, from his posi¬
any other 8-foot stop satisfactorily to
EASILY GRADED FOR BEGINNERS
tion, he is familiar with the different
take its place. No string-toned stop ap¬
This book is by a practical teacher who has proven die value
of the method in his own work with primary pupils. The plan dispositions with which he has to deal.
pears on the great organ, and no open
of the book is thoroughly modem, including the use of the
diapason or Geigen Principal in the
Mason system of technics in its simpler forms. The teacher’s
ROBING THE CHOIR.
needs are also fully considered, a special feature of the vtrork
choir organ. The string tones appear in
being the valuable suggestions intended 10 guide the teacher.
For the sake of appearances the choir one manual (the swell), and the vox
These suggestion* and directions are well worth the price of
the book and are applicable in connection with the use of any should be robed. Not only does this do humana in another (the echo), with no
method or course of piano study.
away with the variegated headgear in coupler between the two manuals, so that
_Price, $1.50_ front of the congregation, but it gives
the only means of combining these tones
the poorest clad choir member a chance is by coupling both swell and echo man¬
GUSTAV DAMM’S PIANO
to appear side by side with the more uals to one of the other manuals after
financially fortunate, or better dressed, eliminating such stops that are already
SCHOOL
neighbor without the feeling of inferior¬ drawn on the manual to which they are to
WITH ENGLISH AND GERMAN TEXT
An excellent edition of this widely used work, the popularity ity engendered thereby.
be coupled.
of which may be judged by the fact that the original German
There are many sides of this subject
publisher has issued no less than two hundred editions of it.
There is no sforzando pedal, nor a
Our edition is somewhat larger than most others, so the notes that might have been touched upon, but
wid text are correspondingly larger and clearer, making this the I have only brought to notice a few of crescendo pedal (which could be used as
ideal edition for both teacher and pur ''
a full organ pedal), and no way to secure
such things as I deem important. I full organ except to use pistons (pistons
*, large
would like to impress upon organist and or pedals in connection with the swell
choir alike the overwhelming need to be organ) on each manual, add manual stops
An Enlarged and Revised Edition of
fully consecrated to their chosen work,
LOUIS KOEHLER’S PRACTICAL to give to God their best and noblest en¬ individually in addition, secure full pedal
by a composition pedal and add what
deavors, and not to prostitute their of¬ couplers are required. The return to a
METHOD FOR PIANOFORTE
fice to mere worldly vanity and gain. former registration from full organ ne¬
Opus 249; Volumes 1 and II
Revised by the Author's daughter,
Their
vocation
is
not
to
concertize,
or
CLARA KOEHLER-HEBERLEIN
cessitates almost as much manipulation.
This is a work needing no introduction to teachers. There to please their hearers, but to put forth There is no way to change registration
are many editions, but our edition of the PRACTICAL their best endeavors and to 'the best of
on great, choir or echo by combination
METHOD is recognized as definite—it is the edition par
•
excellence for the AMERICAN PUPIL; nevertheless, their ability.
pedals, nor to change pedal stops by pis¬
our price is lower than that quoted on some, and no higher
tons. The pedal stops and combination
than that of the ordinary unrevised editions. Teachers buying
The softness of sounds generally pro¬ pedals affecting them are placed on the
thjsbook from other dealers should ask for the PRESSER
duces impressions of calmness, repose, right-hand side of the console.
Volumes I and II, each, 50c.
Combined, $1.00 tranquil pleasure, and of every gradation
This instrument is a good example of
of these different states of mind. Loud, “omission” which is interesting at this
LEBERT AND STARK’S PIANO
boisterous and piercing sounds, on the time in view of the fact that the same
SCHOOL
contrary, excite strong emotions, and are eminent English organist has been author¬
A complete course of systematic instruction in all branches proper for the expression of courage,
ized to arrange the console of a very
ot pianoforte playing from the first elements to the highest
anger, jealousy and other violent passions; large organ to be installed at an exposi¬
perfection.
This world-famous, joint-production of two great European but if sounds were constantly soft, they
tion in this country next year.
Masters of pianoforte instruction still enjoys the confidence of
tpchers wishing to impart thoroughness to their work and who would soon become wearisome by their
do not believe in the ultimate value of a so-called easy uniformity; and if they were always loud
method Endorsed by Liszt, Heller, Marmontel, Lochner,
The system of scales and modes, and
Moscneles anrt ntkov vwvtoJ
they would fatigue both_ the mind and
the ear. Besides, music is not designed all. the network of harmony founded
h *• »-iementary school—rirsc uegiec,
d rt ?• Exercises & Etudes Second Deg
merely to describe the states of the soul; thereon, do not seem to rest on any im¬
Pan 3, Exercises & Etudes-Third Degre
its object is frequently vague and inde¬ mutable laws of nature. They are due
terminate, and its result rather to please to aesthetic principles which are con¬
the senses than to address the mind. stantly subject to change, according to
This is particularly to be remarked in the progressive development of knowl¬
edge and taste.—Helmholtz.
THEO, PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa. instrumental music.—Fetis.

AustinOrgans
pOUR large four
manual and eleven
three manual organs,
now being erected or
contracted for, to¬
gether with a number
o f interesting two
manual schemes.
Large factory ad¬
dition just finished
gives more operating
and erecting room.
Send for catalog or
other information to

Austin Organ Co.
Woodland Street,

Hartford, Conn.

‘Most of the leading organs
in the United States are
operated by the ‘Orgoblo’.
Over 8,000 equipments in
use. Write for booklet.”
The Organ Power Co.,
HARTFORD, CONN.
A. C. FOSTER. 218 Tremont St., Boston, Mi
G. W. WESTERFIELD, 264 Virginia Avenu

Church Organs
S P. O. Kendal Green,

Hook & Hastings Co.1*’

M. P. M0LLER PIPE ORGANS
In use in over eighteen hundred churches and
institutions. We build pfre organs of all sizes
SSr ownHctoPyrand ■fullyeg^arant«d. eE‘nfications and estimates on re^quest. For
M. P. MQLLER,

HAGERSTOWN, MD.

GEO. KILGEN & SON

Pipe Organ Builders

Church Organs
BUILT BY

Hutchings Organ Co., Boston, Mass.

New Organ Music ON SALE
Have your name entered for the receiving of a few
small packages of new music ON SALE during the
be kept; discount the best obtainable; the only
responsibility the small amount of postage; returns
of unused music to be made once each year; a postal
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
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12 Years
Without
Corns
Blue-jay, for 12 years, has kept
some people free from corns.
Now nearly half the people who
have corns end them in this way.
They simply do this:
Apply Blue-jay at night. It is
done in a jiffy, and the pain ends
from that moment.
In two days the corn is loosened.
Then they lift it out. There is no
pain, no soreness, and the corn is
completely removed.
Pare corns and they remain
ever present. Use old-time treat¬
ments and the corns don’t end.
But apply a Blue-jay plaster
and that corn will leave you. If
it doesn’t, apply one more, for
some corns are stubborn.
A million corns a month go
that way. Let yours be among
them. Start today.

Blue-jay
Plasters

End Corns
15 and 25 cents—at Druggists
Samples Mailed Free
Bauer & Black Chicago and New York
Makers of Physicians’ Supplies

CLASS PINS & BADGES
criptive catalog w it
ctive prices mailed fi
BENT & BUSH CO.
338 WASHINGTON ST. :: BOSTON, MASS.
mention THE ETUDE when addressing

WHERE SHALL THE ORGANIST
LOCATE?
Two courses are open to the young or¬
ganist who has aspirations to fame and
position. He should, early in his career,
decide in his mind in which city he will
locate; go there and stay through “thick
and thin,” winning his way through
pluck, hard work and perseverance, or
he should take the first favorable op¬
portunity of securing a fair position in
some place where opportunity presents
itself, not relinquishing it until securing
a better one,- gradually working himself
up from post to post, rising higher and
higher as his ability will warrant. If
his ability is really exceptional the “big”
positions will seek him. A man can
usually accomplish what he determines
to do if his determination is strong
enough. We must be ready when the
call comes. To start on one’s career half
prepared is oftentimes a vital mistake.
The student days should not be short¬
ened except for urgent and necessary
reasons, though, if one possesses the ele¬
ments of success, he will succeed any¬
where, and, if he cannot acquire knowl¬
edge in one way, he will in another.
It is a mistake to try and climb the
ladder and reach a certain height, with
every promise of a brilliant future, gain¬
ing a good name for skill and ability,
then to “break loose” suddenly and go
to Europe for several years for further
study. I have seen many such come back
and never again reach the round of the
ladder they left. If we cannot get in
our European study in the early student
days, better take numerous trips during
the summer seasons rather than relin¬
quish what we have gained in a “busiMany are the letters the writer is con¬
tinually receiving from organists holding
good positions in the smaller cities seek¬
ing positions in New York, often stat¬
ing the amount of their good incomes
and prospects in their present localities.
A man who is the “big toad in the pud¬
dle” of a smaller city is more than fool¬
ish to venture to New York unless he
can step into a position "ready made”
which will assure him prominence and
prestige. A small position to the musi¬
cians of New York means nothing, how¬
ever it may seem to those residing out¬
side of New York. Even men who come
to New York under other conditions,
those of National reputation, sometimes
fail to secur.e an adequate foothold. An
organist who is holding a desirable posi¬
tion in any good city where he is fairly
happy would better stay there until he
is called, or has a sure prospect in the
larger city.
To the young organist who feels that
he has the qualifications to succeed, and
is “turned down” on every hand, I would
say: Look about and see if you have not
some personal trait which may be hin¬
dering you; one which, by a little care,
you might overcome. Is it a too evident
conceit; a desire to show the committee
how you could run the music if you had
unlimited control; a contempt for the
cheap music certain congregations are
using? Do you antagonize pet schemes
and ideas possessed by some of the breth¬
ren and sisters of the church? If you
have these radical ideas and construc¬
tive tendencies, just hold them silently
till you are older; then, as you deem it
wise, put them into operation one at a
time. You will find that conservatism is
as necessary as radicalism, and that a
man, though he has never studied the
organ, may have a modicum of compion
sense. Perhaps you may have a con¬
tempt for the musical director. Well, he
is there, and you are not. Get there by
being as “wise as a serpent” and hold¬
ing your ideas of development with pa¬
tience. We all feel the desire to “do”
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things. Be patient, watch and bide your
I have said nothing of the “classical
student who bemoans the ignorance of
committees who will not listen to his
“Bach.” In time, you may discover that
perhaps you are not as qualified to
present Mr. Bach to him as you will be
with maturer years. I have often won¬
dered what my early recitals were like.
You may, too, in later years. Strive to
learn all you can about everything that
is good; cultivate good business meth¬
ods; keep yourself pure morally; be
earnest and diligent and you will succeed
anywhere.

For Nervous Women
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate quiets
the nerves, relieves nausea and head¬
ache, and induces refreshing sleep.
Best of all tonics for debility and
loss of appetite.

Teachers’ Loose Leaf

Journal-Ledger

INTERLUDES.
A handy Account Book (pocket size) for
teachers. The plan provides for the entry
The use of interludes between the
of a lesson any day of any month of any
verses of the hymns is nearly obsolete.
year. It provides for the posting of
There are many, however, who had to
lesson terms; theentryof term payments
struggle with them in the days gone by.
for either private or class lessons; the
It was said that “it took a genius to
charging of music or books and credits
make a good interlude.” Whether it did
for payments. A complete journal and
ledger all on one leaf. The binders are
or not, there were some points in the
furnished in full morocco or imitation
playing of them that, if they had been
leather, and are equipped with 6 rings.
properly explained, would have lightened
PRICES
the understanding of them considerably.
Loose Leaves, package of 50.$0.20
First, there was the attempt to approxi¬
“
“
“
« 100.40
mate the melody. This is the vital flaw
Binders, full morocco . 1.10
“
imitation leather (Texoderm). .85
in the endeavor to play a good interlude.
Send
for
sample
sheet
The melody should, generally, be “thrown
to the winds” and forgotten. It is the
Clayton F. Summy Co.
PUBLISHERS
rhythm that is the essential feature.
64 East Van Buren Street, Chicago, Ill.
Varied harmony regardless of the melody
is the principal point to be considered.
Of course a radical departure in the
Get That Final Touch of Rcfinen
style of melody would be out of keep¬
ing with a good interlude.' We have to Our Corred: Form Cards
You pay particular attentio
exercise our common sense, but, if the
melody is too strongly adhered to, we
you? Then why let your card (which mi
are and what you are before people *ee y —, -are greatly hampered in the results of
impression of you? Printed cards are no longer good form.
our endeavors.
Keep the style and
rhythm and the matter of playing a skill¬
. Ourn
ful interlude is easily acquired. Prac¬
, Their v
tice and a little careful thought will en¬
and attractive, be-—~ _____
The quality of the cards we use is the bc& that money car
able the average organist to do this ac¬
buy and the price is not high, because by dealing with u
ceptably. There are many places in the
(the manufacturers) there are no “in between.” profits tt
service where the ability of the organist - pay. And the goods are brought right to your door, poft■ paid; sent three^daygjifter we get your order. We alsc
to improvise a Short musical period may
Write now for prices and whatever samples you want.
he used to advantage, like, for instance,
COPPERPLATE PRESS
between the prelude and the Doxology.
200 East 87th St. (Dept. E) New York, N. Y
These qualifications will greatly enhance
his efficiency.
THE ONLY REAL SHORT CUT.

Applied Harmony
By C. A. ALCHIN

If anything is done many times in
exactly the same manner, it soon becomes
habit. Habit leads to skill. At the same
time accuracy should be the first and con¬
stant consideration; and if a pupil will
play a passage enough times it will soon
go as fast with ease as the piece demands.
To get the best results in the shortest
time and with the least labor, each phase
should be played many times, but slowly
enough to secure absolute accuracy.
After thus playing the passage carefully
from ten to twenty times or more, try it
at a faster rate, until the desired speed
is attained. Try the next passage in the
same manner.
Serious practice means
thinking; remembering just what and
how to do and a determination to over¬
come difficulties.
A difficulty should never be passed
over, but conquered when first met, as
directed above.
Nearly every piece of music is much
like many other pieces, but sometimes a
piece will have passages that are peculiar;
hence the wisdom and necessity of thor¬
oughly and at once learning all the diffi¬
cult parts of a piece. It is often best to
take a difficult passage with one hand at
a time; then, when it goes easily, try it
with both hands together, but slowly at
Seed 6VentUally

attaininS

the

desired

A system that is Simple, Practical,
New. Based on Music Principles, w
mechanical. Deduced from the nature
music and works of the masters—old and
modern. 600 excerpts from the best
compositions. Price, 31.75. Cash or¬
ders, 21.00 until the work is out of press.

ALDEN PUB. CO.
1227 S. Hoover St.

Los Angeles, Calif.

The Musical Leader
Published Weekly, $2.50 a Year
subscription, fifty cen

Musical Leader, regular price ( Club Pri
32.50 for year. 1 a*.
And ETUDE, regular price, j JpZ.J'
31.50 for year.\ FOR B01
Address THE MUSICAL LEADE
McCormick Building, Chicago

Composers of Music,
you want to get the best results, FI¬
NANCIALLY from your compositions, it
will be worth your while to consult us
We do not market music. But Print It.
The Peerless Music Printing Co., Cleveland, 0.
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evening, still there is enough for all prac¬
tical educational purposes. There are
very few evenings in a city like New York
or Boston, but what there are one or more
important concerts or performances of
grand opera.
If by "musical atmosphere” is meant the
popularity and veneration for music
among the masses, and the subtle quick¬
ening which comes to the pupil from as¬
sociating with a people, where the inter¬
est in music amounts almost to a religion,
then no doubt Europe has the advantage,
although if the American student chooses
AMERICAN OR FOREIGN
matters are often to be considered. If it his associates wisely from people who
EDUCATION.
means the breaking up of the family for possess a genuine and deep love for
the
student
to
go
abroad
accompanied
by
music, he can get much of this kind of
rrmere have been many discussions lately
. m the desirability for American students one or more members of the family, the atmosphere at home,
as t0 Yhvnnd for a musical education. But rest being left behind, it should only be
*»stever arguments for or against the idea
BUSINESS REASONS.
whstSh»ve been advanced have been swept thought of in cases of the most extraor¬
hv The terrific outbreak of war which dinary talent. I could recount scores of
It is probable that nine out of ten of
caused the civilization of Europe to
t oorC9from its very foundations. .The fol- cases where families have been divided in American students studying for the pro¬
fession go to Europe for a greater or less
, w disoassionate view of the situation this way, never again to be reunited.
L°»»Written8 by Mr. Braine long before the
period of "finishing study” for business
Faronean 'conflict bad answered the question
reasons pure and simple. How often do
„f European study In a summary manner.
GOOD TEACHERS PLENTIFUL IN
Oae inevitable result of the war so far as
we hear the American student say, "I am
AMERICA.
America is concerned will bo to force the
going to learn all I can here, and I am
Sir to a better appreciation of American
Europe,
of
course,
contains
many
times
Snendonco not orily in political matters
then ‘going abroad’ for a year or two.”
mt in artistic matters also. Nobody can the number of eminent solo violinists that
Sj Mr^Braines article without acfcpowl- live in America. These great violinists, Many such students go to Europe for
S “that America is fully equipped to
only six months or a year, take a few
dva a sound, complete mUBical education.— whose incomes depend largely on concert lessons from some famous teacher who
IbitOb of The Etude.]
tours extending all over the world, find it
is well known in the United States from
more
expedient
to
live
in
Europe,
since
A young lady living in Southern Cali¬
having been here on a concert tour, and
fornia writes to the Violin Department: other countries (America included) are then come back and boldly proclaim them¬
“I am fourteen years old, and have more ready to give profitable engagements selves the pupils of the noted European
studied the violin since I was seven. My to European artists, than if they were teacher, saying never a word about the
recent work has been under-, located in some other country, Most faithful American teacher who has given
and —r
During the next two impresarios make it a point to engage them practically their entire education.
years required to complete my high school only violinists who possess the hall mark
In the present state of music in the
course I expect to continue with these of European fame. Still America pos¬ United States it is undeniably a business
sesses a large number of eminent violin¬ advantage to the student to have received
teachers, who seem to be the best in
Southern California. My problem is what ists and teachers, for Europe sends us his education in Europe, since, other things
to do then. Would it be better to go to some of her best. Many of our largest being equal, he will find it easier to ob¬
some teacher in America or to go abroad American cities have resident violin tain employment when he enters the pro¬
teachers who can take the pupil to the fession, and easier to obtain pupils. The
immediately?”
highest pinnacle of the violin art.
American public at present, although there
Without knowing our correspondent in¬
It is claimed by many advocates of has been some improvement in this re¬
timately, the extent of her talent, her
European study that art is too much com¬ spect in late years, gives the first prefer¬
financial resources, her future aims and
mercialized in this country, and that even ence to European musicians and teachers,
ambitions as a violinist, and many other
eminent teachers who have sought our and after this to the American pupil who
things, it .would be iimpossible to advise
shores do not teach for the love of their has Studied in Europe.
The purely
her intelligently as to the advisability of
art as they did in their own country; that American-taught student, with a few
a period of European study. This is a
they have imbibed the love for the “Al¬
question on which tons of paper and gal¬ mighty Dollar;” that they “watch the significant exceptions, comes last. As
America grows in musical importance this
lons of printer’s ink are consumed every
clock” when they give lessons, and only will no doubt be changed, but the day is
year, for I cannot remember a time when
giye so many minutes for so many dol¬ not yet In sight. The staffs of teachers
the controversy, “America versus Europe
lars, etc,, whereas In their own country of our most important American conser¬
for Music Study," was not being threshed
they were accustomed to forget the pas¬
out in at least one of the leading Ameri¬ sage of time when they had an interest¬ vatories and colleges consist, ior the most
can or European music journals. After ing pupil, and gave him unlimited “over¬ part, of European musicians, the Ameri¬
can teachers filling the posts of . assistants.
all, these discussions lead nowhere, for
time." However this may be, every pupil
even if the matter could be definitely de¬ who has spent much time in Europe is This being the case, is it any wonder that
cided, the decision could not possibly fit well aware that the teachers there, with pur American students flock to Europe?
every individual case, since what would exceptions (as there are in this country),
LEARNING THE LANGUAGE.
he wise for one student would be the are quite alive to the charms of the franc,
Many American students who go to
height of folly for another. To try and the mark, and the thaler, and except in Europe for short periods are seriously
lay down a hard and fast rule that an the case of extremely talented pupils, handicapped by the faet that they do not
advanced violin pupil either should or whose success serves as an advertisement understand the language of the country
should not go to Europe for at least a for the teacher, do not give the average to which they go. If they go to a French
part of his education, is nonsense pure pupil two or three times the time he pays or German violin teaeher they eannot un¬
and simple, since so many things enter for, any more than they do in this coun¬ derstand his explanations and thus lose
into the equation,
It is still
try. If it is only a case of securing a much valuable instruction.
Many advanced violin students write to competent teacher, the American student worse in the case of a foreign harmony
The Etupe for advice on this subject, and need not leave his own shores, for the and composition teacher. The result is
disclaiming any attempt to come to a de¬ standard of violin teaching In the larger that many such students fall hack on Eng¬
cision which will fit all individual cases, elties of the United States is very high lish or American teachers who are estab¬
we will consider some of the elements and constantly rising.
lished in the foreign country to which
which enter into the problem, setting
they go, and who are often not to be
down as fairly as possible the advantages
compared in skill with the American
“MUSICAL ATMOSPHERE.”
domestic and foreign study.
It is claimed that one of the chief ad¬ teacher they left at home. The American
Much depends on the future plans of
vantages of European study is the “musi¬ student preparing to go to Europe should
the student. If he wishes to play for W®
cal atmosphere” which one meets with in study beforehand the language of the
°wn amusement in an amateur wayi to
the cities of Europe, If by “musical at¬ country to which he intends to goteach or play in orchestra professionally,
mosphere" is meant the opportunity of
THE MATTER OF EXPENSE.
A certainly would not be necessary for
hearing the masterpieces of music well
h'm to go to some great teacher in
The American pupil who expects to get
performed by eminent artists, he can get
Europe. If, however, he intends to bequite enough in his own country, for in an education with leading teachers in the
come a concert violin soloist it might be
great
cities
of Europe for a fraction of
our larger cities the student during a sea¬
wise. Much also depends on the financial
son can hear no end of symphony, grand what similar instruction would cost him
Slde of the question. If a student’s funds
opera, oratorio, and instrumental and at home is doomed to disappointment.
are limited, he should not starve himself
vocal work by world-renowed solo artists. Really great teachers in Europe charge
to, go to Europe. In this country he
While no American city has so many con¬ very high fees. The very greatest charge,
m'ght be able to make something towards
certs in a season, say, as Berlin, where from $5 to $10 an hour for instruction,
Paying his expenses as he went along, but
there is often a choice of half a dozen although of course fairly good lessons can
■jot in Europe where the ranks of the pro¬
or more important concerts on the same be obtained for $1.50 to $2 upwards, just
fession are extremely crowded. Family
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FABULOUS VIOLIN PRICES.

SUCCESSFUL SONGS
CADMAN, CHARLES WAKEFIELD
The Heart of Her

As beautiful
-as the same composer’s “At
Dawning” which is making such a whirl¬
wind success. Words and music are united
in lovely‘effects.

DICHMONT, WILLIAM
My Day

A gem—equal to Ethelbert Nevin at his
best—and with the added merit of being
easy. A short song, but with big effects
and a strong climax.

High in Ab, medium in' F

A song which goes straight to the heart—
so simply tender and winsome.
Either
words or music alone would make a success,
but together thfey are irresistible.

Such a IiT fellow
MONTAGUE, LAWRENCE H.
For You

A stunning concert song is. this—with a
haunting mfelody such as made Bartlett’s
“Dream” famous.

High in G, medium in Eb, Low in Db
Price, 50 cents

RICH, MARIE
Call me “Sweetheart”

This must be the song that prompted “I
hear you calling me,” for no one could be
indifferent to the appeal of its lovely melody'
Which intensifies the words and ma too them

ROLFE, WALTER
Drifting and Dreaming

The refrain of this song is an inspiration,
and proves that songs equal to the best are
still being written. Easy to remember and
not easily forgotton.

High injDb, medium in Bb

High in Ab, medium in F
Price, 60 cent.

P‘8counf on Sheet Music one-half. Postage free if cash is sent with order.
Send for these Thematic Lists today

67 NEW SONGS FOR SINGERS AND TEACHERS
80

NEW PIECES

FOR PIANO

TEACHERS

They cost you nothing but are of genuine value

Oliver Ditson Company
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.
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“dold waood°St artiStiC manner °f beautiful'r aad carefully
They are as responsive the moment they are finished as the finest old CreVI
monese is to-day, and they continue to improve month after month
You want a Kreuzmger Violin, as the Violin you have is not quite satisfactory.
We will allow you all your violin is worth toward the purchase of a Kreuzinger
Violin and will also allow the remainder to be paid on the instalment plan

CORDE DE LUXE
15 cents Each, $1.50 Per Dozen

The best hot weather silk Violin E,
used by leading artists.
EACH STRING REPRESENTS 4 FULL LENGTHS

«3T Send for our Illustrated Catalog of Violins, String, and Music
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as they can in the United States. In the
smaller cities of Germany a very cheap
education in violin playing can be obtained
either at a conservatory or by taking pri¬
vate lessons, but as the American student
wishes to study in a large 'European city,
that all the folks back hpme have heard
of, and from a teacher with a world-wide
reputation, he will usually have none of
these small towns, with obscure conserva¬
tories and obscure teachers. The cost of
living in the large European cities has
also advanced very much of late years.
Many of the German hotels have doubled
their rates in the past ten years, owing to
the high cost of living. The American
student will find the living expenses very
nearly as great in Berlin. Vienna and
Paris as in New York or Boston. Taken
all in all, the American student will not
be able to save much, if anything, in get¬
ting his musical education in Europe.

A GOOD EDUCATION POSSIBLE IN
AMERICA.
To sum up, while there are many ailvantages to be obtained by a period of
study in Europe, the student should not
make too many sacrifices to obtain it.
Our large American cities offer a splen¬
A CHAPERON NECESSARY.
did field in which the talented music
In the case of a young lady going to student may develop. In them he may
Europe to study music it is absolutely find eminent teachers, and hear the great
essential that she be attended by a re¬ works of music in every branch ade¬
liable chaperon if she has no friends or quately performed. He has opportunities
relatives in the European city where she ■ of playing in students’ orchestras, singing
intends to reside. The morals of the in choral societies, and studying theory,
great European capitals are very free, harmony and composition under eminent
and it would be absolutely dangerous for teachers. In short, he can obtain an ex¬
a young American girl to go about un¬ cellent musical education in any one of
attended in these cities. A leading Ameri¬ a half dozen American cities.
can musical journal has been running a
series of articles on this very subject
recently, and some of the stories of the
CARE OF THE BRIDGE.
difficulties encountered by American girls
A bridge bent by age or humidity must
in the large European cities are heart¬
be replaced by a new one. This can only
rending.
be done by the instrument maker, for it
It is also rather dangerous for a young is of no use for a player to buy a bridge
male student to be turned loose in a large and imagine that all he* has to do is to
European city without any one to look put it on, as it is a difficult matter to fit
after him. Drinking is an almost uni¬ a bridge properly, owing to the rounding
versal custom in Europe, and there are of the belly to which the feet of the
countless other forms of dissipation open bridge must be made to fit exactly; also
to the young man without an older hand the exact proportion of its thickness and
to restrain him. The young of either sex height has to be considered. The degree
had better never see Europe than to be
of hardness in tha»wood of the bridge is
exposed to the temptations of one of
again a matter of importance as the tone
these great capitals with no one to look
is much affected by it. If the natural tone
after them.
is too soft, a hard bridge will tend to
counterbalance this by imparting some
ARTISTIC ADVANTAGES ABROAD.
bnghtness to it. If, on the other hand,
The musical student who knows the the tone is hard and loud, a soft bridge
language of the country where he is to will often modify it.
study, who has abundant financial re¬
The bridge should stand in the middle
sources to take full advantage of a course ot the belly in a line connecting the V
of two or three years of European study,
cuts of the f holes. This is its proper
will derive great profit if he only uses
place, and should be found to answer if
his opportunities wisely. Other arts, such
the instrument has been made to proper
as painting, sculpture, architecture, the
proportions, and the neck and fingerboard
drama, etc., are at a.very high point of
properly adjusted. In many cases, how¬
development in Europe, and there are
ever, tins rule cannot be strictly adhered
wonderful galleries of art works, which
to owing to some slightly defective pro¬
should be an inspiration to the mind of
portions, and here again the help of the
the music student. The historical glamour
instrument maker must be sought.
of the great European capitals, the form
I he player should often look at the
of government, with opportunity of see¬
bridge to see that it stands straight, espeing kings, emperors, princes and nobles,
cml y at the top. Owing to the continued
the pomp of the army, great pageants,
tuning up of the strings the top part of
etc., naturally have an effect on the mind
he bridge is liable to be pulled over in
of a sensitive music student, and to that
the d.rectmn of the fingerboard, instead
extent improve his powers of expression
fh
PerPend'cularly. as it should;
and develop his emotional nature
} have °fte« thought that the greatest
advantage to be derived from a period of
European study was in obtaining an inti¬
mate knowledge at first hand of the char¬
acteristics of the leading musical nations
of Europe. When one lives among the
German people, for instance, and gets to
know them intimately, their character¬
istics, their likes, dislikes, their folk-lore
ofeiR™tSb°mS' etCc’ thC finds that
works
of Beethoven, Schubert and the other
great German masters will take on a
significance. The music appeals to him £
a different way and he is able to interpret
sive manner. m°re

and expL-

Cincinnati, Ohio

PleaM mention THE ETUDE whet addressing our advertise.

and has associated with French musicians
and composers, naturally plays French
music more in accordance with French
ideas than one who has not. A residence
in Italy will give a musician a new insight
into Italian music, and a year in .Norway
and Sweden will make the music of <
intelligible to the musical student as it
never was before. The music of every
country is intimately associated witli its
language, legends, poetry and folk-lore,
and the musician who has studied these
and lived in the country will naturally be
able to. interpret its music with more
fidelity to the ideas of the composer.

and character.st.es of the French peotfe!

4,300,000
Four Million Three Hundred Thousand

‘Wood’s
Pupils Practice Slips”
have already been sold. There must be
value to them. Are you using
? If not, a sample package will be
sent you free.
_
Our catalogue is the largest of Easy
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Wanted at Once
500 Music Teachers and Schools to
receive packages of our Latest Piano
Teaching Music from their regular
Music Dealers. Most of the music
we would submit on this plan has been
issued since January 1, 1914.
Our business is with the dealer
exclusively, yet we have a plan where¬
by Teachers and Schools may receive
packages of our music and retain the
same until the close of their teaching
Send Us At Once Your Dealer’s Name
We Will Do the Rest
Sent Free—Our Thematic Catalogues
of Easy Teaching Music—to any
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THE B.F. WOOD MUSIC CO.
246 Summer St. 29 West 38th St.
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Also at London and Leipzig:

CHRISTMAS MUSIC
by C. Harold Lowden
Ve are the exclusive publishers of this well ar
orably known composer’s work. This season 1

5,y„.
BEND THOU'MY WILL TO°THINE
and TEACH ME TO TRUST THEE MORE. This
this season. High (Eb to G) and (C to E)
OCTAVO ANTHEMS.—We have a fine linc^or^Chtistr appfidatedfihaifimany .of the standard
more difficult anthems, that require d(
tudy. We aim for brilliancy witoou
e difficulty. Send lor samples.
FOR THE SUNDAY SCHOOL we have three «ct
services, HIS NATAL DAY, by Mr. Lowden, THE
NIGHT OF THE STAR, by various Modern Lom;
posers, and BREAK FORTH INTO JOY, arra:
from the Classics. Two have full orchestrr
THE SPIRIT OF THE YULETIDE is a capt.vr
Cantatafor young people at 25c each, or ?2.50
the doz. SIRACK, THE HILL SHEPHERD^
“h or°?L50 the'dozenfiind’ KINGDOM SONGS
is our new Sunday School Song Book, than
there is no better-225 and 230 the hundre
It is a pleasure to send anything On Sele
At least examine our publications.
THE HEIDELBERG PRESS
Dept. E
15th & Race St*., PH»la<

studying orchestra music
deve°looI2?r,dfbC-h,
CttCr
caIcu,ated
t0
P he art of violin
playing
and of
musiq generally in the UnitVStateS Jhan
thfs fSI'mav ” oframate«r orchestras. In
S
*Vm” °f EngIand and Germany
dries " £ C fXTP,e- Even
smaller
amateur
t
have their Permanent
surorisi ?rcbestras‘ some of which do
West
y g°°d WOrk‘ °ne °f the
Rest amateur orchestras in England is
£l s'"1''.1 L°"d0n Choral and Orchesworks aren't ?-efilly impnrtant standard
is only $2 SQS for'^b 30(1
subscriPtion
iust an!
or the season. This society
just announces its twelfth season.
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Many persons who are not familiar with
the old violin trade are often disposed t
question the accounts they read of where
fabulous prices are paid for the works of
the Cremona violin makers.
While
of course the prices paid are often exaggerated, it is true that there is at all
times a steady cash market for instruments of the first class, especially those
of Stradivarius and Guarnerius. While
the prices of such violins are naturally
higher in this country, on account ot
having to be imported, they also command
very high prices in Europe. In a letter to
the editor of this department, Mr. Archibald Ormiston, the Scotch violin autnority, "rites from Edinburgh: “For many
years I saw the instruments of nearly
every
great, violinist
.
.
, . and cellist who
visited Edinburgh. 1 have seen between
30 anci 40 “Strads,” also a large number
"Toseohs” (Joseph Guarnerius), etc.,
, ,
p
Hptails
and have the measurements and details

Let us send you on 10 days’ FREE trial

itruments
~“iX“ TikY ty. '*“*“*">■» pains in the
The motions Involved in° violin d la/mg' bring
Into play muscles which would hot otherwise
jwt* to* cramps unfit £& ffi? a&oSelto
their work. Possibly your pupil grips the
hand.0 This Vs0l*fi very^gretit fault, * as toe
hand should gi-asp»the neck lightly, and have
Irthf'pUfiorV
idea of discontinuing the practice when the
minuLaTaaS “oVS. "XfiTgJV thl
hand would no doubt nssist. or an osteopath
,your,PupiL
af‘eJ f,°llowi“§
the above course
the crampIfpersists,
it would
be best to consult a good physician or
surgeon.
Mrs. J. L. McP.—I could not give even
a guess at the value of your violin without
seeing it. According to toe data you sent,
your violin was not made by a famous violin Gf a large number of them. I have had
hlstoriea1invalu>e11fpartltfrom: its'firalue'fior fiS a considerable number of other Cremqntone qualities. There are hundreds of thou- ese instruments through my hands, and
sands of violins In the world made by more
•
.i„v t -0id h0th a
or less obscure violin makers of the past and once in the same day 1 s
present. Some of these violins have ad- “Strad” and an Amati to pupils, it was
mil-able tone qualities and possess consider.
^
instrumentality that the
able value as musical instruments. If you througn my lnsirumemamy
have a violin expert or reliable violin dealer famous Leduc Joseph (1745) came into
glve you the hands of hs pres,,nt owner, Mr. R. D.
, S. U.-If at toe age of sixteen, and having
played the violin for four years, you are
able to play Kreutzer, Fiorillo and Rode even
passably well, you have made remarkable
progress. If you have really good talent
you are not at all too old to continue, with
the idea of making violin playing your profession. It all depends on your talent.
However, it is a great misfortune to choose
a profession for which one has not the refirst-rate 1™oiinisriU0nedwitota^reputatlcm'in
the musical world, and pay him a fee to
|itre™'arL^examlna<tion'CmVght ^save^o^^eara
of misapplied labor in a profession for
which you are not fitted.
O g o._The chromatic scale (glissando).
from the’ cadenza in the arrangement of
Drdla’s Serenade which you send, commcncing on E two octaves above the open E
string, should be executed with a single
finfer proeeedsCdown the string with a series
of quick, even little jerks, until the first postscaV fi^ering ilhreensumeed°
ary
It is very difficult indeed to play the ehroSfi^astoetoler P™ds lowPn toestring
the distance traversed by the finger between
progressve°°atlo^dwfing M ifn&nj
of toe vibrating portion of the string. Such
^itoouf si,rffic-lentenprfirttoe! and "are “simply
“faked,” the true Intervals of the chromatic
scale not being produced at all.
only been studying

anls a^Ycm would in making a quilt. Such
•a covering
e,san vSfieatmo?phIric
elTangel0, and alsoP protects the violin from
Injury while in the case, from the ow
Ing it, or other cause.
J. A. G— As far As Jtfann lI?fiohfrofmyour
demriiPnti nniav°nUgStho staccato bowing I am
fnclined to ’think that^^J^^/in
by toe ffiipn
it is simplv impossible
lodge from a written description,
since
.a
_j
the position of the arm and hand ,s constantly
changing as tlie^ bow jffivai ... and recedes
lu~boWtog, andlhreihow
°fir
forming to whwh taJ.egplayed at once. I
would have to see you play t0-Igcfiy ^r°mto
d0mS^ollto
a°
flrfit
class
teacher
for
‘If you could go t
even a single
*for “you. “°
straighten out the matter f'

30

Portable Electric Lamp
Stands, Hangs, Clamps, or Sticks ANY¬
WHERE, and at any angle you put it.

Waddell, Glasgow. The price was $9,250
hJ h
then by over $1,000 the greatest
wmi.11 was
r, .
.„_t,»
amount ever paid for a Josepn, dui
■
then as vou are no doubt aware
S!nce ulcu , yJ
,
the sum has been exceeded several times,
Kreisler told me that he paid almost
fYeisier iuiu
„
** ,
.
$10,000 for his Joseph.
A tew weens
ago Mr. Henri Verbeugghen, the leader
of the Scottish orchestra showed me a
“Joseph (1733) for which he paid
000; so for perfect specimens of this
maker,. $10,000 is likely soon to become
a minimum price.
In the United States it is said that the
i-^,.
ever paid for a Joseph
T°ch; ldren, support
hlgnest price
p *i?m0 naid for
amily, pay off a mortGuarnerius was that of ^)1/,UUU, paid lor
begage,buyahome,ordreSS
the ..King joseph” from the Hawley col- '
lection, by the late Henry C. Havemeyer,
\
TUCM
THEN DO AS THOU¬
presj(Jent of the Sugar Trust.
The violins of Stradivarius command
SANDS OF OTHERS ARE DOING
eyen higher prices! and the leading violin
Make money selling World’s Star Hosiery and
dealers of the world are constantly on the
outi0Oi;: for good specimens, for which
and profitable wa^. Two lady agents beganjutheir
they have standing orders, for wealthy
patronSj collectors, amateurs, and violin$3000 FIRST YEAR
ists. Paying a “fortune for a fiddle’
TVe sell direct from tha mill to the home, eliminating
may seem preposterous to people who
the tUd<nem»n’i jprolt^
have not learned to love the violin as

fourth°'grad>e mullc/Ton’ aC fiSing^yom
SSSV toing to play »
tremely difficult, aand are only successfully
played by great virtuoso violinists. _lney
eanrd0someryof C<themy involve great
powers’ of stretching. Such difficult feats
’aft/fi'he ehas° thoroughly mastered
ordinary violin technic In all its forms,
Trouble harmonies ^^are
clear.
nessand penetration. When played with a
taUoKfith^rfithey”ar/of no ef“missing fire”
fectC°and had best'not be attempted.
o’ n Yon can buv a quilted blanket to
c- WM. in
long tapering
't“L, ehane of the proper size to fit over the
yS rldofiln,Vtjotton between them,

0

The Handiest Lamp in the World

The “WALLACE”

Raphael is worth the' $700,000 recently
paid for it, by P. A. B. Widener, of
Philadelphia, a masterpiece by Stradlvar;us> the world’s greatest violin maker,
should command the modest sum of
$10)000) s!nce it not only possesses matchless beauty as a work of art—a feast for
the eye_but it possesses utility as well,
in its splendid tone as a musical instrumentj with the power to charm and deliglto millions, when played by a great

BAY CITY. MICH.

PIANO TUNING
Regulating and Repairing

TOURTE BOWS.
Thousands of violin players have bows
hows
and m;my of them
are unjer the impression that they have
genuine bows made by that greatest of
all makers. The very fact that they are
stamped, however, proves, as a rule, that
they are not genuine, since genuine
Tourtes were never stamped by him.
just as jn the case of violins, many of
which are of the cheapest desenption but which bear Stradivarius labfls.
_
- thr,„c,,nfIs
thousands nf
of pnws.
hows, and
and 0ften
often of
of the
the
commonest make, bear his name. It takes
an experienced expert to pass on the
genuineness of a Tourte bow. Genuine
Tourtes are occasionally found stamped
with his name, but the stamping was done
by another hand.

A Complete Course of Self-instruction
for the Professional or Amateur
By J. CREE FISCHER

PRICE $1.75
A work of great practical value. Arranged
systematically in lessons and thoroughly illus¬
trated, making a book that can be used lorse finstruction, correspondence courses or text
book in schools and conservatories. A \ aluable lesson ;s that on the tuning, regulating
work oFthis find will appeal to teachers and
musicians who live in the smaller towns and
rural districts rarely visited by professional
tuners, and then not oftener than once a year.
It will also be a valuable work for a young
man or woman who wishes to add to the in¬
come from teaching by keeping pupils’ pianos
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
a AND WINTER CATALOGUE,
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Department for Children
Edited by Miss Jo-Shipley Watson

By GOLDIE ROBERTSON FUNK.
Some games which I "invented” af¬
forded my two children, six and eight,
interesting occupation and incidentally
some splendid drill. We began to make
the games the first week of'the .nmni,r
...
.
®um™er
vacatton
We went to a printer’s shop
and for ten cents he cut us two hundred
white cardboard cards about the size of
:alling card. We stopped at a dry
goods store and asked for some empty
.
spool boxes to keep our cards .
school the children had learned that a
musical staff has five lines and four
spaces. They also learned how to make
the treble and the bass clefs.
Game No. 1.
From eleven till twelve two different
mornings we spent at a table outdoors,
the children drawing free hand the lines
of the staff on the cards until they had
made twenty-seven. The next two days,
at the same hour, they drew in the treble
clef. Both times my part was to keep
score with a red and blue pencil. For
each perfect staff each child received a
red 0, and for each imperfect one a blue
cross. The score for the clefs was kept
the same way The fifth day brought a
little reward for faithful work i the
shape of
i party outdoors with two
little guests.

Game No. 3."
Then we made more staffs with treble
sign and made three Iines above- The
boy wrote the notes on the three lines
above and the girI the
^
spaces,
Game No. 4.

HOW RICHARD STRAUSS GETS
HIS INSPIRATION.
People who never compose have an idea
that the great masters of music probably
went around frothing at the mouth like
Game No. 5,
maniacs when they felt the heavenly afMore staffs with bass sign and three ^atus coming on. As a matter of fact,
lines above.
the process is very different indeed, as
Game No. 6.
the followir>g remarks by Richard Strauss,
staffs with treble sign and.three
hnes below. Home-made Indian suits re¬
warded these two little stunts.

The children made more treble staffs
“‘‘d wrote in one of those words on each
three cards, “Add,” “Fed ” “Bee ” “Cab ’
etc. It took an all-day picnic to pay for
this.
P
pay
Game No. 10.
c
. . ,
bame words in bass. A trolley party
w " j
u
- h °? the lawn’
.1,!^®?* rf
*. book” because I
h
,We °ften
Bkved tUMnP
the ^daytime for twenty
the evening. A rubber
band
about
each
set
of
cards
and
IT T return
T
r,romnt
^ ead
fL'T "T “
p.
romPt return
fhTTr.T
7 *0• Its
abelT boX kept
“cm rcady for instant use. Often a lit-

show'^ *r°m a ^erman PaPer» will
“I write at a work table which looks
exactly like any other table, either in a
black coat or a suit of English cheviot,
I am never in a state of feverish excitement, and I wear my hair cut short. I
love the summer, the country and the
mountains. I am an incurable climber,
Inspiration often comes to me when I
high up on a mountain top. I spend the
summer in Garmisch, in Bavaria. There
is much green and much peace. The
house
is full of the scent of limes. Here
,1—v
. desire to create comes to
than anywhere else. In the winter, from
November
November to April, I work very coolly,
without any haste, even without emotion.
V"C ,7U.V have complete command of
oneseIf lf me wishes to keep order in
•-changing, constantly moving.
constantly fluid chess-board which is
called the orchestra. The head which
created Tristan had to be cold as marble
I work slowly. ... The greatest art
m ,nvention
the art of waiting. 1
wrote the Legend of Joseph last year,
like my other works, as the result of a
'mP“lse- without looking for a
6tyIe’ 1 on,y tried to get the style which
best suited the inner life of Tl ITT

leSS°nS
year, played with them. I was
particular never t_ let a game drag. Often
I remembered to say,
play three

“It be
t my■
conviction
that 'each
“work
must
written
in a different
language
or, to put it differently, must wear its
own clothes specially made for it

twelve,’she some ice"'c7eam “or‘meet1 daddv^or ni
n ft.
live in , (or,

^
*7 in SCulpture 1 '^e the
IS"*--ft , ft.

..
~r.J“
v‘‘
the notes.
I he little girl counted out
fifteen cards, the boy twelve. On each of
three staffs she made the whole note “E”
on the first line. That finished a “book"
of those cards. On each of three others
she made “G” on the second line; “B”
a-.....
the third line; “D”
„ on
Ull the
m fourth line
.me
and “F” on the fifth line. On each of
three of his the boy made “F” in the
..
first space; “A”
in the second space; “C”
' i the third space and “E" in the fourth
space. Then every
day we
we tnree
three played
played
:iy uay
our “treble notes”
s” like
like authors .ill
till IT
they
Ltlv.
knew them instantly.
Game No. 2.
They made twenty-seven more staffs
took fifteen again and
wrote in the whole notes

G, B, D, F and A as in the first game,
and boy filled spaces with A, C, ~ ~
As before three cards of one' note each
to a book. For several days we played
“bass notes,” then we alternated with
“treble notes.”

Indians.” Often we fixed up a lunch and
went two blocks away where there is deep
woods and a spring and rocks and mud
with which to build a dam. First
down there and played several games, the
talking water a wonderful incentive to
“play up.”
In September the children were ready
for a teacher. We have had hours and
hours of exciting fun out of these games
and we have saved dollars and dollars
their music lessons, besides the drudgery
it would have been for them alone
piano and for me to keep them at
I think the secret of our success
: always games.
been tha‘ thef
i them as a saving
*
f
I>iano drudgery or money, or forgot
be enthusiastic about “seeing who would
beat.” My own first piano lessons years
ago were about as distasteful as so many
doses of castor oil, so I’ve felt as justified
cloaking the children’s piano
drudgery in fun as I do in hiding their
caito? oU i„ buttermilk,

, ^ore staffs with bass sign and three
Ilnes belowGame No. 7.
Three cards each with whole, half,
quarter, eighth, sixteenth, thirty-second
notesGame No. 8.
Three cards each with half, quarter,
eighth, sixteenth and thirty-second rests!
Game No. 9.
I cribbed from page S in a little book
by “
M. S..—Morris, “Writing Primer for’
Music Students.”

FREE
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FOUR HANDS
11925 Marionette Lance, Op, 1066,
A. Sartorio’ 3
1981 Manner’s Dance. A. Sartorio 3
11018
11937
12042
1939

PIPE ORGAN
Festival March.L. Byre
Triumph Song. . . ,R. Diggle
At Evening.R. Kinder
Andante Cantabile,
~ ” Widor

Publisher’s Notes
Educational Musical Works

4

VOCAL
1912 The Light Beyond,
_
H. Tourjee 3
1918 The Butterfly and the Maid,
1841 The King of Kings
^
” Brooks Day 4
L Bedouin L
eng,
W. Coombs 4

new works.
Advance of Publication OffersOctober, 1914.
Re^lars
Album of Instructive Pieces.
EasSst Studies in Telocity. Op. 83.
BducaUofof ’ the’ Music' Teacher
EiJlV6' Characteristic'' 'Four-Hand
ES|iTp^ve'studie'sonfor
k II. Op. 20—
the Violin.
Kayser
tfrdses lor Developing Accuracy in
Exercises
’piano Playing—Gustav L. Becker
*2 Studies in Style and Ex“ Ln OS- 25-—J. Concone. . .
X'Lessons for the Medium Part
tie Voice. Op. 9-Coucone
forty Daily Studies. Op. 337—0.
MeCr™rnRhyines for'childhood Times'.
“ Vocal or Instrumental—L. A.
MndcalTlmpressions for the Pianof0rte—Hubbard W. Hams.
Musical Playing Cards.
Newest Dance Album.. .
Practical Five Finger Exercises, Op.
802—C. Czerny .
Practical Method for the Pianoforte.
Part in. Op. 219—L. Koehler .
Practical Method for the Young Vio¬
linist—K. H. Aigouni.
feed Organ Player...
Rhyming Tunes for Little Players—
Hannah Smith .••••■■
Scenes from Childhood. Op. 62 and
Op. 81—Theo. Kullak.■■ ■
Sixty Studies for the Violin. Op.
45—F. Wohlfahrt .• • • •
Sonatinas for the Pianoforte. Vol.
II—Fr. Kuhlau .
Souvenirs for the Pianoforte—George
L. Spaulding .
Stainer’s Crucifixion .• •
Studies in Florid Song. Medium
Compass—F. Root .. • • ■
Technical Studies for the Pianoforte
—Louis Flaidy .
The Alphabet. Op. 17—F. Le CoupThirty Studies in Mechanism for the
Pianoforte. Op. 819—C. Czerny
Very First Duets for the Pianoforte.
Wagner-Liszt Album.
Wagner’s Operas and Music Dramas

plementary monthly small packages of
new music.
This magazine, The Etude, fortifies
the work of every earnest music teacher
in the country. With its active human
appeal to all music lovers, its 200 pieces
a year, its 800 stimulating pages, teachers
0 have found it profitable to have every one
of their pupils entered on The Etude
subscription list. Let The Etude, stronger
than ever, lend its force to all your musical work for 1914-1915.
An initial order for anything in music
you need opens your account without
5 bother, red tape or fuss of any kind. It
will be filled quicklv at best discount
rates and with the satisfaction that has
added much to our business reputation.
The real test is the order itself—we seek
no Tnore convincing advertisement.
The best obtainable materials, the
0 quickest possible despatch, the most satis- factory terms, the most liberal discounts,
together with a large corps of expert
music workers “to do your shopping for
you” with invariable courtesy, make every
mail order transaction with the Theo.
Presser Co. a source of pleasure.
Remember, our best advertisement is
25 filling your order.

«
..
00

Young Musicians. Four
Sohwalm .

Catalogues
Thousands of dollars have recently
been spent in the preparation of especially
_ CATALOGS
__ which _
GRADED
earnest
teachers wilfgrasp’ with delight. A good
catalog means an immense saving of time

Mail-Order Music Buying
to Teachers, Convents,
Conservatories of Music
.61

.15

THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

Every month during the teaching sea¬
son we send out packages of our newest
sheet music publications to patrons who
signify their wishes in that regard. The
music so sent may be for piano,_ voice,
violin, organ, choir or chorus it is only
necessary to mail a card to us with written instructions as to the kind of novelties desired. All the music so sent is
absolutely returnable if unused.
lhe
plan is of great value to busy teachers
and is much appreciated.
The piano
music consists mainly of teaching pieces
in the easy and medium grades—material
for which every teacher has_ constant use.
The music may be kept in its proper
classification with the usual season s general assortment of ON SALE music and
the unused portion returned with the ON
SALE music at the end of the teaching
season.
.
Besides the new music we are at all
times ready to make up larger and more
particularly graded packages to meet t e
needs of individual teachers.
Patrons subscribing for neW j
should be particular to say which kind
kinds, as: piano, voice, violin, etc., etc,
A
er’s ii

supplying music promptly, accurately and
economically, we offer a satisfactory solufon0 of this most vital problem to the
whole musical profession.

We have made no advance in the price
of violin strings and are in a position to

Don’t delay making your returns from
last year’s packages of On Sale music,
Don’t delay for any reason whatsoever
making your initial order for either a
new package or a supplementary package,
of On Sale music for use during the
coming season. The awfulcatastrophe
m Europe does not seem to have had
the slightest effect on our musical world
The month of September has been, as

^PP1^ °ar ^‘[ed^efore^he war. 'Ve
than t °^tl^, obtained a supply of first7ol.nltnugs which are far above
c average as regards tone and wearing
the1 average as g
^eTwo features combined. These
made especially for our trade,
^ldf0S ;nsellre their easy identification are
a^ed “The Etude Violin Strings.” In
«iiea ra ^ ^ ^ tQ offer violin

“SSingftouS1, ortoluViS
er. of™* throughout .he »bre_Umt«d
States, supplying them with every need
in musical education.
It is best Slave
to have a settlement once a
accounts. Almost every busiyear for :'
ness would think it most odd to be asked
for settlement but once1 a_year; once a
month is the usua
ex0eCt that On
_-egular orders
regular
Un
the On Sale, how
,
,
.
usual terms.
There is a question that often jrises
from^he'fact that the present year’s selection is most suitable for next year
In that case we have made it a rule that
settlement arranged by rorr^pondence
by paying a certain proportion ot tne
value of the past year’s On Sale music
will permit keeping the same selection
for another season
In this case our
new nn*c_On Sjjte ?&***
once each month during the seven busiest
months of the season, furnishes tine
material for freshening the carned-over
selection.
.
.
, ..
it there is anything in our dealing
which seems unsatisfactory, any doubttul

P'»yy, .ometog serviceable and of ««“^.iHurfl.” Lice tve .hall self the
“Etude” Strings at a special price of 15

us more than willing to make every item
f r lolufpat ^rO^oTof3^
ffjory to our patrons
or
p"ts ^h^et connected with music 01

M for immediate use for the entire Violinist. By K. H. Aiqoum
season. Returns and settlements are
pleasure in announcing
made in June or July, you paying only
We taKe g ^ in cQUrse q{ prepara.
for the music used. Convenience, low that we n .
-nners» book for the vioj?-St aud excellent selections have made tio
compact but comprehensive

rs: iu'&ifsss;

sjmp
■«»-'
“[
onrmmmp
^ __
IpjrOTM ^
jj»J r i”,
jorny
■„
t0
toot of 10o
raze,-90cut«

Violin
Strings

Returns and Settlement
for “On-Sale” Music

Arr£ ssss

■Isoubfishera 3«^originators
,6C
,4C

OCTAVO CHORUSES, MIXED VOICES
10428 Hosanna.P. B. Dykes 3
.15
10432 Jubilate Deo in E Flat,
10427 While My Lady Sleepeth, **
H. H. Pike 3

New Music
ON-SALE

or^n^rtheVmyOT^Uh^ur'TomplL
raents- Piano Study Guide, Singers’
Hand Book Choir and Chorus Hand
Book, Hand Book of Mus.c for Violin
and Other Instruments Hand Book of
OrLn Music Hand Book of Piano
Music for Four Six Eight and Twelve
"nds Our fust h^ch of catalogs for
for
the asking.

3
3
3

lines, and it is as elementary as it is
musical work
possible to make it; the work of a Prac¬
tical and experienced violinist and teacher. ALL MANDOLIN AND GUITARDOM
It is just such a work as many up-to- of Three Continents is set agog by the
date teachers have been hoping for. The “GIBSON”
Exclusive “GIBSON"
various studies and exercises are ar¬
. 3tradi.
ranged in logical and progressive order, Violin con- JKP
and they cover the ground in a thorough struction of Jp? v®,SedMcl5n“ scienuAc pv-dvand at the same time attractive manner.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid.

A Department of Information Regarding New

>rofessionai
lie title, in
PIANO SOLOS
Grade Pri
11908 C
You Come and Play
G. L. Spaulding 1
L1920 Weber, Souvenir No. 20,
G. L. Spaulding 1%
.1949 The Little Skeptic,
G. L. Spaulding 1
1826 Lincoln’s Birthday.
G. L. Spaulding 2
1910 Decoration Day,
G. L. Spaulding 2
1924 Chopin, Souvenir No. 24,
G. L. Spaulding 2
1946 St. Patrick’s Day,
G. L, Spaulding 2
1988 Mascagni, Souvenir No. 28,
G L. Spaulding 2
11897 Schubert, Souvenir No. 18,
G. L. Spaulding 2%
.1907 Handel, Souvenir No. 19,
G- L. Spaulding 2%
1022 Jensen, Souvenir No. 22,
G. L. Spaulding 2%
1923 Beethoven, Souvenir No. 23,
G. L. Spaulding 2%
1931 Merry Gambol.. . ,B. Fcrber 2%
1947 Mendelssohn, Souvenir No. 25,
O. L. Spaulding 2%
11945 Palm Sunday,
G. L. Spaulding 2%
1953 Daisy Polka, Op. 29,
H. A. Farnsworth 2%
1984 Scharwenka, Souvenir No. 27,
G. L. Spaulding 2%
1986 Elgar, Souvenir No. 29,
O. L. Spaulding 214
11914 Society Buds. B, S. Morrison 8
1921 Grieg, Souvenir No. 21.
G. L. Spaulding 3
1930 Hopes and Fears.
Chns. Lindsay 3
1933 To a star.. . .N. S. Calamara 3
1934 Neapolitan Peto,
N. S. Calamara 3
1935 Fairy Frolics.. J. W. Lerman 3
1944 Three Original Themes from
Beethoven,
L. Van Beethoven 3H
1948 Engelmann, Souvenir No. 26,
G. L. Spaulding 3
1958 Hungarian Sketch,
G. Horvath 3
1944 Three Original Themes from
Beethoven,
L. Van Beethoven 3%
964 Among the Cossacks,
M. Greenwald 3t4
1932 Shepherd's Dance,
A. A. Mumma 4
1971 Gavotte Arabesque,
R. Ferber 4
1997 Danse Aragonaise, Op. 311,
C. W. Kern 4
Bustling Leaves.
H. D. Hewitt 5
1955 The Voice of the ’Cello,
H. Weil 5
1976 Bondo in A, Op. 51, No. 3,
L. Van Beethoven 5
11905 The Music Box, Op. 32.

PuzzleFamous Pieces in Thumbnail Pictures

By a GermanBy an American
American Composer
Composer
(Children's Department continued to page 767)
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cents
and Strings, Jwo length A ■ Strings^ and
full bundle of
__
_ Strings.
‘cngttl
thirty strings—E, A, r D, $3.00.
ir y

Valuable Piano Music

™Uection at a Specia| Price

We have recently printed a large edition q{ the ALBUM OF INSTRUCtIVE” PIECES, one of the many
fudy compiled volumes of teaching pieces
fof wbjct, tj,e Presser Catalog is famous.
Th;s aIbum contains thirty-four instruc.
p,eces in the earlier grades by a number pf the best-known writers, such as
Schiimann, Gurhtt, Behr. Reinecke, HelTschaikowski. Every piece is not
only, a musical gem. but ^also possesses
dec;ded teaching vaiue; their perforinance reflects credit on both teacher and
pupil
For October, 1914, only, we will rem¬
traduce this album to our patrons at a
spec;ai prjce; 30 cents, postpaid, if cash

At Last—a Perfect Harp, by World-Famed Makers, 1
Prices within the reach olall. Flawless scale, handson
pacity vastly superior mall makes except the famoi
Lyon & Healy. Madejn tlw same factory,,^by tl

note on both hemispheres. Send for Iilus
Catalog—mailed free.
LYON & HEALY, 23-45 E. Adam* St., Chicago

New Fnrji^ and Second Grade Music

ssx

$;00
d the book 0f thirty-four pieces
“.worth it. This offer is for October

Stainer’s"
Crucifixion
It is now nearly thirty years since Sir
John Stainer wrote his Crucifixion and
.._
„ more, and more popthe^ work
is growing
ular all the time. Probably no composer
represents the deep-seated English love
for oratorio and cantata more than
Stainer. The son of a schoolmaster he

a— -*» ^j- «. ■««

for these eight pieces and if you meutiou THE ETUDE we will
include a free copy of our great^“KID BAND^MARCH".
THE TRELOAR MUSIC CO., Box 494 A, Kansaa City, Mo.

KIESLING’S TEACHING

PIECES

KIESLING, Composer 1CS5 Gates Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Please mention T
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he was seven he entered the choir of St.
Paul’s, and from that time to his death
he was closely associated with the music
of the church. At nineteen he matricu¬
lated at Oxford (Christ Church), grad¬
uating with the degree of Mus. B. (later
receiving the degrees of M.A. and Mus.
Doc.). In 1889 he became Professor of
Music at Oxford. In 1872 he became or¬
ganist of St. Paul’s Cathedral in London.
Stainer died in 1901. It was natural that
this lifetime of devotion to sacred music
should produce some work that would
live and grow with increasing time. Of
all Stainer’s numerous compositions none
has such a wide appeal as The Cruci¬
fixion. This is by no means due to the
character of the subject, the most im¬
pressive of all, but it due to the fact that
Stainer wrote the work so that it could
be comprehended by all who love expres¬
sive music. There are very few sections
in the work that are not written so clearly
and sensibly that almost any choir can
sing them effectively. It is far more
practical to take a work of the dimen¬
sions and purpose of The Crucifixion
and do it well than to take some complex
work by Dubois, Saint-Saer.s, Brahms, or
Bach and stumble through it. Our new
edition of this work will be particularly
excellent from the standpoint of editorial
correctness and substantial, beautiful
printing. In order that you may be con¬
vinced of this, we are making the intro¬
ductory price 20 cents. This price holds
until the work is published.
Studies in Florid
Song. By F. Root
The success of this work in the high
key has made necessary an addition in a
lower key for medium voice. These are
rather advanced studies for the voice in
the _ florid style, taken from the best
Italian writers of vocalises, such as Bordogni, Nava, Panseron, Concone, etc.
They have been adapted with words,
making one of the best works for the
study of the voice in the higher grades.
Our special price for this work in ai'
vance of publication will be 30 cent
postpaid.
Merry Rhymes for Childhood
Times; Vocal or Instrumental.
By L. A. Bugbee-Davis
work for elementary
This i
students which is now in press. It contains seven pieces, practically all of them
in the first grade, which may be used as
recreations in connection with any pianoforte instructor; or they may be used as
f.°U° ___any Action
book./ They will also prove available for
kindergarten work They are all very
tuneful and well adapted for small hands.
Each pipuf* has Qftnronn'ofo troreae
Each piece has appropriate verses, ‘which
These are all in charactenstic —... —N.
-....,...
Mrs. Bugbee-Davis
is one
of the most successful
" ‘ writers
’
for
'
the
young, as well as a teacher of wide experience.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid.
Young Musicians, Four
Hands. By O. Schwalm
.
l ms work consists of very easy duets,
The right and left hand are about the
same grade of difficulty. The melodies
are taken mostly from German folk
songs; octaves are avoided for both performers. For a book of easy duets there
is nothing that can surpass this easy volume of Schwalm.
Our introductory price for this month
only is 20 cents, postpaid.
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"EVERYWOMAN”

Profit in Reading Advertisements

A

DVERTISEMENTS are the editorials of ma¬
terial progress.
Every alert person knows
k that an advertiser is not going to purchase
expensive space in a magazine unless he knows that
he has a real buying opportunity to offer, and an
interested audience to approach.
You should take a selfish interest in going over
the advertisements in this issue of The Etude be¬
cause they contain real buying opportunities to get
something which will put you ahead in the world.
# The most advertisements appear in the most
enlightened country. Instead of waiting for years
find out about new methods of doing things ad¬
vertising carries the news in a few weeks. Adver¬
tising has made our whole mode of living more en¬
lightened, more enjoyable. It always pays to read
advertisements.
to

One request. We want our advertisers to know
that The Etude is constantly bringing them re¬
turns.
Consequently we ask all our readers in
writing to advertisers to add the little line “I saw
your advertisement in The Etude.”

the well-known “PRESSER COLLECTION” in a thoroughly new edition—all
7 P'ates- every detail carefully edited,
While this edition is in course of preparation and until issued we solicit advance of publication orders at the low
introductory price of 20 cents a copy,
postpaid, if cash is sent with the order.
Fifteen Studies in Style and
ExPression,Op. 25. By J.Concone
. Tbe works of Concone, both vocal and
instrumental, seem to be perennial. They
fe Just as popular now as they were
afa Jh'5 Particular work,
Op. 25, is perhaps the most popular piano
.SMSSL.0* &CaiSi^ieYbA
this popular author. These numbers a..
“ore
Pieces than studies; very Int,e technical ability is required for them,
HGIie DCVOnH trip, third nr fourth crrodn
*ir.d °LfoUIt^ Ara^’
The Purpose is to execute them with
r.----sty'e’
ease and *race, .°ur
ur advance price will continue during
this month at the low price of 20 cents,
cents
tbls
postpaid.
_•
„
,
Exercises for Developing
Accuracy in Piano Playing.
By Gustav L. Becker
This is a brief but
highly important
UUL nixuiy
collection of exercises adapted for pianists of intermediate and advanced grade,
and it was designed especially for the
development of accuracy. These exerrises are of most modern character and
are quite different from^nythln^hLetofore published. If faithfully studied thev
cannot fail to aid in the accomplishment
of the purpose for which thev were written. The exercises are preceded and ar-

from
ago
of these" studies, edited “by Mr r n
Hahn, and we now have in press Book
II of the same Opus, also edited by Mr
Hahn. Book II is equally as valuable as
Book I, if not more so
The special introductory price in
vance of publication is 30 c
postpaid.
Easiest Studies in Velocity,

Op. 83.

By C. Gurlitt

vanreV/ufiMi ”?frod.l1ct°ry price in ad“
P°StPaid
Newest Dance
Album

proficiency to its study''; it occupie^an Judies for the Violin, Op.
almost unique position in the develop”ook II. By Kayser

The preparation of this new volume is
progressing rapidly and the work will

ffpSSu*„?evSdS we",orward in

..

t^^SSSLS'SSt^ tF‘ «“>•*

'■ B“?b- " nfcrs tfts

a still greater circulation by adding it t

Musical Impressions for Piano,
forte.
By Hubbard W. Harris
This is a set of eleven original pieces,
published together in an attractive vol¬
ume^ The pieces are chiefly in semiclassic vein, but a few are modern or
popular. Mr. Harris is a well-known
American teacher and composer, and he
really has something good to say and
says it well. The pieces are equally well
adapted for study, recreation or recital
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid.
Plaidy’s Technical Studies
for the Pianoforte
Although many technical works of this
class exist, none has had a wider adop¬
tion or longer life than this. It has been
the basis upon which thousands of pian¬
ists have built up their technique, and,
while other works may be needed to sup¬
plement it, no student ever goes wrong
in mastering this work of Plaidy.
We are preparing a new and carefully
revised edition to be included in the
“PRESSER COLLECTION,” and while
it is being made ready we will accept ad¬
vance of publication orders at 25 cents
a copy, postpaid, if cash is sent with the
order.
Sixty Studies for the Violin,
Op. 45. By F. Wohlfahrt
This standard violin book will be con¬
tinued on special offer during the current
month. It is one of the books which
practically every violin student takes ud
during the early stages of practice, and
it is an almost indispensable number in
the violin curriculum. Our new edition
has been prepared with the utmost care
and it will be found satisfactory in all
respects.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid.
Eight Characteristic Fourhand Pieces. By E. Kronke
A new and original set of duets for
teacher and pupil. The composer is a
well-known and successful modern writer,
In these duets the pupil’s part, instead of
being in a compass of five notes, as is
frequently
qucmiy the
me case, is in tne
the compass of
octave. This allows of considerable
more variety and at the same time serves
to aid the student in becoming used to
the thumb and finger crossings. These
duets are very entertaining, each having
an appropriate name.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid.

These studies are most excellent fnr a
pupil who is just out of the instrucJon
book, or it might go hand-in-hand whh
a iatter part 0f the instruction book
Th« ^^ies are mostly of a technical'
uatulcoc[aVes are
nature; octaves
are aavoided. The left
hand receives equally ass much
n
practice as
the right. The studies a
e jt. . i
°ne oT the besrcomposerrof^ducldona3! Sonatinas for the Pianoforte,
WOrks
Vol. II. By Fr. Kuhlau
HU win
De tn
This
will be
the last
, ■ ,,
We have now in preparation, to be
this work will be on Sneeial nff
~£b
?Pf'|j °^r; The aad™ t? the Presser Collection, Vol. II
introductory orice
of Kuhlau’s Sonatinas. The use of the
pa;d
Kuhlau Sonatinas is almost universal
among pianoforte teachers. They serve
Practical Method for the Piano¬ as an admirable preparation for the
forte, Op. 249, Part III.
bonatas of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven.
By L. Kohler
and thf,y aid in developing taste, style
Many
The special offer on this work will be and all around musicianship.
teachers are content with using Vol. I of
Kdhlpr’c
these Sonatinas, but Vol. II is also very
been a creaf favnHtl 5fw°d\haS lonff popular and deservedly so, in fact in our
S plf Lt p TrP tea=he.^ • some opinion, the Sonatinas in Vol ’ll are
...I
’ ;•
s 1 art 1L; and still others really more interesting, especially from
greatl^in'dema^H’^'^
111 ‘S ftiI1 the melodic standpoint. There is but
hires to recommend
V1. has ,n]an-v fea‘ little difference in grade between the
™res to'recommend it. It contains mate- two volumes Vol. II being slightly
J°T sjudent® who are about more advanced.
!
Rradf wt!rk i exercises and
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 15 cents, postpaid.
"g5 ‘wSS?

Fifty Lesson, for the Medium
Part Of the Voice. Concone
cessful teacher and player.
'
Of all works for the voice this is by
^ in ad‘
far the most widely known and used, and ' 3 6 °f publlcat,on is 25 cents, postpaid.
it is safe to say that at least four out of Elementary Progressive

2T

?*“'»

”«s:
t

as laSfeS
e of publication is 20
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Practical Five Finger Exercises,
Op. 802. By C. Czerny
We will continue through this month
special offer this very important
.°k by Czerny. Czerny has never writPum
mk-,of technical studies such as
Plaidy, Philipp and others have done,
whmh cpntams exercises in all the tech”1Pa.! dlXlsI02 °f Pianoforte playing. This
work. Op. 802, comes the nearest to a
general technical work. It has the plain
nve hnger exercises, then comes the five
finger exercises with notes held down,
after that come the extended positions,
tfien come the arpeggios, scales, double

elements
OF MUSIC

octaevesananH

diviAsi°nw.No-. 6, has

The Education of the Music

technic a?eddwelt upon fn'thtone work Teacher’ By ThomaS TaPPer
of Czerny. This accounts for its great
TapPer’s w°rk ??. "ow ia the hands
popularity as an educational work.
°,f tbc
a"d wdI be ,out ,m a ve,ry
The special advance price for this short tlme- II has been abundantly de‘
month only is 25 cents, postpaid
‘
scribed in previous notices and those who
wish to secure a copy of this most recent
Forty Daily Studies,
treatment of the things which teachers .
should know at the outstart, in order to
A PRIMER of FACTS ABOUT MUSIC Op. 337. By C. Czerny
progress intelligently and successfully, at
' is and Answers on the Elements
w“
—-— ■’ ' ■ •
Questions
the very low introductory rate of 60 cents
cial offer ,uu
o “‘is stanaard technical work must
of "*“«
Music
»'
V“‘
order at
By M. G. EVANS
for the pianoforte. Op. 337 is one of the
^
This little work is more than a primer ; yery. P°Pular opus numbers of Czerny. Very First Duets
it is a .compact: little„ “^cal t^cyclopffidia^ In this work the studies are very short for the Piano
Mically60^?8progressiveiy, beginning with o'ver
one may be played
The preparation of this new work is
he “udiments of music and ending with a ?ye.r, fgam and.again a number of times, proceeding very satisfactorily, and it will
tabulated summary of Musical History each In this sense they are rather mechanical, soon go to Dress It is a unique comthroagh thelDmediumCof a series of practical
ere is a great deal of variety in the pilation of four-hand pieces. They are (I
Sons and answers covering the Elements d°°k as a whole, as each study is de- not in the style of duets for teacher and
of Music,.^otpP™gi^gm^ecenteS'0rnaments
yelt?cd fr°m,s°me special figure, con- pupil, but they are all very easy duets
I'nrm ^Instruments, Voice, Orchestra, Foreign ffastlpf wltb tbat which precedes and fol- lying in the first and second grades and
™-“s and Musical History, wiHi a graded 10^ ll.
.
.
arranged in such a manner that the
c
The special introductory price in ad- primo and secundo parts throughout are
vance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid, of almost equal difficulty.
Price, 50 ci
Scenes from Childhood, Op. 62
The special introductory price i
Sant for
vance of publication is 30 cents, postpaid. |
and Op. 81.
By Theo. Kullak
jj
GIBBON’S CATECHISM OF MUSIC
—.noniu ruAMOTBS ini i oiiru
Among the works that have attained Rhyming Tunes
j
By GIBBON CHAMBERS KILLOUGH great popularity in the last thirty years Players. By Hannah Smith
staple'^ndTondte m^linerl'calcu1 Pone ^apds
like Kullak. .“Scenes
These may be used as almost the very
lated to implant a desire for a wide and irom Childhood.
These little pieces are first pieces. They are chiefly melodic
thorough acquaintance with the theory of so full of originality and character that with very little harmony. The melodies
Tmeattons "°rdk inswelT^oncernlng
tbey bave in a _ measure superseded are largely divided between the hands,
mentary Notation, Time Values, Intervals, Heller’s studies, being somewhat simpler both clefs being employed. By the use
Scales,
Keys, Chords, Abbreviations and ^—
Em¬ and just as poetical. We take great of these pieces the young students gain
" ■ - ”—
bellishments. While Intended for class work, pleasure in recommending this work to familiarity with the clefs and with
it is also adapted to the needs of one study¬
our readers.
rhythms. Each little piece has approing without a teacher.
Our special introductory price for this priate verses which may be sung.
Sent for Examination
Price, 50 cents
The special introductory price
vance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid.
WRITING BOOKS MUSIC FOR PUPILS
By CHARLES W. LANDON
A practical and intelligible presentation of
ervthing writable in musical notation. The
subject is treated in a manner calculated
e dullest pupil:
interest and instruct e
e eser.
correct
,js in these books will become
and rapid reader of music, vocal’ or instrunjental. Blank pages with
music included In each boo
Sent for Examination. Price, Complete, 50 cents
Books 1 and II, each, 30 cents
RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC
By WM. H. CUMMINGS
In this work particular stress is laid i
tke teaching that the pitch of sound is
resented by lines and spaces and
d)leIaa?dalin
r,™
Thore
teaching classes In musical theory.
Sent on Examination

Price, 50 cents

WRITING BOOK
By EUGENE F. MARKS
For Musical Exercises and Rules in Dicta¬
tion. Harmony and Theory, with practical
hints in Music Writing. Handy in form:
ruled alternately for notation and
vriting.
making it possible to
lg. thus
_ _
suggestions.
wrue special memoranda, rules,. suggestions,
etc., opposite the musical matter written in
the staves. It also contains directions as
to the proper manner of writing the char¬
acters and signs used in musical notation.
Price, 15 cents

E

WRITING PRIMER FOR MUSIC
STUDENTS
A Series of Praclical Exercises for Acquiring a
Knowledge of the Rudiments of Music
By M. S. MORRIS
n!.,Po nf o writing
This does not t
book but gives th_ r_K.. the necessary
_ . materla] for practice in music writing: the
"
act of copying the notes, signs, and exercises
Smj ty.fls their values and meanings upon
the Pupil’s mind. It may be used advantageousty as an Introduction to Clarke’s
theory Explained to Piano Students.’
Sent for Examination
Price, 20 cents
KEYB0ARD CHART
:> invariable adjunct to any music studio
zer?.b??inn«s are taught. It gives a plotx,-botD
:th?kevs“
iote”; illustrates
ix, Position or e
K Native value of
[«ts dots, etc.,
- ■
«y signatures.
Price, Postpaid, 25 cents

IjjEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Hease mention THE ETUDE when addressing
onr advertisers.

Thirty Studies in Mechan¬
ism for the Pianoforte,
Op. 849. By C. Czerny
The special offer on this work'will be
continued during the current month.
Czerny’s Op. 849 is intended to be used
with players of intermediate grade, and
ni.,nrl(,d „„ „„ tn rnver , iar0.e

s volume
sasiLte'""
that should be

’•is

in the library of
every accomplished pianist.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cerits, postpaid.

The Alphabet, Op. 17.
By F. Le Couppey

Reed Organ
Player

month the special introductory offer on
tfiis standard book of pianoforte studies.

L® ®p^.c,a < month.
c
-

he completion of any nstrucfion book
the studies are not dry, and they will
prove attractive to young players, aiding
especially in developing agility of • the
fingers and m the inculcation of rhythm.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 15 cents, postpaid.

Many of the pieces have been specially
written or transcribed. It is an Renujne
reed orRan mus;C| nQt si
A a coiieetiop
of pianoforte pieces of limited compass.
This .g ope of the best books of ks klnd
eyer 0fjered
The gpecial introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents, postpaid.

Keeping Your
Music In Order
becomes a pleasure
instead of an end¬
less annoyance—
every copy at hand
when want ed—if
you keep your music
TINDALE Music
Cabinet.
There was never
an idea like it for
saving the time,
bother and emsearching for a miss¬
ing piece.
Variety of styles and sizes and finishes,
for SHEET MUSIC, OPERA SCORES,
PLAYER-PIANO ROLLS, and DISK
RECORDS.
Prices, $17 Upward.
Send for Folio of Designs No. 1

It is a sblendid all-

...-COUPON--— ^TINDALE CABINET COMPANY

Musical Playing
Cards
We are about to issue a pack of fiftytwo playing cards, patterned in every
way after the usual pack of cards. The
only exception will be that everything
connected with this pack of cards will be
Qf a musical nature, they will have no
educational value, merely recreative, simp|y a set 0f unique cards pleasing to
musical persons. Advance Of publication
price is 25 cents, cash with order.
Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn
“Anthem Offering”—another collection
of church anthems.
This makes the
eighth of our series, retail price 25 cents.
$1.80 per dozen, transportation additional
The ?res^e.
Pfessef Collection
Collection of
“Tbe„
of .Standard
Standard
Works has had two numbers added to it
Htirine^
during the
the month.—Twentv-fnnr
month,—Twenty-four MmiaMiniatures, opus 39, by Reinhold, and the wellknown Octave Studies, opus 24, by C. H.

nothing better'
u'music
nTXy'o^
h
ot in this isTut?"d J?lay
This will give vou a fair
Mel lf aU 'the rest. There will be some
idea ot 311
i
:n tbjs volume.
twenty of these Pieces mtn s vomme

Tbe work which, on spetial offer has
been called “Easy Parlor Album,” has
bad its permanent title givSn to it It is
entitled “The Young Players Album for
tbe Piano, 50 cents retail, and contains
oyer seventy compositions.

0ur postpaid,
SPLC^ a.^f"v,
he withdrawn
cents'"
which wiU
will be
Ts month.
after’this

Our edition of^
of “The Holy City,” by
month.'
Gaul> bas apPeared dpripg the p;

lull’

Hose Supporters, the only kind
having the Oblong Rubber Button
Sample Bet ot four Sew-ona for Women. SOc.
Child's Sample pair of Pln-on. postpaid. 16c.
SOLD EVERYWHERE
GEORGE FROST CO.. MAKERS, BOSTON.

Chopin’s Polonaises for
the Pianoforte
This is one of the new volumes i
?Te,sser. Collection It contains Chopin s
Polonaises complete, all very carefully
edl ed apd prlPted
speclal .ne.w
plates- These eleven Polonaises include
some of the most famous concert and

studies are very pleasing, and soi
even melodious.
The special introductory price
vance of publication is 20 cents, postpaid.

Wagner-Liszt Album
■
=
_
'
—
"
for the
riiinOIOf
tC
This is a new volume in the Presser
Collection which is now nearly ready. It
contains a number of the immortal
scenes from the Wagner music dramas,
all transcribed for concert purposes bv
Franz Liszt.
Every ambitious pianist
should be familiar with these transcriptions. They are not all equally difficult,
several of the pieces being within the
grasp of the player of average attainments. All the numbers have been carefully revised and re-edited.
me special
s c«. introductory
. price
..
The
in __
advance6 of’publieation"is"35 cents, postpaid.
„
,
^ t>.
Souvenirs for tne rianoforte. By Geo. L. Spaulding
This unique set of pieces will be pub. . * form.
r __
Jisbed''in"book
Each one nn'll
will conf
the
at masters. One
tain d u t numbers
.
:1,B t..
will”
be found in +v.ic;
this
montb>s Etude. For easy stages to the
T"
music for very young children,

To avoid “drop stitches” have
your corsets fitted with

Write for
Samples

riEVERYTHlNGFORL|

EiENTERTAINMENTSH
BUY ENTERTAINMENTS
handles a choice line of Operettas, Cantatas, Action
Songs, Plays, Drills, Musical Recitations, etc.
Write about “The Captain of Plymouth,” the Comic
Opera with a splendid record.
A very helpful Catalog sent FREE
ELDRIDGE ENTERTAINMENT HOUSE, Franklin, Ohio
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The Etude will insert your name in the Profess

£§Sr^8*°n*e5^
rhe n^xtIisstJUt th'S ™P°rtant matter off> but send in your

'professionaTl

A Thorough Grounding in Pianoforte Essentials

N

The most important steps for both the student and^the teacher are the first
i^piano^tudyTn'the'wholesom^an^stimulatingljook

ZABEL BROTHERS
MUSIC PRINTERS M ENGRAVERS
COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST.

Master Lessons in Pianoforte Playing
By E. M. BOWMAN.

Price, $1.00 postpaid.

Mr. Bowman in person and is invaluable to both the teacher and the student.
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tine invention, brought forth something verv
similar, but as their pianos came a little
later and were not as perfect as the Italian
ones,
- the credit o£ the invention has never
been seriously disputed.
I have played upon
earliest pianos and its
its action not clumsy.

Questions and Answers
Helpful Inquiries Answered by a Famous Authority

©

Conducted by LOUIS C. ELSON
Professor of Theory at the New England Conservat

I
3
I tiff film's

106, in B flat for “Han
meant the grand piano.
Q.

Always send ijour full

No questions Kill he answered tc

Only your initials or a

: will be printed.

ms regarding particular pieces,1 metronomic markings
liKely i i be of
’■o the greater number of Ivn.”
’ considered.
;uk readers, will not' be
„
„
emolo considered good in sing- trying to give a legato with one
c
finger”—
it taught by eminent teachers, which I think an excellent definition.
ng fancyt What is its effect last example inquired about—the dots with
f
lines above them, are called “marcato,” and
10I0 is a vocal vice
There al'e to be K|ven a more pressing accent and
t faults which amateur sh separated a little more than the portamento

‘l/'zJvcola'
roouvtrainc
Face Powder 50c
.

near Boston in the earliest years of the
XIX century. In 1800 Isaac Hawkins, in
Philadelphia, patented an upright.
The moment that the grand piano appeared
It hcU >n influent nnon
fU n™

In the following

are the two E's struck together or is the
acciaccatura played alone or quickly by the.
third.—A. M.
A. If there were a slur attached to the
grace-notes it might serve as a guide in the
matter. Since there Is none I should play
the grace-note
ace-note by itself, goln
going on to the
chord as quickly as possible.

unento, and the other is tin'
emolo. They might be called
tlie wobble' Vet a certain
rato") of ihe voice is per/eats of intensity in France
vibration is great'v prized
miolo is not disliked'
As a
ne favorite Parisian" singers
Milkweed Cream \
oor electric light.' Tile effect
is to lead to a poor and
n. The tremolo is not taught
it teachers in America, but
■ cbtre *
°-many bf thorn seek’ to
It arises involuntarily from
ack of control
of the diaphragm.

„
., „
.
Q. In playing the following
9- WlU Vou kindly give me a rule for
b*aymg three or four grace notes before
A
I
a ch<>rd (as in Mendelssohn's Spring Song)
“here the time should he taken from the
Preceding note, when from the chord or note
following. The answer I have received from
one
authority
is
that
it
all
depends
upon
the
| Itigfiim's
omposltion seems ver
character of the-Itifjtoff
would D be struck with the upper E, the
lower E following T—A. M.
definite to me.—i M.
, A- Spite of 1 i haziness of the answer
A. As notated I should plav the gracegiven above I fea that It must stand. There note separately following with the octave
is no fixed rule
__„„
„ __
groups^ of
grace-notes as quickly as possible. But the context
Preceding a note. That teachers might
might admit of a different solution. There
to the are often different opinions as to the execu¬
treatment of such grace-nof
tion of the short-grace-note (acciaccatura)
mation d—
: wished,"
t they but generally It is played on the beat of its
Q. Is the trend of contemporary com- Patioa
devoutly ti
principal note, taking Its time from that
posers toward the treatment of realistic aave not yet d<m®
Pennsylvania
0. What is the tension represented i
pounds
on
the
strings
of
the
’cello,
and
ho
Q. 7s there any difference between the
Music Lithographing
does this compare with the tension on th
study of harmony and theory in music and if
so what is the differencet 1 see the terms
Company
frequently used.—Amateur.
A. Theory includes everything in music
, particularly in Italy, I believe It to be urn
114 N. 13th St..
Philadelphia, Pa.
300 pounds. The except a technical knowledge of playing an
violin when tuned has
tension of not fat- instrument or singing. It therefore includes
from 100 pounds. m
grand piano goes Harmony, Acoustics, a knowledge of Musical
’e 40,000 pounds in America, a
Form, a comprehension of Orchestral instru¬
Music Engravers and Printers
ments, Musical History, etc. The word is
farar- ia Engla'r‘d-~
France, entered the school w
often misapplied to Harmony alone, but it
raise and Franchetti, Oiordt
ot»"
9- What is the difference betwt
really embraces much more than this.
French and Italian composers
a thiL Clavichord,, a Harpsichord„ a Spinet
a long time Wolf-Ferrari absti
Eirpireait
When
was
each
invented
publishers on Sheet Music, Music Books, Band,
sx-auu-muauer vc n. nut ne nnauy ,
Mn ana m the lifetime of
Orchestra and Octavo Music, etc. HIGH GRADE
) it with The Jewels of the Madonna, i t,,i
Also
imnnssihlo to nrodi/t
whotW this ,,run f?™?08®’
rt is impossible
predict whether
WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES. Copyrights
Piano invented and by whom
school is merely temporary or whether It wher,1 Wte
cottage (Upright) ana oy
is to be a permanent thing. My own belief whoi nf—A first
Reader in India.
is that music is at present going through
»
t transition stage.
s0 jc I would like to oblige a reader from
ar away, but the full answer would take
typography in all its Branches I
many pages of The Etdde. Nevertheless
0. Tf a sharp is placed before a n
a- trv to c,°,nderise the main facts. In
HYMN AND TUNE BOOK PLATES ’
the note is. already
->•— made
_„ a_ permanent sharp
dark ages there existed a primitive inso by the signatu—
signature is it played as though
mentt called'the"
called the Moi
Ateneehe.-A
I. i-,
_
ocnora. ' It
had one
it were a double sharp, providing the note
et invented) which
tg Dudley T. Limerick: has
Flute- By H. Macaulay
not been canceledt
L. O. L.
i made of different vil gating lengths by a FitzGibbon, M A. thc
Published by Charles Scribacci- -.-'able bridge. From this"there developed
A. Never! The simple rule for an acci¬
'W ^or*£*
Numerous illustradental is to Judge of the note as if Ft stood
' ’ £e clavichord, the earliest of the piano tic^ns ^292
quite by itself, apart from the rest of the £amlI-\ Here the string was given a push
At first blush it would seem that a work
by
a
sham
tanerent.
lilrA
.fHa
nnH
„
chisel
composition. If a note is marked sharp
the title “The Story of the Flute”
thisatfna/Jnftrnsent’ llkewtSf
aachPts!l,
tangent forming
a bridgeend
andof determinmust read It so without reference to any¬ inis
™'ild be of no particular interest to anybody
thing that has gone before, or comes after, “f ‘he le.°Sth of the vibrating string and but
flute players, but as a matter of fact Mr
--.—j
„„ the signature. SSBlo,e ,lls pttch. The Clavichord could FitzGibbon has brought such a wealth of in
Only after a double-sharp or a double-flat, loud^tatonePwLVoenT exPre„s?iyely. but its formation together in such an interesting way
If we desire to make the note a plain sharp
that the book has matter in it to attract a
Don’t Stand in Your Own Light
or flat we write a natural first and then the' andhdiden?tan°' ?a4/ov^ ‘the "cia “chord far wider audience than the flute players
and buy cheap publications when for the same or
sharp
or
flat.
But
even
here
I maintain
less money you can get the latest novelties and the
that a sharp or flat, without a preceding ^ord‘existed0In6 the^ XV6 century. T1“ ClaWnatural, would be the better notation because
aT rnembm-s^of’
just* as^a emtu!-Cea
simpler
and
equally
intelligible,
in
the
ex¬
Fn^Cowpe^
send you a selection. Include references with order
tremes of ultra-modern music it is even
Chaucer, Longfellow. Sidney Lanier, Dickens’
MILWAUKEE CONSOLIDATED MUSIC CO.
possible to have a triple sharp or a triple pKe’famPly5htThedprtnafpaie &on which* the?
Successor to Rohlflng Sons Music Co.
flat, which is not explained in anv book so
Nau & Schmidt Music Co. Milwaukee, Wis.
far as I know. Thus if some Schoenberg of
the future should desire t*key of F flat (which a sen
would ^re protruded a hit of“goos^quifl8 which
write as E and sign it tourr sharps) he
be in the key of eight flats. If he
r,'? omitted- This Is surprising, bcVentilator
wanted to lower the fourth
Afriite Peb«ssy—especially In PelU'as et
^°„0(5v,f.n-L®d
the flute very extenslvelv5ES* could not SSfj£5S5 MJlisande—uses
will
even more extensively than his first violinsmodem musical t
bSTnt0a doSu°hlea^ar;hs1chSirT?he?earwPeS!.Ceh
beauti™uPl.0yS SOme D0Vel effetts tHat are very
Q. What is the exact difference between
X aiPoadthoer
urn
staccato passages marked with a wedge and
with a dotf Also please ernlain to me hmn hro different keyboards. The Old English
the portamento touch '
pmsages marked thus sakeP °Wi1h°PtheihVike
’‘foUV'own
A. The wedge-shaped mark is 8
Recatlssimo, and is to be played as s
as
The ™™» ms Invented bv Cristofori about
possible. In past times the dot wa
fly in Florence, Italy. In that
played less staccato and was called'the c.
• l lie I
trt, is
instruments described above ail
It will Take One Minute to
“Clavicembalo.”
ltdTusttbeCapMaemteredIthataHi1Cal te?chIns rl
Repair it by Using
,“-|PJ?nt®d his new mevuauism
bas_ ehttBged/. The wedgl ha^atoost o
_
Instead^of^ quills or^tnngents.
Sti!®1-^_.!Jl-saP,Pe_aI?d_and we use the dot be had created"
medieval church hymn" ^Jna“ ‘ Die^IraeMuItum-in-Parvo Binding Tape
Sfahat
Mater;
Vein,
Creator
sliritus
,Ziihade
at
will,
and
he
thewfnve“,^ii^YuK
chanted a^poo“ainefTS0Ciat"°' I thirlk the shade'
6*?'Iar.d ro11 of white linen or 10-yard
‘Clavicembalo
m somrs S°“SS such as Gaudeaumus Igitur -'Latin
lamp
.i JDiano
, .e , forte
tot te, ” which
nized nevertheles9°thktb^the^d^'now6 stands name
gpraAppll,, eon
roll of paper, 25 cents each, postpaid.
rtntsewm, kii1a 0f stacfat0- The portamento, and fli
s'ura °jer them, is really -.
Transparent Adhesive MendingTissue
i mis- object
the last name- hm
nomer, since “po’rtare” in Italian m
Sao7AneSilShn?narGerSan
as
L per t° ^janiat justifies^ the won.
carry over, and we are forbidden t__„
— °ew instrumi
fonegf wK Latin^°te*rtiIf‘respited V&
Frederick ep—
Great that*“it
an altogether ■inllhlst and the singer
thei7eshelvesaad thlS admirable collection to
(and play rnnf
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
the correct one) to flifferent^meaning
"
_Beethov'en "who
ameino
i
nave
turned
the
tide
towards
"the
suggested applying tl
iw instrument.
The Mandolin Orchestra. Bv Herhert For
to these
__
MuItum-in-Parvo Binder Co.
e given w!trbata°n
v
Clrio
th.t“ _ .. m
, '
PUDItshed by H. F. Ot
individual pressure to' each"
^ !°0,S J!Hce almost simultaneous v Boston
BoSs\o°delkn.
Cor,
sn- pages. Price, ?aI-_wSf*
50 cents
separation as well. Prof
A helpful little book for trectors,
-*
told a pupil—“Play them ”
Germany Marn1“t1n°rFranceFrSchroe1er •” managers
teacl
player,” concerned
Germany, without"'havlng heard 0fCtl
with
-«Ckhe Ftorem mandolin ; and
should find »many
purchasers.
s Rouge, also Zodenta (tooth Powder. *
FREDERICK F. INGRAM COMPANY 1
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Children’s Department
Continued from, page j6o
A BRAHMS OUTLINE.
nPS Brahms was born in HamJonah
agQ His father was a
b i hass player in the theater and a
a booled musician. At fourteen, jo"e
nlaved in concert pieces by Bach
cthoven, aiso some original variaan“Pe a folk theme. Brahms seems
ti0k e loved the variation form as he
t0 7-t in many of his latter compositions,
Sen he was twenty he went on a conWhe”
w;th Remenyi, the Gipsy vioCert t0 They met Liszt and Played for
limSt Remenyi also introduced Brahms
llira' , itll| the celebrated violinist of
*° y
Brahms surprised Joachim by
^Cr ^sine the Kreutser Sonata at sight.
uTriever took notes with him on a condt ur he had a prodigious memory.
T chim introduced Brahms to the
c h anns
Robert Schumann said,
The has come, a youth at whose eraT-races and heroes kept watch. Sit-

a MUSICAL LOVE STORY.
A girl whose name was...
(Annie Laurie) is the heroine of our
story. She was born.(’Way
Down Upon The Suwanee River). She
first met our hero.(Cornin’
thro’ the Rye). His name was.
-(Robin Adair) and he was born..
.(Down in Dixie). He proposed.(/„ the Gloaming) and
she answered..(Sweet and
Low). They were married.
^In °ld Kentucky) and the wedding
march ' was played by.(My
Darling Nellie Gray) ; there was a wedding breakfast prepared by.
(Old Black Joe) ; the bridal couple went
to live in.(Maryland, My
Maryland) ; they always remained in_
.(America), and their motto was
.(Home, Sweet Home). This
romance
happened.(Long,
Long Ago).

mu
r» *<***» X™!,"”;
wirelIss.
derfUlandgmore magical circles by his
Mlss Dick^ had a great many pupils,
Te TfuTof genius, which made of ™re puplls than
one in town- She
playing, fuU °Lg
f lamenting and knew every one and every .one knew her,
the piano an ore
°
which made it embarrassing and difficult
jubilant voices.
.elected at times- Miss Dicky was acquainted
When he was w y
^
with all the girls’ peculiar ways, and
Vienna as his permanent residence. &He frQm ^ Tuesday,s conversation' which
lived in an apar m
, ,
He never marrie _
s he
w
tall and slim, in
stout and muscular his face was cov

Milly Brandon overheard through a crack
of the studio door, Miss Dicky knew the
g;rls> ri
bangles, bracelets and nails
^
ag their faceg_

ered by a heavy hear .
r
His first great success was the German

Milly couldn’t help hearing for she
^ try.ng tQ ^ J a pajr *f rubbers

Requiem, written a er
death. He was over or y y
fore he wrote his rs sy p
y' , ,,_
Brahms symphony is more l e
mann symphony than a Beethoven sym
phony. One critic said. We
,
,
impression that he feels^ wi
is
and thinks with his heart.
.
.
Hans von Bulow was an ent usiastic
follower of Brahms.
.
Brahms continued all his life to write
a contrapuntal exercise each day.
He was at work upon his first sym-

a size too small and she just had to stay,
“There’s Ethel,” said Miss Dicky in a
tired voice, “She has that horrible coral
ring as large as a cameo breast pin. The
;dea of wearing it at her iesSons-it’s on
her little finger and slap, slap, hang, hang
jt go'es up an(j Hown the keyboard, knock;n„ on everv Rev.”
“why don’t you ask her to take it off,”
said a decided voice.
„You knQw j really ^ do that> the
. j doteg on ;t; it came from her godfather> frQm China or Africa. whyj the

phony over ten years.
«ix7V,«»thpr
His standard was the highest. Whether
it is beautiful also,” he said, is an entirely different matter; but perfect it

Sirl is simply crazy about that ring, she
^ think T wag a monster t0 ask her
^ takc d Qq >,
^ should 'ask her» said the
vo!ce

mast J1*- . . ..
.
,
_,
Brahms had his sarcastic moods, and
there were times when he joked feebly.
Once he said: “The impression is sometimes created that I am merry, because
I laugh and am jovial in company; but
need not tell you that inwardly I never
lausk”
.
One hundred and twenty-two compositionsby Brahms have been published.
He died at Vienna, April 3, 1897, and
was buried in the same cemetery as Beethoven, Mozart and Schubert.

more decidedly.
„Then there ig Lucy> with long pointed
finger naiIs_dear me the child has claws
^ & b;rd and ghe tr}eg tQ play that
wav__tb;nk 0f jt |>>
.^ertainly you are to blame, Miss Dicky;
y(m should say> <Don>t come here again
until you have removed your nails,’ ”
voice
-you know I can’t do that, Lucy and
ber
le would not understand, the
.g jugt .coming out’ this season, and
truiy the family would care more for her
nails than her music—I know it, for Lucy
spends more time at the manicures than
at' her practice.”
,
„
“I should dismiss such pupils, said the
decided voice once more,
“I have Ethel Majors bracelets to co tend with in just the same manner. She
has one from Florence, one from Arizona,
one from Florida, and the way they
jangle through the lesson.
“You are foolish not to remedy these
things,” said the voice,
“But how can I when my bread and
butter depends upon their good will, how
can I offend them? They would think
that I had turned fussy.
Then Mil y turned ^^kcomeoff”
that those bangles add nails comeoff^

WHO IS THIS COMPOSER?
He was born in Hamburg, his father
was a double bass player in the theatre.
He was destined from the first to he
a musician, and when twenty years old
he went upon a concert tour with the
violinist Remenyi. Joachim was his lifelong friend. He never took notes with
him on a concert tour, his memory was
Prodigious; at Joachim’s suggestion he
w«nt to see Schumann.
His dearest
memory was Schumann's enthusiastic inkoduction of his work to the musical
world. He seated Vienna as his permanent home. He did not write his first
Vmphony until he was over forty years
old- He never married. One hundred

gfirs srsv’a ~
«desX£t>*SlCStS"^r1SSI
(Johannes Brahms).
-

And tothisday Miss Dicky believes that
it was wireless.

These great musicians know musical values fully. They would not
associate their names with anything of a doubtful nature. Each artist
has carefully examined and endorsed Sherwood’s Normal Training
Course for teachers—their approval is conclusive evidence of the high
merit of the lessons.
Progressive teachers will find the opinions of
these famous artists of much value and very interesting.

Read What They Say

Riond-Bosson, Morges-Suisso.
Mv Dear Mr. Sherwood:
1 read your work with the liveliest interest and
greatest pleasure. As an excellent guide forstudents
the°8tarnp
•k and yourself all the s

.
so* fully deI. J. Paderews

M^Dear Mr.fSherwood^

Dresden, Germany.
Siegel-Myers School of Music:
Mr. William H. Sherwood’s idea of written Piano
Lessons is as new and original as
^^if^^and

Abbazia, Austi

t everybody’s i

My
y Dear Mr.
1_
Sherwood:
* * * * It gives me 0.,- — you these words of warmest approval because I find
you have solved the problem of giving piano lessons
in an altogether brilliant manner. Your method of
TZ Moszkowski.

The Lessons Contain
the knowledge gained by Sherwood after thirty years of teaching, concert playing and
lecturing—the important problems of everyday practical teaching are compre¬
hensively treated. Much attention is devoted to_ the little things, as well as the big
ones. The physical exercises used by Sherwood in developing his marvelous technic
are brought before you clearly by an ingenious system of photographic illustrations.
The Lessons show you how to apply the important principles, which made his own
work so successful, to your teaching by a series of University Extension lectures on the
art of teaching music. The complete Normal Training Course includes thorough instruc¬
tion in Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition by Adolph Rosenbecker and Daniel
Protheroe.

Free Valuable Catalog
Merely fill in the Coupon below, and mail it
and we will send you our interesting catalog, which de¬
scribes this Normal Course fully and gives portraits and
biographies of__
our facultyand
other great mu- * Siegel-Myers Correspondence School of Music
sicians. These*
686 Siegel-Myers Bldg., Chicago, Ill.
Sherwood ,prin- •
,
c „ ,
... .
ciples can be se- I your vMuableSustratedA^ Catalog. °rObll8atl0a
cured only through ■
Not sent to children,
our School in this I
course of lessons. If > Name.Age.
you cannot go away to study with the very I st. Address.
best teachers, you need this Normal Course. I
Get the catalog and then judge for yourself | Town.Stale.
how practical the lessons are. Mail the Cou- . Are you now teaching?.
pon today for the Free Catalog anfl detailsofour 1
iu had?.
Partial Scholarship Offer to Etude Readers. '

Siegel-Myers ^SEip8
Please mention T
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Special Notices
Conservatories—Schools -Teachers
Institute of Musical Art
of the City of New York

®Kte tan (£nta School

The National
Conservatory of Music
of America
Incorporated U.188Scand chartered in 1891 by

ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
SEPTEMBER 28th to OCTOBER 8th
SESSION OPENS OCTOBER 12th
student?ofutundabiiliy Institute are intended for
REGULAR COURSES

Piano
Organ
Singing

Stringed Instruments
Wind Instruments
Music Supervisors’

.a srwits

CARL V. LACHMUND, a®&,
109 E.14th St., New York

IHerweob von i£nt>e, Director

Jeannette M. Thurber, Found, and Prea.
Established for the thorough education of
serious students in music.

A Declaration of Principle

The Thirtieth Scholastic Year

<1 Harmony, Counterpoint, Com¬
position, Orchestration, Rhythm,
Solfeggio, Ear Training, Score
Reading, Conducting, Pedagogy,
History of Music, Art and Liter¬
ature, Ensemble Practice, Diction
Interpretation.
*J Already celebrated for its
faculty, the school is able to em¬
phasize its artistic growth and to
surround itself with an atmosphere
of culture and esthetic taste that
is of incalculable benefit to
Y Write io Ik secretary. Dept. A,either
for the new Fall Catalogue, Schedules
of either the Piano, Singing or Violin
Departments, for Dormitory Reserva¬
tions, or for special information.

MUSIC EDUCATION
sraity, I
PRIVATE AND CUSS WORK IN PIANO,
HARMONY, ETC., RESUMED
„ NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 23rd
BOSTON (Saturday.) SEPTEMBER 26th
NORMAL CLASSES
NEW YORK, OCTOBER 7th
BOSTON, OCTOBER 10th

>e Marie Matt,
Harold Bender
A
Elise Conrad
Louie otinman
Lawrence Goodman
Sigismond Stojow«ki
Lewi. M. Hubbard
Vita Witek
Singing
Alfred lima
Beatrice McCue
Henri LaBonte
Adrienne Remenyi
Violin
John Frank Rice
He
n Ende
Samuel Saron
Edwin Wickc
Anton Witek
Theory and Composition
Han. van den Burg
Harry Rowe !
John Frank Rice
Sigiamond S
Orchestral Instruments
Paul Refer, Violincello
Henri Leon LeRoy, Clarinetis
And leading members of the New
Philharmonic Society
Solfeggio
French
Mme. C. Trotin
Mile. M. Margel
German
Italian
FrI. Beyer
Sig. Carmen Ferero
History of
Dramatic
Music
Expression
Mrs. Esther DePuy Bryan

fa

56-58 West 97th Street, New York City
RALFE LEECH STERNER - - - - Director

—

All Branches of Music and the Arts taught
from the beginning to the highest artistic

?

m

ft

New York’s Modern Up-To-Date Music
School with

America’s Most Eminent Teachers
OPEN THE ENTIRE YEAR.

V-

G§jd

Two connected buildings delightfully situated between Central Park and the Hudson River

PUPILS MAY ENTER ANY DAY

TERMS, including Tuition, Board, Practicing, etc., on appl
SEND

FOR BOOKLET

r. .
ALFRED WOOLEr! Mus.^Ooc’
322 W. Utica Si., Buffalo, N.Y.

M

INTERNATIONAL

For the winter of 1914 a great series of free classes
'
g of special interest every day.
Ei
"1 be one of the greatest opportunities ever <
b Hall, Waldorf-Astoria, Cooper Union and the Wai

THE NEW VIRGIL
PRACTICE CLAVIER

i— College of Fine Arts Syrac,

-

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

NEW YORK

Musical Post Cards

THE VIRGIL
PIANO SCHOOL CO.,
42 WEST 76Ui ST., NEW YORK

6 NEWBURY STREET

Manufacturers of
The “ Tek ”
The Bergman Clavier
The Bergman 2 and 4 Octave
instruments for travelers
The Bergman Technic Table
(Raised Keys)
The Bergman Child’s Pedal

J. SOHM
PIANIST-INSTRUCTOR
For ten year* music-critic, “THE FORUM”
Interview by written appointment only
STEINWAY HALL, New York City

HOME STUDY

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS

Ave.

^Tbe von Bribe School of fniuetc
44jWEST 85th STREET

—0RK~1 Conservatories-Schools-Teachers 1NEW YORK -

finish by a faculty composed of

STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by »AIL;«J

Principal Members of the Faculty
Pianoforte

.., HORST—Music MSS. corrected
cJesmut Street, ^Philadelphia._
J^TT^ACHER desires position. I‘ri
.yS&L C. W. y- care of The .Etude
JpyTLEMAN AND WIFE, piano and
■ wish location lor next year. Address.
327 |3 14th Street, New Castle, Indiana.
Jrr^jjlpoNDENCE lessons in Har
ami Counterpoint. Stanley T. Reiff
Lansdowne, Pa.
^^Tf^yHITTEN to words. Manuscripts
“.La correspondence lessons in har‘ ony Dr. Alfred-Wooier, composer, Buffalo
co~Bdf^INNeweIl

„•
L?" End* School of Music discourages the turning out of Innumerable unprepared students and foist"
ig incapable young professionals upon the public. The indiscriminate manner in which certificates and diplomas
aoe been issued by all sorts of schools in the past has reduced their value to a minimum. By adhering strictly
• he schedule of work and the final tests for certificate, and diplomas, the von Ende School of Music begs to
u„^Jhe ™ystc.al profession and public that no student will receive either a certificate or diploma from this initution without meeting the full requirements.
Realizing the need of a broad
and thorough foundation for a
musical career, the school offers
free classes in the following sub¬
jects:
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THE ETUDE

ETUDE

MASTERFUL ADVANTAGES AFFORDED

EXPLANATORY CATALOG

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
as used in the Public Schools of
NewYork City. Eight years work.
Harmony and other subjects.
E. F. MARKS, 2 West 121st St., NEW YORK

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY

Learn Harmony and Composition

Foundational, Intermediate, Advanced Technic, Pedalling, Interpretation, Recitals

Fall Term Begins September 28th

HISTOl
LISZT-Six Cards-'
WAGNER-Tv
BEETHOVENGREAT COM!
of the Great
OPERATIC
Reproductions o
presented in C
(6), Parsifal

FOR INFORMATION WRITE

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director

Granberry Piano School
Teachers' Training Courses
FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet
CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK

42 West 76th Street, NEW YORK

The American
Institute of Applied Music
(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)

\

212 West 59th Street
Compute courses in
29th Season—September 29, 1914
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., Pres.
Flease mention THE ETUDE when addressing oi

New York City
Send for circular.
. ,
KATE S. CHITTENDEN*
advertisers.

ZZ

■tojs&jsjs:

Crane Normal Institute of Music
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR SUPERVISORS OF A
SdsC,^
POTSDAM,

N.

Y.
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THE ETUDE

Chicago

Conservatories—Schools —Teachers

Conservatories—Schools —T eachers

WESTERN

Shenandoah

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
Chicago’s Foremost School of Music and Dramatic Art
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Public School Music, Dramatic Art, etc. 75 eminent artists Suner
ior Normal Training School supplies teachers for colleges. Desirable Dormitory Accommodations Diplomas
and Degrees. Students may enter at any time. For Catalog and general information address
P
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, Pres.
671 Kimball Hall, CHICAGO, ILL.

Valparaiso University 3^^
The University School of Music offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory and Public School Music'
Students may attend the Music School and also take the regular work at the University.
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
Tuition, S20.00 per quarter of twelve weeks. Board with Furnished Room, SI.80 to S3.00 per week.
Catalog will be mailed free. Address Henry B. Brown, President, orOliver P. Kinsey, Vice President
42ND YEAR-STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.

Collegiate

FflfWFP’Q
Philadelphia
CVJWVLA. O Musical Academy

Institute

and School of Music

B

SSBEgai

RICHARD ZECKWER1
.CAMILLE W. ZECKWER } Directors

V&Hsr*

Z

&

EFFA ELLIS
Teaching System

KEYBOARD, HARMONY
and MELODY BUILDING

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

Centralizing
School of
Music

FRANCIS L. YORK, M.A., President
FINEST CONSERVATORY IN THE WEST
42nd Ye
Students may enter
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ,
at any time
Theory, Public School Music, etc. Academic
Department. Send /
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

mc«aseschool of musical arts

Endorsed by musiciMs^on

W

°P®nS SePtember 14, 1914

EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
request. Address the Secretary, E. H. LOGAN? FlneAmBuiFdh5“chica“o. B°°k ,Urnished Up°n

THE COLUMBIA
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director
Piano

Voice—Violin—Theory—Public School Music

Special Training Department for Teachers
Public School Class Limited Account of Practice School
FOURTEENTH SEASON OPENS SEPTEMBER 7th
Sixty Teachers. Ideal Equipment.
Dormitory Facilities.
For Cataior and P,.... ajj_
MANAGER, OHIO BUILDING, 509 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Piano, Voice, Violin, Dramatic Art, Har¬
mony, Public School Music, Theory and
Business Training. Fall term opens Sep¬
tember 1. For catalog address:
Sec., Box 8, 20 E. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO, ILL.

WlttrAMH. PONTIUS, Direotor Departmentof Music. CHARLES M. HOLT Director Drnartn,,,.. of n
TIIK EXCEPTIONAL FACILITIES, COMPLETE ORGANIZATION AND COMPREHENSIVE COIRSFS^JIAKETHK A'*

12.„
ELbibscs.

MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART

a0
'en‘ii Eu‘
vldj reputation. Beeltal Hall .eating 600.

Highest grade instruction under faculty of artist
teachers. A gathering place for advanced
students who intended to study abroad.
Affiliated with the University of Michigan. Audi¬
torium seating 5000. Concerts by world’s artists
Snd organizations. Chorus of 300. Orchestra of
50. Splendid women’s gymnasium. Fall term
Send for Announcement.
CHARLES A. SINK, A.B., Secretary
1200 Maynard Street

...

Dramatic Art, from Elementary to Post-Graduate, equal in standard to aimllar
p!d5“ pa or".”'7 Fun/e^'pped mage iTa'cU^g'and"^ ““S °!

BURROWES COURSE OFST^,c

Cosmopolitan School of Music
and Dramatic Art

appHcadon^to KATHARINE BURROWES
D. 502 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK CITY or
Dept. D, 246 HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK, DETROIT, MICH.
a£

Beethoven Conservatory sesS!h^±^0S“*e
One .f the oldest and best Music School, in the United States N. W.C.SSStj

:rs°of the PrJearlyiV°SA USUfMF KR j*STITUT.B
'HE OPE^USOH0OOL^'*ltvenhsuehlMo^St
nd engagements resulted.
•an l"fUth&tdfhe°Ppor,tanities 40 stady

m-

Mrs. W. S. Bracken, President
Assisted by eminent faculty of 50 artists.
Offers to prospective students courses of
study based upon the best modern educa¬
tional principles. Diplomas and degrees
conferred. Many free advantages.

Students May Enter at Any Time
For particulars address Secretary, Box
44 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago, III.

Send for detailed description of courses an<
book of Evanston views.
Peter Christian Lutkin, Dean

DR. H.
BRANDON INSTITUTE
MUSIC LITERATURE
ART
^JSSTJ^SSSSSf^SfiSS
Located in Shenandoah Valley, at intersection
oic*0 and N.& W. Kya. Scenery, sanitation and
water
unsurpassed.
silo”
arate aDartments lor the sexes. Rates szzs to soot).
Couaoiue sent on request. Address
BRANDON INSTITUTE
Basle, Virginia

RAY G. EDWARDS, Director
r .
Freauent Pupils’ Pecitals. OrchesFeatures: aralqand EnJmble Work. Harmony
and Composition Classes Private lessons in Violin,
Piano and Voice. Social and Ed icational Advantagesof a College Towr-. Music Colony J
Catalog.
RUSKIN, FLORIDA
Atlanta Conservatory of Music
The foremost school of fine arts
in the South. Advantages equal
to those anywhere.
Fall Term begins September 7th.
Send for Catalogue.
ATLANTA. GA.

Compiled by PRESTON WARE OREM
.._t~r
widely at

The most Novel. Varied and ^eautdully IlluHrated Lecture-reeital. upon

original pieces as well
found'd] other"cdlections.'composers of all

I it erary? interpr et atio t?' of" wh?c h haft^e^mpole^^wT^' Mr' C°re^S
espeeiahy adapted for musm schools and mS clubs.
endorsement, is
_

38 WOODWARD TERRACE. Detroit. Mich.

CLARA BAUR, Fou„ure«
Faculty of International Reputation
All Departments Open Throughout the Summer

MRS

Elocution—M U SIC—Languages

Anent^wmt-0156"5 °Ctober Is
Mrs. WIufamTlnChfS t0
lettera “^dressed ‘
_ Information furnished
prflt»_, f
, ,
Suite 405-6, Kimball Hall
CHICAGI

Also Special Summer Course in

PUBLIC

SCHOOL MUSIC

STACEY

WILLIAM!

Voice Production: Repertoiri
In Europe June 15th to Sept. 15th.

Location and surroundings ideal for Summer study
MISS BERTHA BAUR, Directress, Highland Avenue and Oak St., Cincinnati, 0.

Lyceum Arts Conservatory
Elia. Day, Dir. Frank A. Morgan, Mgr.

THE NEW ORGANIST AColJ^i&^l;fec0'«-n
Price, $1.50
mentshfro™!st?nd“d ta‘nk °h g‘nf' c.omP°s‘tions by Mr. Whiting,
[‘Hungarian March”“by ^erUot “Aniante” froi
fmm‘SEdhe°
1,” “Fugue
"" ^:bEy^ydn-"B-N-ot.
i
t” by’Bach, Rossini’s “Chi
, nanasomely bound in cloth.

*'*“*w:u irora
THEQ. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.
n THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

School “m^c 'fecvSe- v;io,!n’ *■>*<
different.” Catalog plains "ksk'for it * ”
R vKct,Te. J0RDAN HEWETT, Sec.
. Bo* K’ 523 Fine Arts Bldg,,
.
Chiewo II!

Private Teachers
i n th e” Wesiero Conservator v* rn

a ■

EDITH LYNWOOD WINN
I00L OF MUSIC TRINBOSTONRT’

arsed by Elman. Auer and Zimbalist.
Resident pupils. Teachers’ Courses, Ensemble

A NEW AND WELL-PAID PROFESSION

GUIDO FERRARI

Is Open To Women Who Study

VOICE CULTURE SPECIALIST

THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD

FIFTEENTH SUCCESSFUL SEASON
FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST
1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Fall Class for Teachers

October 12th al
Brook

The demand for this Method is steadily increasing. Last Summer’s
School was the largest since the Method was introduced into this
country, fifteen years ago.
Dr. Lyman Abbott says: “Mrs. Copp teaches children to think and to express
themselves in terms of music. She converts it from a blind, mechanical copying, into
a vital self expression. It seems to me more than a method, it is a revolution, and con¬
verts musical education from a mere drill and drudgery into an inspiration and a life.”
Harvey Worthington Loomis says: “How any music teacher could ever allow
young pupils to struggle on in the old stultifying grind, after seeing your ingenious in¬
vention, is beyond my comprehension. You are indeed the Froebel of music, and the
importance of your educational work cannot be over-estimated.”

Hugh A. Clarke,Mus-DocLESSONS BY MAIL
In Harmony, Counterpoint
and Composition
1618 CHESTER AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J. ALBERT ALLEN, Jr.
Pianist—Instructor
Steinert Building, Providence, R. I.
TEACHING SEASON OPENS
SEPTEMBER THE NINTH
Address, P. O. Box 61, Providence, R. I.

EVELYN FLETCHER COPP

MR. AND MRS. CROSBY ADAMS

ESTABLISHED 1857

PEABODY

WILL CONDUCT

CONSERVATORY
BALTIMORE, MD.

HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director
Its endowment enables it to offer exceptional advantages in music culture in all grades and branches

A MID-WINTER CLASS
IN THEIR HOME STUDIO
IN MONTREAT, N. C.
December 30th to January 12, 1915
Permanent Address:
Montreat, North Carolina

THEODOReVrESSERCO. Philadelphia,Pa.

Softool and Home Marches
rOR THE PIANO

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

The University School of Music offers courses
in Piano, Organ, Violin, Voice and Theory of
Music leading to academic degrees. Also courses
in Public School Music, and Piano and Voice
Pedagogy. Literary studies in the College of
Liberal Arts or Evanston Academy included withThorough Preparatory School
ned. Refined s
le wooded shores of Lake
Michiga
The p.
Symphon;
r, the Evanston Musical Club, and the grea
iNorth Shore Musical Festivals with choruse
totaling over 2,000 voices offer unparalleled prac

nil social life of Easter

IV. J. COREY
Pianist, Organist and Musical Lecturer
th success at many ^^e^argest^ Universities, Colleges, Lyceums

2 HENNEMAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC, Henneman Hall, ST. LOUIS.

Evanston - Chicago

OPENS SEPTEMBER 29th
l\ Department of Eastern Colleg '

This InsUtution-a depart- 1
ment of the Pennsylvania

Germantown
West Phila.

46th SEASON

ORGAN REPERTOIRE

Alexander HENNEMAN 1
THE WAR KSsaa

NORTHWESTERN
UNIVERSITY

Statistic

Normal CoNSEDVATOiit

1617 SPRUCE STREET
6029 Main St.
446 S.52d St.

Its course in Pedagogy is unexcelled. Pupils in the Finishing Department are eligible for this certificate which embraces a course
covering two years, under Mrs. F. Doriss-Bland, who has made a
special study of this Department, and under the Directors.
It can now accommodate 2,000 pupils. Some idea of the important
part it has played in the musical education of Philadelphia can be
gleaned from the fact that more than 31,000 pupils have been enrolled.
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC TAUGHT.
THEORY OF MUSIC.
Among our eminent faculty are, •Richard Zeckwer, Camille W.
Zeckwer, Wassili Leps, Charles E. Knauss, Clarence Bawden,
Joseph Clarke, Walter Golz, H. S. Kirkland, Paul Meyer, Bertrand
Austin, Henry Stausebach, Powell Fithian, and assistants.
Send for Prospectus.
J. R. ZECKWER, Business Manager, 1617 Spruce St.

Ruskin School of Music

ALBERT A. STANLEY, A.M., Director

Ann Arbor, Michigan

.tes, Diplomas, Doruiftory

specials

Eastern Conservatory of Music
™E

f 950-955 McClurg Bldg., 218 So. Wabash, Chicago, III.

Southern University of Music, Inc.
__ mTTn?nR TTTTRT MUELLER. Directors

Gertrude Radle-Paradis

IT.ffa Ellis Pcrfield will b plea;
y Moth,
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Price, 50 Cents
*mo is an entirely new collection of
inarches, containing numbers adapted for
all the different purposes to which a march
movement may be put. The marches °
such as may 'actually be marched to.
merely for display purposes. There are
two-steps, military marches and grand
marches, all bright, original and chanictei^
music will appreciate this volume highly,
as It is the best book of the sort ever put
together.
PHILADELPHIA
PENNA.

A PRIMER OF FACTS ABOUT MUSIC

CHARLES VEON, Pianist.
STEREOPTICON LECTURE RECITALS
“MOZART AND HIS MUSIC”
Mr. Veon is prepared to furnish an entire program,
"ver a thirty minute lecture to precede a
le. Address

Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten

Shepard School of Music, Orange, N. J.

Hahn Music School
Chas. D. Hahn, Director
The School for your Daughter
Our catalogue tells why

°MRS. CARD WILL PERSONALLY TEACH ONE CLASS
OF TEACHERS THIS WINTER IN NEW YORK CITY
uskworid"^aches Pi™
andEaTTrefokigf h'**0
one ^thmgnarantMdng1 result^ ^WruTfo^paHicular^. “* makmf1s ednaIvE.TBRIDGEPORT,'VoNN.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1

Combs Broad Street Conservatory
-»ves you individual and careful attention. Yourneeasj
]»teacher especially adapted for developing the best
nt\ Me entire School. Daily supervision shows you ho
®Ple opportunityf- ” ” - - --tor we give you a
scientific methods i
A School of Inspiration, -GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director

Four Recitals a week give '

Theodore Albert Schroeder
The distinguished American Exponent of

GERMAN LIEDER
Tone Production

Diction

Technique

Address all communications to— Huntington Chambers — Boston, Mass.
1327-29-31 S. Broad St., Philadelphia^
“please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

w
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Greatest Magazine Bargains Ever Offered
SPECIAL PRICES GOOD ONLY TO NOV. 10, 1914.

ORDER AT ONCE.

Prices of the Magazine Clubs given here will be in effect for a short time only. It will not
be possible to again subscribe to THE ETUDE in combination with these magazines at the
special prices given, which are guaranteed to be as low as those of any publisher or agent.
NOW is the time to subscribe. Don’t delay! Subscriptions are for one year and can be new
or renewal—if now a subscriber the date of expiration will be extended. Magazines can be sent
to different names and addresses. CANADIAN AND FOREIGN POSTAGE ADDITIONAL.
write us and we will gladly give a special
100 THE ETUDE]$0 50
I- Woman’s
>
'
0
"

ENCOURAGING
MUSICAL CULTURE
W

E are indebted for the wonderful growth of THE
ETUDE to the loyalty of over 225,000 enthusiastic
subscribers. Thousands of teachers, knowing the
value of THE ETUDE, insist that pupils become regular
readers, as THE ETUDE encourages and supplements in
innumerable ways the instruction of the teacher.
Enthusiastic readers induce other music lovers to sub¬
scribe, hundreds sending five and ten subscriptions a year.
As a reward for this interest we offer at this time a selected
list of unusually valuable works. A copy of our latest
premium leaflet containing illustrations and full descriptions
of numerous useful and practical articles, such as jewelry,
silver ware, cut glass, etc., will be sent on request.

Dana’s Musical Institute
WARREN, OHIO
'PORTY-SIXTH year.
All instru^
ments and voice taught. Lessons
Fine dormitories
for pupils.
Buildings for practice
(new). Pure water, beautiful city and
healthy.
Not a death in forty-six
years. Superior faculty. Every state
and country in North America patro¬
nizes the school. Fine recital hall
with an orchestral concert and soloists
every Wednesday night. Incorpor¬
ated and confers through state author¬
ity the degrees of Associate, Fellow,
Master and Doctor.

daily and private.

at any time. Order by number.

INDISPENSABLE MUSIC WORKS
For ONE NewYearly Subscription to THE ETUDE
(Not Your Own Subscription)
No. 103 Album of Favorite Pieces. Engelma
~ ""2 Beginners’ ~ ’ r '
7 Duet Hou
_12 Ft “
Steps in Pianoforte Study. Presser.
No. 125 F
.
rour-Hand Parlor Pieces. 17 Ducts.
. 139 Mathews’ Standard Compositions. Vol. 1, Grade I, to Vol. 7,
Grade VII. Any one volume.
. 140 Mathews’ Standard Graded Course of Studies in 10 grades.
. 142 Modern Dance Album. 18 selections for the Piano.
. 1225 Operatic Four-Hand Album. 22 Duets.
39 Selections.
•6 Piano Pieces.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

THE ETUDE.]l$20o
Modern Priscilla.
Housewife. | Save $1.00

THE ETUDE.'
Modern Priscilla.
Mother’s Magazine. |

THE ETUDE.1l$2£0
Modern Priscilla.
Home Needlework.j

THE ETUDE.]
Ladies’World.
Woman’s Home Companion . . .

J

THE ETUDE .
Ladies’ World .
Modern Priscilla

>$2—
j Save $1.20

*2-

”L
THE ETUDE . . .
THE ETUDE
Delineator.' j— Woman’s Home Comp
Woman’s Home Comp’n j Save *5 cte. World’s Work
THE ETUDE.
Woman’s Home Companion
American Magazine . . .

3

—
ave $2.25

3

’

”

*435

PUPILS MAY ENTER AT ANY TIME
Send for 64-page catalogue, blue booky and historical sketch to WM. H. DANA, R.A.M., President

S<
S’
S.
Si
Si

Fall Term begins Monday, September 14th, 1914
list.

2$1.25
J[*Save

THE ETUDE . . .
25
Woman’s Home Comp’n > j— Woman’s Home Comp
McClure’s.J Save $1.25 Review of Reviews

::: j!3-

160
163
166
168
1221

ENSEMBLE CLASSES DAILY
Chorus 10 A. M. Military Band 1 P. M.
Orchestra 5 P. M. in Dana Hall

Songs for mediui

For TWO Yearly Subscriptions to THE ETUDE
(One Can be Your Own Subscription)
s. 203 Album of Piano Compositions. Popular Pieces by Edw. Grieg.
3. 204 Beethoven. 11 Selections from most popular works.
3. 1223 Chaminade Album.
3. 206 Chopin. Lighter Compositions for Piano.
>• 207 Church and Home. 18 Sacred Songs. High or Low Voice.
Classic and Modern Gems for Reed Organ.
6 Czerny School of Velocity.
14 Distinguished Musicians. 70 Portrait Biographies.
-22 First Recital Pieces. 37 Pieces for Piano.
225 Four-Hand Miscellany.
~ . |nd Technic. In four volumes. Any two.
No.
241 Modern Drawing Room Piec
243 Mozart Sonatas. 2 Volumes, cr
248 Parlor and School Marches. 32 Pi
" ?s Without Words. (Complete

A Partial History
of the

UNDERWOOD
First practical visible machine

$025

Winner of every International Record for Typewriter
For THREE Yearly Subscriptions to THE ETUDE
(One Can be Your Own Subscription)
No ana £hoir.an!1 Chorus Conducting. Wodell.
N
??? g?scrlPtw<i Analyses of Piano Works. E. B. Perry

Cosmopolitan, Country GeatleJournal, Saturday. Eveninj
THE ETUDET
90
Collier’s
>
WeeklyJ “

d $3.50 for the thre

OUR MOST POPULAR PREMIUN
pays for four yearly Subscriptions
to I HE ETUDE (your own Subscrip¬
tion and three additional Subscriptions)

E ETUDE) $2^0 THE ETUDE j$2 50

Send

all

Holder of the Elliott Cresson award for mechanical supremacy
Surely the

Cdliis

or . jsave60cts. Everybody’s J Save 50 cts.

Speed-Accuracy-Stability

_
Save 60 Cts.

Christian
t-’OlS
_£j SavTeo cts.
Herald

orders to THE ETUDE, Philadelphia, Pa.

Your

Own

Subscription

UNDERWOOD
is

F R EI
“The Machine You Will Eventually Buy”

THE ETUDE, Philadelphia, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

An Upright Grand
Shown here is our largest upright. In length
of string, area of sound-board, barring, bridging,
and other tone producing essentials, we have fol¬
lowed the highest standards of grand construction.
The result compares favorably with most small
grands.
It marks the combination of our efforts
as progressive manufacturers to produce an upright
with the tone quality and volume of the grand.
The Ivers & Pond line includes uprights, grands
and player pianos of many sizes and styles but of
only one grade—the highest.
Wherever in the United States we have no dealer we
quote lowest prices and ship from factory direct—if desired,
upon our easy payment plan. The piano must please or it
returns at our expense for railroad freights. Liberal exchange
allowance for old pianos. For catalog and a personal letter
giving much valuable information to intending buyers, write
us today.

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
141 Boylston St.,

BOSTON, MASS.

'^^Wltm-Quality PIANOS 1
i nd Playe k Pi an os

add the final
cleanliness.
Free from rubber.
Can
quickly sterilized in b o i 1 i n
water.
All styles and sizes to fit every
requirement.
Guarantee with every pair.
Naiad Waterproof Sheeting
for the nursery and hospital

CONSIDERATION from those
who demand ultra quality in
everything is merited by Kranich &
Bach Pianos and Player Pianos, not
alone because of their traditional
greatness, but also because of tangi¬
ble, demonstrable, really remarkable
musical superiority
which is apparent
to anyone who will
investigate and in¬
telligently choose
between real and
fancied values.
237 EAST 23rd STREET, - NEW YORK

1 have been established 60 YEARS
home free o, eepe„„

c, ,

t

Write (of Cetalojo, D and eSJSn” y°"r

